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3-D Seismic Interpretation

3-D seismic data have become the key tool used in the oil and gas industry to understand the subsurface.
In addition to providing excellent structual images, the dense sampling of a 3-D survey can sometimes
make it possible to map resewoir quality and the distribution ofoil and gas. The aim of this book is to help
geophysicists and geologists new to the technique to interpret 3-D data while avoiding common pitfalls.

Topics covered include basic structural interpretation and map-making; the use of 3-D visualisation
methods; interpretation of seismic amplitudes, including theirrelation to rock and fluid propertiesi and the
generation and use of AVo and acoustic impedance datasets. Also included is the increasingly important
neld of timelapse seismic mapping, which allows the interpreter to ftace the movement of fluids within
the reservoir during production. The discussion of the acquisition and processing of 3-D seismic data is
rntended to promote an understanding of important data quality issues. Extensive mathematics has been
avoided, but enough detail is included on the effects ofchanging rock and fluid properties to allow readers
to make their own calculations.

The authors ofJ-D Seismic Interpretation are professional geophysicists with many years, experience
in the oil industry. They are still actively inter?rcting 3-D seismic data and arc thercfore able to summarise
the current best practice. The book will be indispensable for geoscientists leaming to use 3-D seismic
data, particularly $aduate students of geophysics and petroleum geology, and new enftants into the oil
and gas industy.

Mike Bacon was awarded a Ph.D. in geophysics from the University of Cambridge before becoming a
Principal Scientific Offrcer at the Institute of Geological Sciences in Edinburgh (now the British Geological
Suwey). After working as a lecturer in the Geology Depanment of the University of Accra, Ghana, he
took a position with shell uK where he worked for 19 years as a seismic interpreter ard as team leader in
seismic special studies. Dr Bacon is a co-author of Introduction to seismic Interpretation by Mce'llrin
et al. (1979) .'d is a member of the editorial board of the petroleum industy magaz ine First Break. He is
a Fellow of the Geological Society and a member of the EAGE (Eurcpean Association of Geoscientists
and Engineers).

Rob simm is a geophysicist with 16 years' experience in the oil and gas industry and a specialist in the
rock physics interpretation of seismic data in both exploration and production. After gaining an M.sc.
and Ph.D. in marine geology at University College London, the early part of his career was spent with
Bdtoil plc and rricentrol plc as a seismic inter?rcter. He subsequently took a positiqn at Enteryrise oil
and progressed from North Sea explomtion to production and equity determination, prior to becoming
a'' rntemal consultant to asset teams and management. since 1999 Dr Simm has prcvided independent
consultancy and taining services to numerous independent and multi-national oil companies throush his
company Rock Physics Associates Ltd.

Terry Redshaw gained a Ph.D. in numerical analysis from the unive$ity of wales before becoming a
Geophysical Researcher with Westem Geophysical. Since 1985 he has been employed by Bp in a variety
of roles. These have included research into imaging and inve$ion algorithms, as well as leading a team
supplying BP's worldwide assets with support in the areas of seismic modelling, rock properties, AVO
and seismic inversion. Dr Redshaw works.at present in Bp,s Exploration Excellence team, which helps
operating units to carry out the tecbnical wo* needed to evaluate oil prospects and decide whether to drill
them or not.
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x Preface
-l

these respects. The combination ofthe inter?reter's ingenuity with even more computer

power will surely lead to further developments in the future.

We have included a number of examples of seismic displays to illustrate the vari-

ous interpretation techniques, and to give the reader a feeling for the typical quality

of modem seismic data. We are grateful to the fbllowing for permission to repro-

duce proprietary or copyright matedal: BP Exploration for 1igs. 2.2, 2.8,2.16,2.23-

2.24. 2.27 . 2.30. 234-2.37, 8.3 and 8.7-8. 8 ; ChevronTexaco and Statoil for fig. 5. l 2;

Shell UK Exploration and Production for figs. 3.1, 3.3, 3.5-3.6, 3.8-3.13, 3.17-3.18,

3.20-3.24, 4.4, 4.6, 5.6,6.2-6.8 and 6.10; the Wytch Farm partnership (BP Explo-

ration Operating Co Ltd, Premier Oil plc, Kerr McGee Resources (UK) Ltd, ONEPM

Ltd and Talisman North Sea Ltd) for figs. 7.1-7.6; the Geological Society of London

and Dr R. Demyttenaere for 1ig. 1.6(b); the McGraw-Hill Companies for fig. 5.3; the

European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE) and Dr J. Hendrickson

for fig. 5.16; the EAGE and Dr P. Hatchell for figs. 8.4-8.5; the EAGE and

Dr J. Stammeijer for fig. 8.6; the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) for

fig.4.1, the SEG and DrS. M. Greenlee forfig. 1.6(a), the SEG and Professor G. H F

Gardner for fig. 5.1, the SEG and Dr H .Zengfor fig.4.7,Ihe SEG and DrW. Wescott for

fig. 4.8, and the SEG and Dr L. J. Wood for fig. 4.9. Figures 3.1, 3.3 and 3.24 were cre-

ated using Landmark Graphics software, fig. 4.6 using Stratimagic software (Paradigm

Geophysical), flg. 5.15(b) using Hampson-Russell software and fig. 6.3 using Jason

Geosystems software.
The text is intended as an aid in developing understanding of the techniques of

3-D interpretation. We have not been able to include all the possible limitations on

applicability and accuracy of the methods described. Care is needed in applying thenl

in the real world. If in doubt, the advice of an experienced geophysicist or geologist

should always be sought.
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1 Introduction

If you want to find oil and gas accumulations, or produce them efficiently once found,
then you need to understand subsurface geology. At its simplest, this means mapping
subsurface structure to find structures where oil and gas may be trapped, or mapping
faults that may be barriers to oil flow in a producing field. It would be good to have
a map of the quality of the reservoir as well (e.g. its thickness and porosity), partly to
estimate the volume of oil that may be present in a given trap, and partly to plan how
best io get the oil or gas out of the $ound. It would be better still to see where oil and
gas are actually present in the subsurface, reducing the risk of drilling an unsuccessful
exploration well, or even following the way that oil flows through the reservoir during
production to make sure we don't leave any more of it than we can help behind in the
ground. Ideally, we would like to get all this information cheaply, which in the offshore
case means using as few boreholes as possible.

One traditional way of understanding the subsurface is from geological mapping at
the surface. In many areas, however, structure and stratigraphy at depths of thousands
of feet cannot be extrapolated from geological observalion at the surface. Geological
knowledge then depends on boreholes. They will give very detailed information at the
points on the map where they are drilled. Interpolating between these control points, or
extrapolating away from them into undrilled areas, is where geophysical methods can
be most helpful.

Although some use has been made of gravity and magnetic observations, which re-
spond to changes in rock density and magnetisation respectively, it is the seismic method
that is by far the most widely used geophysical technique for subsurface mapping. The
basic idea is very simple. Low-frequency sound waves are generated at the surface by a
high-energy source (for example a small explosive charge). They travel down though
the ea.rth, and are reflected back from the tops and bases of layers of rock where there
is a change in rock properties. The reflected sound travels back to the surface and is
recorded by receivers resembling microphones. The time taken for the sound to travel
from the source down to the reflecting interface and back io the surface tells us about the
depth of the reflector, and the strength of the reflected signal tells us about the change
of rock properties across the interface. This is similar to the way a ship's echo sounder
can tell us the depth of water and whether the seabed is soft mud or hard rock.
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Initially, seismic data were acqulqd along straight lines (2-D seismic); shooting

a number of lines across an area gave us the data needed to make a map' Again,

the process is analogous to making a bathymetric map from echo soundings along a

number of ship ffacks. More recently, it has been realised that there are big advantages

to obtaining very closely spaced data, for example as a number ofparallel shaight lines

very close together. Instead ofhaving to interPolate between sparse 2-D lines, the result

is very detailed information about the subsurface in a 3-D cube ('{ and } directions

horizontally on the surface, z direction vertically downwards but in reflection time, not

distance units). This is what is known as 3-D seismic.

This book is an introduction to the ways that 3-D seismic can be used to improve

our understanding of the subsurface. There are several excellent texts that review the

principles and practice of the seismic method in general (e'g. Sheritr & Geldart, 1995)'

Our inlention is to concentrate on the distinctive features of 3-D seismic, and aspects

that are no different from the corresponding 2-D case are therefore sketched in lightly'

The aim of this first chapter is to outline why 3-D seismic data are technically superior

to 2-D data. However, 3-D seismic data are expensive to acquire, so we look at the

balance between better seismic quality and the cost of achieving it in different cases'

The chapter continues with a roadmap of the technical material in the rest of the book,

and concludes with notes on some important details of the conventions in use for

displaying seismic and related data.

A complementary view of 3-D seismic interyretation, with excellent examples of

colour displays, is provided by Brown (1999).

-I

1.1 Seismic data

-The simplest possible seismic measurement would be a I -D point measurement with a

single source (often referred to as a slzal, from the days when explosive charges were the

most usual soufces) and receiver, both located in the same place. The results could be

displayed as a seismic trace, which is just a graph of the signal amplitude against travel-

time, conventionally displayed with the time axis pointing vertically downwards' Re-

flectors would be visible as trace excursions above the ambient noise level Much more

useful is a 2-D measurement, wi I sources and receivers positioned along a straight line

on the sudace. It would be possible to achieve this by repeating our 1-D measurement

at a series of locations along the line. tn practice, many receivers regularly spaced along

the line are used, all recording the signal from a series of source points. In this case, we

can exffact all the traces that have the same midpoint of the source-receivet offset. This

is a common midpoint gather (CMP) The traces within such a CMP gather can be added

together (stacke 

 

if the increase of travel-time with offset is first corrected for (normal

moveout (NMO) correction). The details of this process are discussed in chapter 2'
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Fig.1.1 Sketch of normal-incidence rays and resulting time section.

path of the incident ray to the reflector, so the angle of incidence at the reflecting

horizon must be 90o. Not only are reflection points not directly below the surface point

wherever this horizon is dipping, but for some surface locations there may be several

different reflections from the hodzon, and for other surface locations there may be no

reflections received at all. The display produced by plotting seismic traces vertically

below the surface points will, as sketched in the lower halfoffig. 1.1' be hard to interpret

in any detailed sense. This problem is solved by a processing step called migration,

which repositions reflectors to their correct location in space. There are various ways

of carrying this out in practice, but the basis of one method (Kirchhoff summation) rs

illustrated in fig. 1.2. This shows a point scatterer in a medium ofuniform velocity; this

reflector is to be thought of as a 'cat's eye' that reflects any incident ray directly back

along the path by which it arrived. If a seismic line is shot above such a reflector, it

appears on the resulting section as a hyperbolic event. This suggests a migration method

as follows. To find the amplitude at a point A in the migrated section, the hyperbola

corresponding to a point scatterer at A is superimposed on the section' Wherever it

crosses a trace, the amplitude value is noted. The sum of these amplitudes gives the

amplitude at A in the migrated section. Of course, not all the amplitude values in the

summation truly relate to the scalterer at A; however, if thele are enough traces' energy

received fiom other scatterers will tend to cancel out, whereas energy truly radiated

from A will add up in phase along the curve. (A more complete discussion shows that

various corrections must be applied before the summation, as explahed, for example,

in Schneider, 1978.)
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Fig. 1.2 Sketch ofrays reflected from a point scattercr and resulting time section.

The snag with such a procedure is that it repositions data only within the seismic
section. If data were acquired along a seismic line in the dip direction, this should
work fairly well; if, howevel we acquire data along a line in the strike direction, it
will not give correct results. If we have a 2.5-D sffucture, i.e. a 3-D structure in which
the dip section is the same at all points along the structure, then on the strike section
all reflectors will be horizontal, and the migration process will not reposition them at
all. After migration, dip and strike sections will therefore not tie at their intersection
(fig. 1.3(a)). This makes interpretation of a close grid of 2-D lines over a complex
structure very difficult to cany out, especially since in the real world the local dip and
strike directions will change across the structure.

In general, some of the reflections on any seismic line will come from subsurface
points that do not lie directly below the line, and migrating reflections as though they
do belong in the vertical plane below the line will give misleading results. For example,
fig. 1.3(b) shows a sketch map of a seismic line shot obliquely across a slope. The
reflection points are located offline by an amount that varies with the local dip, but is
typically 250 m. If we see some feature on this line that is important to precise placing
of an exploration well (for example a small fault or an amplitude anomaly), we have to
bear in mind that the feature is in reality some 250 m away from the seismic line that
shows it. Of course, in such a simple case it would be fairly easy to allow for these
shifts by interpreting a grid of 2-D lines. If, however, the strxcture is complex, perhaps
with many small fault blocks each with a different dip on the target level, it becomes
almost impossible to map the strxcture from such a grid.

Migration of a 3-D survey, on the other hand, gathers together energy in 3-D;
Kirchhoff summation is across the surface of a hyperboloid rather than along a hy-
perbola (fig. 1.4). Migration of a trace in a 3-D survey gathers together all the reflected
energy that belongs to it, from all other traces recorded over the whole (;, y) plane. This
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(a)

(b)

Strike section DiD section--------tl-

Fig, 1.3 (a) For a 2.5-D sfucture, dip and strike lines do not tie after mi$ation; (b) map view of

reflection points for a 2-D line (contours are depth in feet (ft)).

means that events are conectly positioned in the 3-D volume (provided that the

migration process has been canied out with an accurate algoritbm and choice of pa-

rameters, as discussed further in chapter 2). This is an enormous advance for mapping

of complex areas; instead of a grid of lines that do not tie with one another, we have a
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Fig. 1.4 Kirchhoff migrarion in 2-D and 3-D.

volume oftrace data, fromwhich sections can be chosen for display in any orientationwe
want. Furthermore, focussing of the data is also improved. For unmigrated data, the lim-
iting horizontal resolution can be taken as the size of the Fresnel zone, an area surround-
ing any point on the reflector from which reflected energy arrives at the receiver more or
less in phase and thus contributing to the signal at that reflection point. The radius / of
this zone is given approximately by

" ^ h
J  -  - - - .

z,
where .1" is the dominant wavelength of the seismic disturbance and ft is the depth of
the reflector below the source-receiver point (see e.g. McQuillin et al., 1984). This
can amount to several hundred metres in a typical case. Migration collapses the Fresnel
zones; 2-D migration collapses the zone only along the line direction, but 3-D migration
collapses it in both inline and crossline directions, to a value approaching I/2, which
may amouni to a few tens of metres. This will improve the detail that can be seen in the
seismic image, though various factors will still limit the resolution that can be achieved
in practice (see section 4.1).

-

1.3 Data density

When 3-D seismic first became available, it resulted in an immediate increase in the
accuracy ofsubsurface structure maps. This was partly because of the improved imaging

,

I
a
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Amplitude: map view

Fig. 1.5 Top: graph of amplitude versus position along a single line. Bottom: map view of

amplitude variation across many similar parallel lines.
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discussed in the last section, but also because of the sheer density of informalion
available. Mapping complex structures from a grid of 2-D data is a subjective process;
the interpreter has to make decisions about how to join up features seen on lines that
might be a kilometre or more apart. This means that establishing the fault pattem in
a complicated area will be time-consuming, and the resulting maps will often have
significant uncertainties. 3-D data, with their dense grid of traces, allow features such
as 1-aults or stratigraphic terminations to be followed and mapped with much greater
assurance (see section 3.2.2).

More recently, it has been realised that the density of coverage allows us to make
more use of seismic attributes. This will be discussed in detail in chapter 5, but a typical
example might be that we measure the amplitude of a seismic reflection at the top of
a reseruoir, which increases when hydrocarbons are present. Such an effect is often
quite subtle, because the amplitude change may be small and almost lost in the noise in
the data. Consistent changes across a 3-D dataset stand out from the norse much more
clearly than changes along a 2-D hne.

Figure 1.5 shows a synthetic example illusfrating the power of seeing dense data in
map view. At the top is a graph of amplitude along a single line; the left_hand halfhas
a mean value of0.1l and the dght-hand half of0.l2, and uniformly disnibuted random
noise with amplitude A 0.01 has been added. Working from this graph alone, it would
be ha.rd to be certain that there is a higher average amplitude over the right_hand part,
or to say where the change occurs. The lower part of fig. 1.5 shows a contour map of
the amplitudes of40 such lines, each with the amplitude step in the same place but a
different pattem of random noise; the lines run from bottom to top of the area. It is
immediately obvious that there is a step change in average amplitude and that it occurs
halfway up the area. As we shall see in chapter 5, correlation of amplitude anomalies
with structure can be a powerful test for hydrocarbon presence; this synthetic example
shows why interpretation ofamplitude anomalies is much more solidly founded on 3_D
data than on a srid of 2-D data.

1.4 Uses of seismic data

Seismic data are used both in exploration for oil and gas and in the production phase.
The type and quality of data gathered are determined by the balance between the
cost of the seismic and the beneflt to be gained from it. The general pattem is as
follows.
(1) Early exploration. At this stage, knowledge will probably be very sketchy, with

little or no well information. The presence of a sedimentary basin may be inferred
from outcrop geology, or indirectly from geophysical methods such as gravity and
magnetics that distinguish sedimentary rocks from metamorphic basement on the
basis of their density or magnetic susceptibiliry (see e.g. Telford et al., 1976:)-
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At this stage even a small number of 2-D seismic profiles across the basin, perhaps

tens of kilomeffes apart, will be very helpful in defining the general thickness of

sediments and the overall structural style.

(2) Perhaps after some initial wel1s have been drilled in the basin with encouragrng

results, exploration moves on to a more detailed study, where the aim is to de-

flne and drill valid traps. More seismic data are needed at this stage, although the

amount depends on the complexity of the structues' Simple anticlines may be ad-

equately defined from a small number of 2-D profiles, but imaging of complex

fault architectures will often be too poor on 2-D data for confident interpretation'

If wells are fairly cheap and seismic data are expensive to acquire (as is often the

case on land) it may be best to drill on the basis of a grid of 2-D lines' If weils

are vety expensive compared with seismic acquisition (the typical marine case),

then it will already be worthwhile at this stage to use 3-D seismic to make sure

that wells are corectly located within the defined traps. This might' for example,

be a matter of drilling on the upthrown side of a fault, or in the correct location on

a salt flank to intersect the pinchout of a prospective horizon An example where

3-D seismic completely changed the structural map ofa fie1d is shown in fig' 1 6(a)

(redrawn after Gre enlee et a1.,1994). This is the Alabaster Field, located on a salt

flank in the Gulf of Mexico. The first exploration well was drilled on the basis

of the 2-D map ard was abandoned as a dry ho1e, encountering salt at the antic-

ipat€d pay horizon. The 3-D survey shows that this well was drilled just updip

of the pinchout of the main pay interval. This is a case where seismic amplitudes

are indicative of hydrocarbon presence and are much easier to map out on 3-D

seismic.
(3) After a discovery has been made, the next step is to understand how big it is'

This is the key to deciding whether development will be profltable. At this stage'

appraisal we11s are needed to verify hydrocarbon presence and investigate reservoir

quality across the accumulation. Detailed seismic mapping may reduce the number

of appraisal wells needed, which will have an important impact on the overall

economics of the small developments typical of a mature hydrocmbon provrnce'

The next step wiil be to plan the development. An example of the impact of 3-D on

development plaming is shown in fig. 1.6(b) (redrawn after Demyttenaere €r 4/ '

1993). This shows part of the Cormorant Field of the UK North Sea, where oil

is trapped in Middle Juassic sandstones in four separate westerly dipphg fault

blocks. The left-hand side of the figure shows the initial map of one of these fault

blocks based on 2-D seismic data; the absence of intemal structural complexity

led to a development concept based on a row of crestal oil producers supported by

downflank water injectors. The right-hand side of the figure shows the map of the

fault block based on 3-D seismic; the compartmentalisation of the fault block led

to a revised development plan with the aim of placing producer-injector pairs in

each major compartment.
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(a)

2-D seismic

1975
(2-D seismic)

O Producer

I tnlector - - -  Erosion edge

Fig. 1.6 Changes to maps owing to 3 D seismic: (a) Alabaster Field, culf of Mexico (redrawn

after Creenlee ?t ll/., 1994, with permission of the authors and the SEG)I O) Cormorant Field, UK
North Sea (redrawn after Demyttenaere et a/. (1993) with permission of the authors and the
Geological Society of London).

(4) During field life, additional producers and injectors may be needed to optimise oil
recovery. An accurate structural map will certainly be needed, and any information
that can be gleaned from seismic on lateral va.riation of resewoir quality will be
highly welcome. A further contribution from seismic is possible: we can sometimes

(b)

3-D seismic

(3-D seismic)
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see how the distribution of hydrocarbons in the reservoir evolves during production

by repeating the seismic survey after some production has taken place (4-D seismic,

discussed in chapter 8). This will show where' for example, oil is not being swept

towards the producer wells, perhaps because faults folm a bmrier to flow; additionai

wells can then be targeted on these pockets ofbypassed oil. In this application, 3-D

seismic is essential because the better focussing and denser data are needed to look

for subtle clues to reservoir quality and hydrocarbon presence.

The decision on whether or when to shoot 3-D seismic is essentially an economlc

one. Does the value of the subsutface information obtained justify the cost? This issue

has been discussed by Aylor (1995), who collated data on 115 3-D surveys' At the

time, the average cost for a proprietary marine survey was US $4'2 million, and for

a land survey it was US $1.2 million. The average 3-D development survey resulted

in the identification of six previously unknown high-quality drilling locations. It also

separated good from badlocations: before 3-D the average probability ofsuccess (POS)

of a well was 51Vo, wheteas after 3-D the locations fell into two groups, with 70% of

locations having an increased POS of757o, and the remaining 3070 oflocations having a

much reduced POS of only 17 % . 3' D seismic was also very effective at targeting sweet

spots in the reservoh: initial production rates per well averaged 565 banels per day (b/d)

without 3-D and 2574 b/d with it. Using this information together with information on

direct 3-D suwey costs (for acquisition, processing and interpretation), and the indirect

costs due to the delay in development while the 3-D survey was being acquired and

worked, it was calculated that the average 3-D survey added US $14 2 million in value,

most of which came from the addition of previously unrecognised drilling locations and

the higher initial production rates. Results from this limited database thus indicate the

positive value of using 3-D seismic. studies of a larger database would be instructive,

but unfortunately industry-wide information on 3-D seismic costs and benefits is elusive

(Nestvold & Jack, 1995).

However, the oil hdustry as a whole is convinced of the value of 3-D survey, as can

be seen from the growth of 3-D seismic acquisition worldwide. According to a suraey

by IHS Energy Group (summarised in First Break,19, M7 8 (2001)), onshore annual

3-D acquisition increased from 11000 sq km in 1991 to 30000 sq km in 2000' while

annual offshore 3-D acquisition rose from 15000 sq km to 290000 sq km Over the

same period, 2-D acquisition fell from 260 000line km to I 10 000 km onshore, and from

1300000 km to 840000 km offshore. The striking increase in offshore 3-D coverage

is no doubt due to the efficiency of marine acquisition and resulting low cost per square

kilometre. It may also reflect the high fixed costs of marine survey' Almost all modem

marine seismic is shot by specialist contractors, who need to keep their boats working

continuously; this results in a mix of commercial arrangements, including surveys shot

exclusively for one oil company, surveys shot for a group of companies, suweys shot

at the contractor's risk with the intention of selling the final processed data on the open

market, and various hybrids between them.
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1.5 Road map

Chapter 2 is devoted to explaining how 3-D seismic data are acquired and processed.
The interpreter needs to have at least an outline knowledge of these topics, for two
reasons. One of them is the need to understand what the limitations of the data are.
Often, the interpreter is struggling to get as much information as possible out of a
seismic dataset, and has to decide how far his conclusions are robust, or whether there
is a charce that he is being misled by noise. The other reason is that the interyreter will
be asked, when his best efforts still leave him unsure about the subsurface picture, what
can be done to improve the data. He will then sometimes find himself in a dialogue with
acquisition and processing experts, and need to speak their language. Chapter 2 aims at
equipping him to do this. Although most space is given to the specific issues that arise
for 3-D, the methods that are no different from the 2-D case have been sketched in to
give a reasonably complete account.

Chapters 3 and 4 describe the basic interyretation process. The distinction between
structural and geological interpretation is an artificial one, in the sense that both are
going on simultaneously as the interpreter works through his data. However, many
interpreters spend much of their time making structural maps or planning well trajecto-
ries. Therefore, the basic mechanics of workstation interpretation are covered at some
length in chapter 3. Chapter 4 considers some of the ways that 3-D seismic can lead
to enhanced geological understanding, and what some of the problems are, especially
because of the limited resolution of seismic data.

The availability of dense grids of data has revolutionised our ability to make useful
inferences from measuring seismic attributes, such as the detailed study ofamplitudes of
individual seismic loops. This topic is therefore covered in detail in chapter 5. Inversion
of seismic data to acoustic impedance is covered in chapter 6; this is an old idea that
has become much more useful with the availability of high-quality dense 3-D datasets.
It convefts the standard seismic section, which emphasises the layer boundaries where
reflections occur, into a form that emphasises the properties of individual layers. This
can then be a stafting-point for discussions with other disciplines, for example the
reservoir engineer,

An area of rapid progress at present is the use of more powerful computer worksta-
tions to give the interpreter a better appreciation of the 3-D nature of the subsurface,
viewing 3-D bodies directly rather than just seeing 2-D sections through them. This is
explained in chapter 7.

There is increasing interest in using repeated surveys over producing fields to follow
changes in seismic response produced by changes in porefill (e.9. development of a
gas cap); this is another old idea that has become more feasible with the availability of
high-quality 3-D surveys. Such surveys, usually called 'time-lapse' or '4-D' seismic,
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are discussed in chapter 8. Appendix 1 contains a brief summary of the hardware and

software issues involved in managing interpretation workstations in practice, and finally

Appendix 2 contairs a glossary oftechnical terms. This is not intended to be exhaustive;

a definitive dictionary of geophysical terms has been compiled by Sheriff ( 1991).

-

1.6 Gonventions: seismic display, units

There are two topics to mention here that may cause confusion to the unwary reader:

display polarity and systems of units. Display polarity is the more important of these;

arguing about polarity wastes large amounts of interpreter time. The problem is this: if

we have an interface at which impedance increases downwards, when we make a wiggle

display ofa seismic trace with the time axis vertical, does such an interface give rise to a

deflection to the left (a trough) or to the right (apeak)? Classically on paper sections, the
peaks were shaded to produce a display in which the peaks were black and the troughs

appeared white, and a similar convention is often used for workstation displays so that

peaks are black or blue and troughs are red or white. In principle, polarity is fixed at the

time of recording the data, and preserved throughout the processing sequence. Many

modem datasets are transformed to zero-phase so that a single interface is represented

by a single loop with some lower-amplitude wiggles on either side of it. Processors

often describe the polarity of the final data as 'SEG normal' or 'SEG reverse'. This

refers to a convention promulgated by the Society ofExploration Geophysicists (SEG),

according to which SEG normal would correspond to an increase in impedance down-

wards behg represented by a peak. The reverse convention (SEG reverse) is commonly

employed in some hydrocarbon provinces, e.g. the UK North Sea. Unfortunately, it is

quite possible for mistakes in acquisition or processing to result in final displays with
poladty opposite to the processors' stated convention. The interpreter needs to check

for himself what the polarity of a given dataset really is. It might be thought that this

can easily be done by comparing the data with well synthetics (section 3.1). However,

many seismic sections show long interaals of wiggles ofabout the same amplitude and

frequency, and over such an interval itmay beeasy to establish plausible ties using either

polarity convention, if bulk shifts are allowed; such shifts are almost always present in

real data owing to various limitations in processing. A good check is to Rnd an isolated

interface with a large and sharp impedance change across it, which will give rise to a

shong and isolated seismic loop; inspection of this will reveal the polarity of the data.

In the marine case, it is tempting to use the seabed for this purpose, but care is needed

because the true seabed may have been removed by the application of a fface mute

during processing. In view of the potential for confusion, it is good practice to state

polarity explicitly in discussions of seismic data, with some phrase such as: 'increase of

impedance downwards gives rise to a red (or blue, or black, etc.) loop'. This is a cum-

bersome convention, but is al least clear. In some cases, where conversion to zero-phase
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has not been carried out or has been unsuccessful, a single isolated impedance interface

may give rise to a complicated reflection signal, with several loops of roughly the same

amplitude. In this case, polarity is not a meaningful idea, and a sketch of the response

ofan isolated interface should accompany seismic displays. A more detailed discussion

of these issues has been given by Simm & White (2002).

There is no uniform convention in the industry regarding units of distance. Both
feet/inches and kilometres/metres/centimetres units are commonly employed, and are

often freely mixed (e.g. horizontal distances in metres and vertical distarces in feei).

This is easy to cope with using the conversions in section 1.7. ln this book, both systems
are used depending on the source of data under discussion. In the real world, units are

almost invariably annotated on displays, so confusion should be minimal. Much more

confusion is generated by inadequately documented displays of well data; depths may

be as measured (measured depth, the distance along hole from a fixed reference point,

e.g. the derrick floor of the drilling rig), or relative to a geographical datum (usually

sealevel for marine data), or may have been corrected for well deviation to give vertical

depths (again, relative to derrick floor, sea-level, etc.). Close inspection of displays of

well logs is often needed to establish what the depth reference actually is. (A similar
problem arises with onshore seismic data, where zero time will usually correspond to

a datum plane at some particular elevation, which may not however be documented
in a way that is easily retrievable.) Another possible source of confusion in horizontal
positioning of well and seismic data arises from the use of different map projection

systems. Many different systems are in use, and even within a given projection system

there are different possible choices for projection parameters. This can easily cause
problems in relating wells to seismic survey data. Since new well locations are usually

chosen from a seismic survey grid, at the intersection of a pa.rticular inline and crossline,
it is obviously critical to be able to translate this intersection into a point on the ground

where the rig will actually be placed. One of the problems of 3-D seismic is that

interpretation is often carried out on a more or less self-contained workstation volume;

such volumes often have a complicated history of reprocessing by different people at

different times, and it may not be easy to check whether the real-world coordinates

assigned to this volume are correct. If there is any doubt at all about the coordinate

systems being used, the sewices of a specialised surveyor are needed.

-

1.7 Unit conversions

Conversions are stated to four significant figures where not exact.

Length: 1 inch : 2.540cm
1 foot : 12 inches : 30.48 cm
I metre : 100cm : 3.281ft
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Density: 1 g/cm3 : 1000 kglm3 : 62.43lblft3

Volume: l l itre : 1000cm3 : 0.035 31ft3
1 banel (bbl) : 0.1590m3
1 m3 : 6.290 bbls

-
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2 3-D seismic data acquisition and processing

The aim of seismic data acquisition and processing is to deliver products that mimic

cross-sections through the eafth. In order to do this, the corect amount and types of

data must be acquired, and processing applied to remove unwanted energy (such as

multiples), and to place the required events in the corect location. At the same time,

a balance needs to be struck between cost and timeliness of data, while attaining also

the important objectives of safe operations and doing no harm to the environment.

It is not the aim of this chapter to give a full account of seismic acquisition and
processing; rather we aim'to concentrate on those aspects that are specific to 3-D

operations or are recent innovations. For those who require more infbrmation on energy

sources, instrumentation, receivers and general acquisition theory there are a number

of detailed references such as Stone (1994) and Evans (1997). In addition there are
good introductions in some of the more general texts such as Sheriff & Geldart (1995)

or McQuillin er a/. (1984).

The vast bulk of seismic data currently acquired is 3-D, owing to the tremendous

advantages in tems of interpretability discussed in chapter L Today it is unusual for

the major oil companies to drill exploration wells prior to a 3-D survey being shot,
processed and interpreted. Surveys range in size from a few tens of square kilometres

for field development to several thousand square kilometres for exploration purposes in

ftontier basins. Land 3-Ds are less common than marine, partly because oftheir higher

cost, but also because land well costs are relatively low.

In order to achieve the aims outlined above, surveys need to be planned to cover

adequately the area of interest, tating into account data repositioning due to migra-

tion. To achieve this, the actual recorded data must cover an area that is larger than

the target area by a migration aperture (fig. 2.1 and later in this chapter). In addi-

tion, the trace spacing needs to be small enough in all directions to avoid data alias-

ing. Ideally, subsurface coverage should be uniform with a consistency between the

contribution from different offsets (the distance between the source and receiver)

and azimuths (the direction between the source and the receiver). Budget, access,

water curents or timing issues may mean one or more of these guidelines will

have to be sacrificed and a balance struck between operational expediency and data

oualitv.
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Target survey area Actualfull fold survey area allowing lor migration aperture

Limit of shots and receivers to give full fold area

Fig. 2.1 Relationship between target area and acquisition area.

Modem powerful computers enable data processing to begin in the field or on the
boat shortly after the acquisition has sta.rted, leading to rapid delivery of products
even for the largest surveys. This is important not just for the financial implications
of improved tumaround time, but also because decisions on data quality, such as the
effects of bad weather and increased swell noise, can be made by examination of real
data quality. Only the most time-consuming processes such as pre-stack 3-D migration
need dedicated processing centres with large powerful computers.

-a

2.1 Marine 3-D data acquisition

In general, 3-D marine data acquisition is simpler and faster than land acquisition since
in all but the most heavily developed offshore areas there are few obstacles, leading
to routine and rapid data gathering. In standard marine acquisition, a purpose-built
boat (fig. 2.2) is used to tow one or more energy sources and one or more cables
containing (pressure sensitive) receivers to record tle reflections from the underlying
rocks. At present, the source is nearly always an array of air guns tuned to give an
energy pulse of short duration with directivity characteristics t}lat concentrate the energy
vertically downwards. In the past, other sources such as water and steam guns were
used, and these may be encountered on older 3-D surveys. Evans (1997) gives a good
description of the workings of an air gun; briefly, the expansion and collapse of the
air bubble in the water acts as an acoustic source that sends sound waves through
the water and into the rock layers below the seabed. At changes in the rock acoustic
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Fig. 2.2 Examples of modern marine 3-D seismic vessels.

impedance, part of the sound wave is reflected back to the surface where it is captured

by the receivers and transmitted to the boat for fuflher processing or writing to tape for

storage (fig.2.3).

In the early days (mid-1980s) of 3-D data acquisition the boats were not power-

ful enough to tow more than one cable and one set of guns, so the 3-D acquisition
geometry was just a series of closely spaced 2-D lines (fig. 2.4). Owing to the high op-

erating expense ofthis design, the surveys tended to be rather small and used only over

developing fields. To reduce time wasted during operations several novel geometries

were tried including circle and spiral shooting (ng. 2.5). These had varying degrees

of success but certainly increased the difficulty of data processing. They do not lend

themselves to modem multi-cable surveys. The benefit of the much clearer subsurface

picture obtained from 3-D data led to a growing demand for such surveys and rapid

advances in technology. Today, specially designed seismic vessels are powerful and

sophisticated enough to tow multiple cables and deploy two or more gun arrays that

are fired altemately. This allows multiple subsurface lines to be collected for each pass

of the boat, significantly increasing the efficiency and reducing data acquisition costs.

Figure 2.6 shows a typical mid- 1990s layout of four cables and two gun arrays. giving
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Apprcrimalely 6 kilomerres belween source and iudhesheeivef

cable with re@lver elemenls

Exampte Retlection Po nls between a s nqle shol and E@ive6

Fig, 2.3 Basics of marine acqLlisition. The boat travels through the water and every few metres
fires the source which emits a sound wave into the water. This travels through the water and into the
rock layers. At changes in the acoustic propenies of the rock, as generally occur wherever the
lithology changes, part ot' the sound wave is reffected back. The reflectiorl tmvels up to the surlace
where it is captured by rcceivers within a long cable towed behind the boat- The receivers transmit
the recorded signal bdck to the boat where it is stored on tape and may be partly processed.

Fig. 2.4 Basic 3-D acquisition. After shooting a line, the boat Lurns with a relatively large radius
befbre shooting a line jn the opposite direction. The boat then tums agaii and shoots a line adjacent
to the original line. This is repeated several tines until finally the line AB is shot. The full survey
may contain several rcpetitions of this basic design.

eight subsurface lines tbr each pass of the boat. The guns fire altemately; each gun
generates as many subsurface lines as there are cables being towed. The gun separation
is such that the lines recorded by one gun are interleaved with the lines shot by the
second gun. Usually the separation between lines is between 25 and 37.5 m. It is difli-
cult to reduce this lurther with a single pass of the boat without an unacceptable risk of
cables becoming entangled, but occasionally surveys are shot with 12.5 m line spacing
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SpiralShooting.
used around circularly
symmelric bodies
such as sall domes

Fig. 2.5 Early non-standard 3-D

Overlapping Circle Shooting.
This was an attempt to
replace convent onal shaight
line shooting, removing lhe
need to stop shooling while
the boat turned

marine acquisition techniques designed for eflicient operations.

Fig.2.6 The basics of multi source, multi-streamer acquisition. As the boat sails along, the blue
and the red gun anay fire alternately. When the red guns f,re, the four red subsurface lines arc
acquired. When the blue guns fire, the blue subsudace lines are recorded. The conliguration shown
gives eight subsurface lines per sail-line of the boat, 25 m apaft from each other.

and modern steerable cables may make this more common in the future. The separa-

tion between traces recorded along a line is controlled by the receiver spacing and is

usually between 6.25 and 12.5 m. As with the original marine survey design (flg. 2.4),

a number of lines are shot together with the boat travelling in one direction, followed

by a similar section with the boat travelling in the opposite direction. Occasionally, the
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Fig. 2.7 Generation of multi fold coverage during seismic surveys. As the survey proceeds,

different combinations of shot and receiver record the same reflection point. The difference

between the arrival times of the reflection from shot rcceiver pairs with increasing separation

allows subsurlace velocities to be estimated. The addition of different tmces with the same

refiection point improves the signal to noise ratio of the final section.

areas ofthe survey where the boat changed shooting direction may lead to stripes in the
data. This is caused by the long time interval between these adjacent lines being shot,
so that there may be changes in tide, wave, curents or even water temperature (and
hence water velocity) between the two lines. Other patterns may appear in the data, for
instance owing to failure of part of the source gun a[ay. Such striping may be difficu]t
to  remove by la ter  dala proce:s ing.

As with 2-D operations, the same subsurface location is recorded many times by
traces having increasing separation between the source and receiver position (fig.2.7).

During processing, this multiplicity of data is used to increase the signal to noise ratio
of tbe final stack, to pick subsurface velocities and to discriminate between different
recorded events (such as primary and multiple reflections).

Modern boats are capable of towing as many as 12 cables each typically between
4 and 8 km in length, though it is unusual to see more than l0 actually deployed.
This large increase of data gathered with each pass of the boat means that, despite the
high cost ofbuilding and maintaining these vessels, their operational efficiency permits
large exploration surveys, covering thousands of square kilometres, to be routinely
acquired in a matter of weeks. At the time of writing, boats acquire up to 40 km2 of
data daily at costs of around US $5000 per square kilometre. As a result of the high
initial cost of marine vessels and the need to have near-continuous operations to be
financially effective, almost all marine 3-D seismic boats are owned by specialised
sen ice companies and not by energl companies.

In order to be able to tow the cables through the water offto the side ofthe boat, large
devices called paravanes are used to position the head of the outermost cables to the
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Fig. 2.8 A paravane used to control the position of the head of the receiver cable.

required locations. Figure 2.8 shows the immense size ofthese devices. Towing several
closely spaced multi-kilomeftelong cables requires the boat to maintain control over
their positioning at all times. Having cables cross over and wrap around each other is
an expensive and dangerous situation and is to be avoided if at all possible. To keep
control, the boat needs to be continuously moving through the water at a speed of at
least 3 knots, and normal operations are carried out at a speed ofaround 4 knots. It also
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means that the seismic vessel requires a large turning area and needs to remaln clear

of other shipping in the area. Often. smaller boats known as picket vessels are used

cluring the seismic survey to warn other boats to keep their distance while opemtions

ale underway. The actual length of the receiver cables depends on the depth to the

target and also on the expected velocity profile in the eanh A deeper target requlres a

longer cable in order to pick velocities accurately and temove multiples A good rule

of thumb is that the cable length should be at least as tong as the depth to thc main

target level, although longer cables may be required under special circumstances The

ends of the cables are attached to a tail buoy that contains a radar reflector to warn

shipping of its presence and to enable the position of the cables to be monitored and

recorded.

At the end ofthe required surface line the boat needs as much as 2 h to turn safely r eady

to shoot the next swathe of lines This is non-productive tirne and so data are usually

acquired with the longest axis of the suwey area as the shooting direction for the sake

of efficient operations. Other considerations such as dominart dip of the subsuface and

current strength and direction are also taken il l to account when designing mlrine seislntc

operations. Data are usually shot in the dominant subsurfice dip dilection (fi9 2 9) as

this is usually the direction with the smallest distance between recorded traces. Thete

may be circumstances such as those illustrated in fig 2 10 where strike or another

shooting direction is preferred. For some targets, such as those under in'egular salt

bodies exhibit ing large velocity contrast with the surrounding sediments' there mly be

no single optimum acquisition direction; surveys may have to be shot jn several difl'erent

clirections to achieve good results. Currently this is rale, but is likely to become more

common as companles expenment with multi-direction shooting ln an area with strong

._.-=.--:-:-----
stnKe urreqlon

Fig. 2.9 Dip and strike difeclions Over the years there have bcen scveral debates on the relative

n1erits oi shooting in the dip and strike dircclions. The arglrment generally hinges on veloclty

complexity. Vclocit ies are conrplex and aflected by dip in the dip direct ion whereas thcy are not

affected by dip jn the strike direction. However. processing can unt-avel this complexity ln pnctlce'

inost acquisit ion is in the dip direct ion. largely becaLlse the direct ion of shooting is usually the most

Jcn.elt  .rn pl<d rrr ' l  therefure lc.:  prone lo da lJ r l iacin: '
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Fig. 2.10 Strike shooting over a salt dome. Dip shooting (in the plane of the sectron) would see
complex ray paths due to the presence ofthe salt, while strike shooting (in and out of the page)
would be largely unaffected by the salt.

currents, it may be difficult for the boat to travel in or against the direction of the curent
and maintain good control over the cables and the required shot point spacing, leaving
little choice on shooting direction.

Modem seismic boats are designed to tow large numbers and lengths of receiver
cables through the water while remaining acoustically quiet so as to avoid unwanted
noise on the recorded data. Special expansion joints are used in the cables to ensure
that the cables themselves do not transmit noise along their length. The streamers have
neutral buoyancy in the water so that they are easy to tow at a fixed depth (usually
between 3 and I I m depending on the seismic resolution required and the sea state)
below the sea-surface. This avoids near-surface noise problems caused by the action of
waves. In the past cables were filled with oil-based fluids to give them neutral buoyancy,
but solid streamers are becoming more common as they are both environmentally
friendlier and acoustically quieter. Special winged devices called ,birds, are attached to
the cable to keep it at the required depth. These are remotely controlled by an on-board
computer and permit changes in receiver depth (for instance in response to changing
weather conditions) during operations without any need to bring the cables back on
board.

To be able to shoot and process data accurately from a 3-D suruey the boats have
sophisticated navigation systems. During operations the boat and cables are subject
to currents and winds, which will often cause the cables to be pushed away from the
simple line-astem configuration, a situation known as ,feathering, (fig. 2.11). This
means that the positions of shots and receivers must be continuously recorded, and
this infomation needs to be stored together with the trace data. Today the entire world
has 24 h satellite coverage that allows the use of GpS satellite positioning of the
vessel to an accuracy within a metre. The streamers have a series of compasses and
transducers along their length. The transducers send out signals whose travel times
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Actual Cable Localion

+ +  +
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t t l
t t l

Direction oi Current

Fig. 2.11 Cable feathering due to action ofcuirent.

between each other and fixed receivers on the boat give a wealth of information on

their position relative to each other and the boat. This information is used by poweful

on-board computers to provide accurate measurements of absolute positions ol every
shot and receiver throughout the survey. This information is later merged with the
seismic trace data during processing. On board, the navigation is also used to check
that the suryey has actually been shot within the requirements delined by the client.
In many surveys it is necessary to re-shoot some lines because the odginal lines were
not positioned correctly due to wind/wave/cunent effects. This re-shooting, known
as infill, is an extra expense and every effort is made to keep it to a minimum by
accurate steering of the boat. On-board computer systems predict the heading required
to allow the boat to steer along the required trajectory taking into account the curent
conditions, and ensure that the shots are automatically fired at the corect locations.
Despite all this, the effects of curents and winds usually mean that some infill is
required.

In areas where there is already infrastructure (platfom and production facilities) in
place it is generally not possible to shoot the entire suruey with the standard marine

configuration. A safe distance must be kept between the boat and any obstacles. In such

a case it is common to use techniques such as undershooting, where a source boat on

one side of the obstacle shoots into a receiver boat on the other side (see fig. 2.12). Care
must be taken during interyretation that any differences in the data in the undershot

area are not a result of the different acquisition parameters.

-

2.2 Marine shear wave acquisition

Planned Survey
Lrnes

Most marine acquisition to date has been concemed with compressional (P) wave re-

flections from a P-wave source, since fluids (including sea-water) do not perrnit the
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Line of Midpoints

e X sourceBoat

Fig. 2.12 Principles of undershooting. Boats need to keep a safe distance from any obstacles and
therefore cannot acquire data close to rigs, etc. In order to record rcflections fiom undemeath such
obstacles, undershooting is used. This is achieved using two boats, a source boat and a receiver boat.
The source boat and receiver boat stay on either side ofthe obstacle with the source boai firing shots
to be recorded by the second boat. The reflection point lies halfway between source and receiver,
giving lines of reflected data from undemeath the obstacle. lt is still not possible to acquire some of
the shoft offset data, but the result is much better than having a no-data zone within the survey.
Since the source boat is not towing a large cable it is able to approach closer to the obshuction.

transmission of shear (S) waves. Recently (Garctta (1999) and Tatham & McCormack
(1991)) there has been an interest in the use of marine shear waves, because they
have advantages in areas where gas clouds obscure deeper reflectivity and also be-
cause they may produce stronger reflections in areas of low P-wave acoustic con-
ffasts. Arother proposed use is in areas with very high velocity contrasts, such as in
imaging through salt or basalt layers; curently there are very few documented suc-
cesses. In such cases, the S-wave velocity in the high-velocity zone can be close to
the P-wave velocity in the surrounding sediments, giving a simpler ray-path for the
converted ray and the possibility of increasing the angular coverage at depth (fig. 2.13).
Marine shear wave exploration requires conversion of the P-wave input to a shear
wave in the subsurface, normally at the target horizon, together with ocean-bottom
receivers to allow the reflected shear wave to be recorded (fig.2.1q. Standard marine
acquisition contains some data that have converted from P to S and back to P again.
Howeveq it is low in amplitude due to the double conversion, and the similarity in
terms of moveout to multiples means that its identification and separation is extremely
difflcult.

The ocean-bottom receiver contains four phones, one pressure-sensitive hydrophone
as in normal marine seismic recording and three mutually perpendicular velocity-
sensitive geophones. This is often referred to as four-cotrlponent recording, or 4C
for short. A variety of different recording configurations have been developed over

I
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- P_wave - s_wave

Fig.2.13 The simple geomefy of converted modes through high-velocity layers. The diagram

shows the potential benefit of a double converted ray-path. The high-velocity layer leads to a large

amount of ray-bending for the P-wave ray-path and a lack of angular coverage at depth. The

ray-path that contains the P to S conversion through the high-velocity layer is much simpler and

gives larger angular coverage at ths target. In practice, it is very difficult to separate out such double

conversions because of theil low amplitudes and similarity in velocity to multiples

- P_wave - S-wave

Fig.2.14 Conventional ma ne shear wave geometry. Gas-saturated sediments are very disruptive

to the passage of P-wave energy. The P-wave reflection will therefore be weak and highly scattered

On the other hand, the reflected S-waves are not affected by the presence of gas and travel through

undisfurbed. The shear wave data are recorded at the seabed to avoid energy loss at a second

conversion back to P-wave.
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the years. Multiple deployments of single phones that sink to or are planted in the
seabed and later recovered is one technique. More popular are cables that are laid on
or dragged across the seabed during acquisition. A recent innovation is cables that are
permanently buried over a producing field and are hooked up to a recording vessel
whenever a survey is required. Although the initial survey using this last technique
is very expensive, any repeat survey is relatively cheap since the boat is not required
to lift and drag the cables. In operations using cables, two vessels are needed though
each can be substantially smaller and less powerful than a standard marine 3-D boat.
One boat is attached to umbilicals from the cables and is the recording boat, remaining
stationary while a second boat tows the source and sails around the survey area shoot-
ing a dense pattem of shots. In this way the acquisition becomes more similar to land
operations, where it is also common to shoot a series of shots from different locations
into static receiver cables. In all cases the separation between lines ofreceivers is much
greater than with standard marine techniques, fold being built by a dense coverage of
shots. Figure 2.15 shows two examples of marine four-component shooting geome-
tries. The source used is generally a standard marine source, although occasionally
with some tuning of the gun array to give a signature that is more uniform over a
larger range of angles than the more directional source used in standard 3-D seismic
surveys.

Both acquisition cosls and processing time are greater for converted wave data, so
it is seldom used in areas with a good P-wave image. Indeed, the amplitude versus
offset information in conventional P-wave data contains information on the shear wave
contrasts (see chapter 5). However, the technique has proved useful in areas where the
P-wave image is obscured by gas clouds.

Stag gered Orthogonal Shooting
Geometry

4 Cables: 450 m separation
26 Shot lines: 450 m separation
25 m shot distance

Parallel Geometry

4 Cables: 450 m separation
21 Shot lines: flipjlop 25 m shot distance
75 m separation

7.35 km

<H-H<H

3.0 km 4.S km

Fig. 2.15 Typical marine four-component geometdes (not to scale).

3.0 km
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Fig.2,16 Land acquisition examples.

2.3 3-D land acquisition

There are a number of major differences between marine and land acquisition. In the lat-

ter, the shots and receivers are decoupled, the survey area has non-uniform topography,

and obstacles and hazards are more common. Land operations occur in a variety of

areas, from baking deserts to fiozen wastes, and from jungles to cities (fig. 2.16). Each

survey needs to be designed specifically for the terain and region covered so as to

ensure good data quality and optimised turnaround time, while being non-intrusive

to the environment and ensudng the safety of the seismic operation's crew and local

inhabitants.
The favoured land source is the vibrator since it is the most efficient to operate,

has little environmental impact, and has better control over the source characteristics

than the main explosive-based altematives. The vibrator is a large txck that contains

a mechanical device for shaking the ground through a controlled set of frequencies.

Full details are given in the acquisition references included at the end of this chapter
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E

E
E

Outer line lofr laid atflop

6 receiver lines 6.64 km lenoth
400 m between adjacent reciiver lines
165 receiver stalions at 40 metres s€paration (per llne)
afotal of 996 active stalions)
2 vibrator lines. 101 VPs Dei line
996 slations fixed and recorded during.acquisition ofthe 2
vtDrabr rnos
Rol| moveup to next pair ofvibrator lines is 1000 mefes
Flop: outer line lefr laid (5 line ffop)
Requires: 101 VPs per square kiiometr€
75 recelver stations per square kilomeke

Fig.2,17 Land acquisit ion. Basic X design.

Several vibrator trucks are often used together to increase the energy of the source,
and cycled several times at the same location so as to be able to sum the results of
different shots and increase the signal strength relative to noise in the records. After
shooting is completed at one shot location (often called vibrator point or VP for short),
the trucks drive to the next location. In areas of easy access and few obstacles this is a
relatively efficient process and it is possible to shoot as many as 800 \?s per day. This
is, however, still far below the efficiency achieved in marine work. Source and receiver
positions are surveyed (generally by Global Positioning System, GPS) and are marked
in advance by flags so as to allow rapid movement to the next VP. Once a section has
been shot, the cable is picked up by the field crew and added further along the line
ready for later shooting, so as to allow continuous operations during daylight hours.

Many different layouts of shots and receivers are available for land operations in areas
without obstructions, and the skill of the survey designer is to ensure the most effrcient
arrangement that provides the required data quality. Figtres 2.17-2.19 show how the
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Fig.2.18 Land acquisihon. Completion of a swathe of data by repetition of the basic X design.

Fig.2.19 Land acquisition. Completion of the suNey by repetition of many swathes.
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total survey is generally built up from continuous repetition of the basic acquisition
pattern or fbotprint. In fig. 2.17 we see six receiver lines with shot lines forming an X
pattern. As the shots move position, different sections of the geophone lines are made
live by the recording instruments in order to maintain the same relationships between
sources and receivers as in fig. 2.17. Figure 2.18 shows part of a full line swathe with a
full shot pattern in place. The whole arrangement is then moved for the next set of six
receiver lines (fig. 2.19). In this case there is an overlap of one line between one set of
six receiver lines and the next set. Special software is available to the designer of land
seismic surveys to allow determination ofthe fold, azimuthal coverage and distribution
of source-receiver distance at any location. Balances need to be struck between the
amount of equipment available and the need to continually pick up and move cables
and receivers. Usually in land acquisition it is not economic to get the simple uniform
geometry of marine operations and often there is a small overprint of the acquisition
design in the final processed data.

In areas that are difficult for vehicle access (e.g. mountains, forests), an explosive
source is used. Usually the area covered per day is not as great as achieved by vibrator
trucks. Holes need lo be ddlled into the earth to ensure the explosive charges are well
coupled to bedrock and not fired in the shallower weathered layers, which would cause
excessive amounts ofnoise in the data. This reduces the acquisition rates to somewhere
between 50 and 100 shotpoints per day. The lack of vehicles may mean the majority
of movement of equipment has to be by helicopter, an important issue for safety.
Another issue is the amount of time that may have to be spent cutting lines in lbrested
areas.

Whatever type of land source is used, the entire survey needs to be corrected for
the arival time changes due to both topography and variations in the thickness of
the near-surface layer (fig. 2.20). The near surface is generally heavily weathered and
usually has altered acoustic propefties compared with the less affected deeper layers.
This generally results in a much slower velocity, but in areas of permafrost the near
surface may be substantially faster. Usually a separate crew is responsible for drilling
and measuring uphole times (the time required to travel from the bottom of the drilled
hole to the surface) throughout the area. These are then used to determine the depth
to the base of the weathered layer, and the velocities in the weathered and bedrock
layers from which the static corections can be derived. Sheriff & Geldart (1995) give
an introduction to these corrections. It is impossible and uneconomic to drill holes
at every shot and geophone location, so first anival times from the field records are
also used to estimate static corections. In some circumstances, special reftaction pro-
file crews are used to determine the near-surface velocity proflle. When calculating
the statics to be applied, it is important to ensure consistency across the area. The
large redundancy in 3-D data means that there is often conflicting information about
the statics required at any one location and special software is used to generate the
corlectlons.
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Fig. 2.20 Weathering layer corrections for land data For land acquisition the surface topography

andthicknessoftheweatheleozonemustbecorectedfotsinceotherwisetheunderlyingstlucture

would have an overprint of elevation and weathering layer changes uphole infolmation together

with refraction records is used to build a model of th€ near sudace Once the velocity of the

bedrockandweatheringlayer'ndthedepthtothebaseoftheweathefinglayefhavebeen

determined, the correction is simply the sum of the shot and receiver statics The statrc at any

to"ution i ,s sl .pfv (f .  -  E*)lv*+(E, - Ei lV*whete E"is the surface elevation' E* isthe

elevation of the base of the weathered layet Eris the elevation ofthe seismic datum' and y' and yb

are the velocities in the weathered and bedrock layers

--

2.4 Other types of seismic survey

Marine surveys require a mrmmum depth of water and land surveys must terminate in

areas close fo the shore. The zone in between is termed the transition zone and surveys

involve a variety of specialised equipment such as specially designed swamp buggies

with shallow draughts. Although the operation in tbese areas is more trme consumrng

and has some extra consfialnts such as the timing of tides, they can be considered as a

mixture of madne and land operations'

4-D seismic surreys are repeat seismic surveys' generally over a producing field'

that are specially shot at incremental time periods to determine differences in seismic

..rponr"iu" to production. The fourth dimension referred to in the title is time' the

other three dimensions being the standard ones of two horizontal co-ordinarcs and

one vertical spatial co-ordinate Both pressure and fluidwithin the reservoir rnay change

during production and both of these affect the acoustic properties of the rock' Even the

absen-ce of a change in part of the reservoir may indicate compartmentalisation due to

faulting, etc. These 4-D sun/eys may be land or marine' with one to four component

receivers, although the majority to d;G have been conventional towed-sueamer marine
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surveys. Jack (1997) gives an excellent introduction to the subject, which is considered
in more detail in chapter 8.

-

2.5 3-D data processing

As with the section on data acquisition, we do not aim to give here a complete overview
of seismic data processing. Rather, we will again concentrate on the differences between
2-D and 3-D. Yilmaz ( 1987) gives a detailed but very readable account covering all
aspects of data processing.

In most respects 3-D data processing is very similar to 2-D data processing. Indeed,
any process that treats traces individually, such as statistical deconvolution, gain recov-
ery, trace muting and frequency filtering, is applied in an identical manner in 3-D and
in 2-D. Some of the other processes are applied in a 2-D sense, along lines rather than
across the 3-D data volume.

There are three main processes that are different for 3-D data: binning, spatial fil-
tering, and any process that repositions data such as migration and dip moveout. In
addition several other applications, although generally run on selected lines from the
3-D volume, may benefit from the pdor application of one of the above. An exam-
ple of such a process is velocity analysis, which is normally run on a regular grid
of 2-D lines but will improve in quality after 3-D migration. An imporlant aspect of
3-D data processing is to ensure spatial consistency of parameters such as the velocity
field.

Figure 2.21 shows a typical processing sequence for 3-D data. We will briefly run
through all the steps, but those that are significantly different from 2-D processing are
highlighted in bold and will be discussed in more detail.

Modern commercial processing systems contain hundreds of algorithms. There are
ofien several ways to tackle any given problem and the processing analyst may have to
try several different techniques and parameters before being satisfied that any pafticular
step is optimised. It is not possible in this book to even introduce all of the techniques
but the reader is refened to Yilmaz (1987) and Hatton et al. (1986) for more detailed
descriptions.

2.5.1 Reformat, designature, resampling and gain adiustment

The first step tn frg.2.21 is a refomatting operation. This just takes the data coming
from the receivers and puts them into trace order. Normally the data are written to
tape at this stage in one of the designated industry fbrmats so that the raw records are
retained to form the basis of possible later reprocessing. If starting from field tapes,
reformatting includes converling the data from standard industry fomat into whatever
fbrmat the processing system uses. The second step, designature, takes the wavelet
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l. Reformat

2. Designature

3. Resample from 2 to,l ms

4. Low cut filter (5/12 minimum phase filter)

5. Remove bad traces

6. Merge navigation with seismic headers

7. Spatial resampling ftom I 2.5 to 25 m groups. Normal moveout (NMO) conection, K-litter,

trace drop, inverse NMO

8. Spherical divergence gain conections

9. Deconvolution betbre stack

10. Shot interpolation to double fold in CMP gathers

I I . Radon demultiple on interpolated gathers

12. High-frequency noise removal

13. Drop of interpolated traces

14. Flex binning increasing from 37.5 m on near to 50 m on far offsets

15. Sort to common offset

16. Dip moveout (including approximate NMO) halving the number ofoffset planes on output

17. Pre-stack time migration using constant velocity 1600 m/s

18. Inverse NMO

19. Re-pick velocities (0.5 km grid)

20. NMO

Processing hereatter continuing on three volumes:

21 . Stack to generate three volumes: near offset stack, far offset stack and full offset stack

22. 3-D constant velocity inverse time migntion

23. Bulk static (gun and cable correction)

24. K notch filter to remove pattem caused by the acquisition

25. FXY deconvolution

26. FXY interpolation to 12.5 m x 12.5 m bin grid

27. Pre-migration data conditioning (e.g. amplitude balance, edge tapers, etc.)

28. One pass steep dip 3-D time migration (using time and spatially varying velocity field)

29. Zero-phase conversion by matching to wells

30. Spectralequalisation

31. Bandpass lilter

32. Residual scaling

Fig. 2.21 Typical 3-D processing sequence.

that was created by the source and converts it to a more compact form. For instance,

air guns output a signal with a main peak, followed by a smaller secondary peak due

to the re-expansion of the air bubble. Such a source signal is undesirable since every

reflection would be followed by a smaller repetition of itself. Designature removes

the second peak, giving the input wavelet a more compact fom. A decision needs to be

made at this point whether the output should be zero- or minimum-phase. A zero-phase

wavelet is one that is symmetrical about its centre, while a minimum-phase wavelet is

one that starts at time zero and has as much energy near the start as physically possible

(fig.2.22).There are arguments on both sides. It is certainly desirable to use zero-phase
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Fig. 2.22 Comparison of zero-phase and minimum-phase wavelets. Also shown are zero-phase

wavelets that have had their phases rotated by 45' and 90'; the latter develops an antisymmetic

1blm. The desired output fiom seismic data processing is usually a seismic section that represents

the eanh reflectivity convolved with a zero-phase wavelet. because such a wavelet has the greatest

resolution tbr any given bandwidth. Seismic sources cannot be zero-phase since that would imply

output before time zero. Most air guns give signatures that are close to minimum-phase. This has

the maximum amount offronFloading of the wavelet possible for any given amplitude spectrum.

During processing the data are convefted to zero-phase.

data since later processes such as velocity analysis will benefitfrom such data. However,

the earth attenuates higher frequencies in the wavelet as it passes through it, and this

alters the phase of the wavelet. Even if the wavelet going into the ground were to be

zero-phase, it would not remain so at depth. To combat this, if the zero-phase option is

chosen, then one needs to account for the phase distortion with depth by also applying

a deabsorption filter. If the minimum-phase option is chosen then the application of

the deabsorption filter is usually neglected, since absorption itself is a minimum-phase

process. Thus, the wavelet remains minimum-phase (but since it is not a constant phase

wavelet, its change with depth makes it impossible to zero-phase the entire section later

on). Figure 2.23 shows a wavelet before and after designature.
Marine data are normally recorded with a 2 ms sampling interval. This is sufficient

to record frequencies up to 250 Hz, much higher than the frequencies that are actually

recorded from the earth, pafiicularly at the deeper target levels where it is uncommon to

record frequencies higher than 30-50 Hz. The data are usually resampled to 4 ms, which

is sufficient forfrequencies up to 125 Hz. An anti-alias filter is applied to ensure that any

higher frequencies in the near surface do not alias on to lower frequencies. This resam-

pling reduces the volume of data by 5070 and speeds up all of the later processing stages
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" ' ' . * ,

Fiq. 2.23 Example of a wavelet before (top) and after (bottom) designature. The source from the

air gun array still contains remnant bubble oscillations. A filter is applied to remove these periodic

events from the rccorded seismic. The sharpening of the wavelet at this stage gives increased

resolution in the seismic data. In this case. no attemDt has been made to convert the wavelet to

zero-phase.

Step 4 removes the lowest frequencies from the data. These are often heavily contam-

inated by noise (e.9. swell noise in the marine case), which may swamp any underlying

signal and is best removed. Step 5 is an editing step; any ffaces that appear excessively

noisy owing to poor coupling or equipment failure are removed. Step 6 is the important

process of assigning the correct positioning information to the traces as referred to in

the acquisition section, so lhat actual offsets and locations can be determined.

Just as step 3 was associated with resampling the data in time, then step 7 is an

identical process in space. Typically the receiver group interval within a marine streamer

is 12.5 m. This gives a CMP interval of 6.25 m, which in all but the steepest dip areas

gives an over-sampling in the inline direction. The data are merely resampled to mimic

. IAV-
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25 m receiver group intervals, with every other trace being discarded. As with the
resampling in time, an anti-alias filter is applied before this step. The resampling further
reduces data volumes, by a second factor of two.

Step 8 applies a time-varying gain to the data to boost up the amplitudes of the later
arrivals compared to the earlier ones. As the wavefront from the source travels deeper
into the earth, it covers a larger area and also suffers amplitude decay due to transmission
losses and attenuation. Spherical divergence correction is applied to remove the loss in
amplitude due to the wavefront expanding with depth. This expansion means that the
sane energy in the wavefront is spread over an increasing area as the distance travelled
by the wave increases, and hence the amplitude of the wave is less. One can see tlle same
effect (in a 2-D sense) on waves caused by dropping pebbles into water. Near where
the stone was dropped in, the perimeter of the circular wavefront is quite small and its
amplitude is large, but as the wavefront expands its amplitude decreases. In addition to
a spherical divergence correction it is common to apply an additional exponential gain
function with time to account for the transmission and attenuation losscs.

Deconvolution

Step 9, deconvolution, is a process that sharpens the wavelet and removes any short
period reverberations. The theory is explained in a number of texts; see, for exam_
ple, Robinson and Treitel (1980). A digital operator is designed for each trace that is
convolved with the trace to remove unwanted ringiness. The operator is designed auto_
matically based on characteristics of the traces ard a few simple parameters supplied
by the processing analyst. These include the operator gap. The idea is that the operator
will not change the wavelet from time zero to the end-time ofthe gap, but try to remove
periodicity at times beyond the end of the gap. Deconvolution may be predictive or spik_
ing, with the difference between the two being the length of the operator gap. A shorr,
or no gap, gives maximal wavelet compression (hence the name spiking) while a large
gap (32 ms or more) attempts to remove periodicity caused by short period multiples
whose period is longer than the gap. In practice, both forms actually perform a mixture
ofwavelet compression and de-reverberation. Care should be taken with spiking decon_
volution since theoretically it assumes minimum-phase input data. The output of data
that have undergone too severe a spiking deconvolution process is relatively variable in
phase. Because ofthis, it is becoming rare to apply spiking deconvolution before stack.
Consistency of wavelet shape and amplitude becomes increasingly important as more
attempts are made to infer subsurface information from the amplitudes of the reflection
even$.

2.5,3 Removingmultiptes

One of the consequences
comrnon midpoint (CMP)

of dual source shooting is that the number of traces in a
gather is half that of single source shooting. Each source
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Mul t i p l e
Energy

Fig. 2.24 CMP gather at 100 and 50 m trace spacing. Comparison of CMP gather at original trace

spacing and after shot record interpolation (see fi8. 2.25) to interpolate traces so that the new gather

has half the trace spacing of the original. The high-energy multiple packet is badly aliased in the

original gather, making removal ofthese multiples very difncult. After shot record interpolation the

multiples are better sampled and thdre is little aliased energy

contributes to data on different subsurface lines (fig. 2.6). The time interval between

successive shots is unchanged from the single source case, because a source cannot be

flred until the listening period for the previous shot has ended. When the dual sources

are fired alternately, there are therefore half as many shots contributing to every CMP.

This may lead to data aliasing of any steeply dipping multiples within a CMP gather.

For example, a common geometry is to have 25 m receiver group inte als within a

cable and two sources fired altemately, with a shot every 25 m. This means that each

source is fired only every 50 m. The fold in a CMP gather will be only one-quarter

of the number of traces in a shot gather, and the offset increment in a CMP gather

will be four times that in a shot gathet. Fig'.re 7.24 shows an example CMP gather at

50 and 100 m trace spacing. To reduce the possibility of aliasing, additional shots are

created by interpolation between the actual shots. Generally, frequency-space methods

are employed since these use the lower unaliased frequencies to generate estimates of

the higher frequencies. The procedure is explained by the sracking diagram in fig 2.25.

The shot recorded data are sorted into receiver gathers; each receiver gather is then

interyolated to add one new tracebetween each existing trace. These traces are then used

together with the original data to form better-sampled CMPS Usually shot interpolation

is required for multiple suppression and when this has been performed the additional
(invented) ffaces are discarded.
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Fig. 2.25 Stacking diagram to illustrate shot rccord interpolation. The grey receivers mark the
position of the original recorded data. The data are sorted into receiver gathers in which the trace
spacing is halfwhat it is in CMP gathers. Interyolation is used to crcate the additional traces shown
in red. Once sorted into CMP gathers the number of traces within each gather has doubled and the
trace separation has halved.

Fig. 2.26 Primary and rnultiple reflections. The red and purple events are primaries; they have a
single reflection along the ray-path. The green event has multiple reflections and in this case is the
first-order multiple of the purple event. The timing ofthe green event may be simila.r to underlying
primaries, and if it is not removed it may obscure the deeper reflectivity.

The next step in fig. 2.21 is theprocess to remove multiples from the data. Figure 2.26
explains the differences between primary events and multiples. Here again there are
a large number of choices of technique. Methods are based either on velocity move-
out differences, or on prediction based on the timing and geometry of the cause of
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the multiple. In the fomer class are the most commonly used techniques, Radon and

FK demultiple. In both cases the data are normal moveout (NMO) corrected to ap-

proximately flatten either the multiple or primary events. (The concept of NMO is

explained in Appendix 2 and the equations for it are given in section 3.3.3 ) The

data are then transformed to Radon or FK space and the unwanted events are re-

moved by rejecting (or passing and subtracting) the multiple events. The methods work

because multiples spend longer travelling in the (generally slower) near-surface and

hence have a moveout velocity that is slower than the primary events arriving at the

same time (ng.2.27). Multiple elimination in areas of shong water bottom reflection

Fig, 2.27 Gather showing primary and multiple events, illustrating moveout dift-erences between

the two. In this example the pdmary NMO velocity has been used to flatten the primary events The

multiples, in this case from a deep seabed, are dipping from top left to bottom right. This example

shows the removal of the multiple by the Radon transform technique, where events with moveout

on the farthest offset sreater than 100 ms and less than 1500 ms were temoved.
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coefficients or with large velocity contrasts (such as sub-salt plays in the Gulf of
Mexico) is an area of active development within the geophysical industry. Recently
introduced wave equation methods are based on the prediction of the multiple from the
primary location. These techniques show considerable promise but they are expensive
compared with moveout techniques and do not easily lend themselves to true 3-D im-
plementation owing to acquisition limitations. Currently they are applied to data in a
2-D sense and fail if there is a strong cross-dip component in the multiple-generating
surface.

2.5.4 Binning

Data binning is the process where every trace is assigned to midpoint locations (i.e. a
location halfway between shot and receiver). To achieve this the suryey area is coveretl
by a large number of rectangular bins as shown in fig. 2.28. Traces are then assigned
a Common Midpoint (CMP) location at the centre of the bin in which they fall. In
rnarine acquisition, if the streamers were perfectly straight behind the boat, all the
bins would contain a regular sampling of offsets, which would be highly desirable for
seismic processing. However, because offeathering this is not the case. In pafticular, the

Planned CDP lines 
! 

OriOinaf Uin based on regutar geometry

Fig. 2.28 Data binning. The size of the bins is determined by the original acquisthon. .l.he 
bins are

centred on the planned locations with width equal to the CMp (also known rs CDp) sDacine and
length equal ro the line spacing.
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f 
orioinar oin ffiein "rp^n"iot C Near-offset trace aFar-otfset trace

Fig. 2.29 Bin expansion. Flexi-binning is used so as to ensurc that each bin has a regular

distribution of ffaces with thg futl range of offsets. Thrce examples ale illustrated here. Bin A is

expanded for a near offset trace with relatively small expansion. Bin B is seeking a trace with larger

offset. The bin expansion is greater and has thrown up three possibilities. The trace closest to the

bin cente is the one that gets borrowed. Bin c already has a far offset trace and no bin expansion is

required. The red trace will end up being used by both bin A and bin D After binning, the traces

are treated as though they came from the centre of the bin though it is normal to retain and use the

absolute offset information for later processing

furthest offsets may be non-uniformly distributed with some bins having two or more

traces with a similar offset while others have none. To make the distribution of offsets

more uniform a process called flexi-binning is used Here the bins are extended by fixed

amounts (generally) in the crossline direction, perhaps by as much as 507o either side

(fig.2.29).lf no ttace within a certain offset range is found within the original bin, then

a trace within the extended bin is used as though it falls in the original bin. If more than

one trace within an offset range is found, then it is usual for the trace closest to the bin

centre to be used. The bin expansion is normally small for the near offsets, since the

cable position is better controlled close to the boat, and grows with increasing offset'

Note that the process as describedjust copies a trace from one location to another This

copying means that there may be small static shifts between traces within a binned

CDP, since one trace may come from tlte extreme top edge of a flexed bin and the

next offset may come from the bottom edge. Figure 2.30 shows a binned gather with
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Fig.2.30 Example of a binned gather

some clear differences between adjacent traces. This may substantially reduce the final
ftequency content ofthe stacked data. Some contractors offer full interyolation oftraces
onto bin centres or full pre-stack migration procedures that can conectly handle the
real trace positioning rather than assuming traces are regularly sampled at bin cenftes,
both of which provide for a mathematically better solution. Owing to the cost this is
not routinely applied at present, but with the ever-reducing cost of computer power and
the desire for higher-frequency data for improved interpretation it is becoming more
common.
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Fig, 2,31 Seismic migration. During seismic data recording the reflectjon from point A will be

recorded by a coincident source and receiver at location B. It will be plotted on a stacked section as

a point A* vertically below B with distance given by length AB. Migration moves the point back to

its subsurlace reflection point and plots it vertically below point C, thus giving a section that looks

more like a cross-section through the earth.

2.5.5 Stacking and migraiion

The next steps in the processing sequence are to prepa.re the data for seismic migration.

Migration is one of the key steps in seismic data processing - it is the step which

attempts to move the recorded data so that events lie in their correct spatial location

rather than their recorded location (flgs. 2.31 and 2.32). The mathematics of how to

perform this process is well defined by the wave equation and has been extensively

researched over the past three decades. There are a number of texts, such as Stolt &

Benson (1986), Berkhout (1982, 1984) and Bancroft (1997, 1998), specifically written

about seismic migration that describe the mathematics in detail. Once more there are

a large number of options ranging from migrating all the pre-stack data to stacking

data in a CMP followed by post-stack migration. There is also the issue of whether to

use time or depth migration and also the type of algorithm (Kirchhoff, implicit finite

difference, explicit finite difference, FK, phase shift, etc.). In recent years the choice

has become even wider with the ability of some algorithms to incotporate the effects

of velocity anisotropy. To a large extent the details of the algorithm are unimportant to

the interpreter. What matters are the accuracy and cost. These are determined by issues

such as the largest dip that can be properly migrated, the frequency content of the final

migration and the time required to perform the operation. The choice of whether to

migrate data before or after stacking is largely dependent on the velocity regime and

the subsurface dips present in the data. Large dips may mean that shallower (slower)

events arrive at the same time as deeper events, giving rise to the two events needing

to stack at the same time but with different velocities (fig. 2.33). Such an occurrence is

known as a stacking conflict and the solution is to migrate the data before stack The
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Depth Model

Fig. 2.32 Seismic migration moves events fiom their recorded position to their true subsurface
position. This diagam shows the effect of migration on a syncline. The rays are reflected at right
angles to the surface. It can be seen that the blue rays from the right hand of the syncline are
sometimes recorded to the left of the green rays reflected from the left side of the syncline. This
gives a complicated bow tie pattem in the cofiesponding time section. The effect of migration is to
move the events back to their true subsurface location.

earliest forms of migration were based on an approximation to the wave equation and
ignored ray-bending at velocity boundaries. Today such techniques are known as time
migration methods. In areas of lateral velocity contrasts the straight ray approximation
of time migration can seriously misposition events. The solutionto this problem is depth
migration, which correctly handles velocity variation. Of course, there is the additional
complication of deriving the velocity model needed to drive depth imaging and this
is another active area of research and development. Most methods require al iterative
approach. An assumed velocity-depth model is used, the data are migrated pre-stack
using this model, and the images across the migrated CMP gather are compared. If
the model velocity is too high then the further offsets will have the event positioned
too deep compared with the near offsets, and conversely if the velocity is too low the
events will be imaged shallower on the far offsets than on the nears. Only if the velocity

' ::r

: t l, "1

distance

distance
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Fig, 2.33 Example of events causing a stacking conflict. Rellections from both B and C will be

recorded at the point A with approximately the same travel time. Since event C is higher in the

section it requires a slower velocity to stack the event than the deeper rellection B. This creates a

stacking velocity conflict that is solved by partially migrating event C away from event B. Provided

the migration velocity is slower than the true earth velocity the partial migration will move the

dipping event to somewhere between its unmigrated location (B) and its true location (C).

model is nearly correct will the events appear flat. Figure 2.34 shows an iteration from a
pre-stack depth migration where velocity analysis is being perlbrmed. Events will only

be flat if they have been lully migrated in a 3-D sense and it is expensive to repeat this

for the entire section. Usually the velocity iteration step is perlbrmed only on a series

of target lines using an algorithrn (such as one of the vadants of KirchhoftJ that can

output onto a discrete grid without having to migrate the entire dataset. Since lateral
velocity vadations also give rise to stacking problems most depth migration benefit is
gained fiom working pre-stack.

In the eady days of 3-D data, migration was performed as two runs of2-D migration.

First the inlines were 2-D migrated, and then the data would be sorted into crosslines

and migrated again. This was known as two-pass migration and is relatively common

on older surveys. It was used because computer power and memory were not large

enough to allow the full 3-D dataset to be migrated in one pass. The two-pass technique

is theoretically colTect only for a constant velocity earth, and once computers could

hold sufficient data to allow full 3-D migration it actually became cheaper to perform

the migration in one pass rather than the two because it avoided the sort fiom inline to

crossline orientation. Today it is extremely rare for 3-D migration to be performed as

two 2-D migratlons.
The migration approach outlined rn frg. 2.21 is a hybrid pre-stack time migmtion

approach and covers steps l5 to 28. The processing sequence comes from an area with

relatively steep dips but without large lateral velocity variations. Therefore, pre-stack
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Fig, 2,34 Examination of CMP gathers during an iteration of pre-stack depth migration. pre-stack

depth migration is required in arcas of complex lateral velocity variation. In such areas the standard
normal moveout equation is insufncient to align events owing to the different paths that the waves
take through the subsurface. In order to apply pre-stack depth migration one needs to supply the
corect velocity-depth model. This is generally not known and so is built in an iterative fashion
during the pre-stack migration. The correct velocity model is the one where the migrated gathers
are flat across all offsets. Here we see gathers dudng a pre-stack migration iteration. Some of the
events are flat, indicating that the correct model has been detemined. Others are still dipping and
the velocity model needs updating to flatten them also.

time migration is the preferred solution. Since full pre-stack time migration is still
relatively expensive a cheaper, faster approximation has been used. As computer power
continues to increase, these approximations are being replaced by the full pre-stack
migration solution. Steps 15 and 16 are an application of Dip Moveout (DMO), so
called because itremoves the effect ofdip on stacking velocities and trace positions. As
part of the DMO process, one also needs to apply an approximate NMO corection. At
this stage it is usual to have picked velocities approximately on a sparse grid, say every
I km in all directions. This is generally sufficient since detailed velocity analysis for
final stacking (maximum analysis separarion of 0.5 km) is performed after DMO and
constant velocily migration in step 19. There is an excellent article on the benelits of
DMO by Deregowski (1986) and more detail on algorithms in the notes by Hale ( 1991).
One of the benefits of DMO is that it takes a constant offset section and transforms
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the data to a zero-offset section, thus allowing conventional post-stack migration to be

applied. This is how the pre-stack migration process in step 17 is applied ln this step'

we are not attempting to get a final migration; instead we are trying to move events with

potential stacking conflicts apafi sufflciently so that we can determine a unique stacking

velocity. This allows us to use a computationally very fast constant velocity forrn of

migration - in this example performed with a velocity of 1600 nr-/s. It is important that

this step does not use too high a velocity since then events can disappear completely

if they are steeply dipping. Generally one uses a velocity that is close to the slowest

seen in the section (1480 m/s for water velocity). Step 18 removes the approximate

corection for NMO applied during the DMO process (step 16) and this allows for the

detailed velocity analysis to be performed and applied in steps 19 and 20 The data

are usually saved to tape after DMO and the removal of the initial NMO correction

to allow any later re-processing to begin from this stage. It is common practice to

perform the final velocity analysis at a spatial interyal of 250-500 m though this too is

reducing in the desire to retain the higher frequencies. The spacing needed depends on

the variability in the velocity field; large variations require more frequent analysis than

more gradual changes. For really detailed work, the advent ofbetter automatic velocity

picking algorithms means that it is possible to pick velocities for every CMP location

within the target area.
After the flnal velocity analysis and moveout co ection the data are stacked Stacking

together traces that contain the same reflection information both improves the signal to

(random) noise content (by the square root of the number oftraces stacked) and reduces

any residual cohefent noise such as multiples which stack at velocities diffelent flom

the primary events. During stacking, mutes (zeroing the data within specified zones)

are applied to the data to ensure that NMO stuetch is not a problem and that any residual

multiples left on the near-offset traces do not contaminate the stacked section (Rg 2 35)'

There may be some amplitude variation with offset (AVO) eff'ects in the data, which

can be used as hydrocarbon indicators, so this information is retained by stacking the

data over selected offset ranges. Chapter 5 contains more details on the physics and

use of AVO data. An offset to angle relationship is used that depends on the subsurface

velocities to define mute patterns to produce two or more angle stacks as well as the

stack over all usable offsets. All processing from this point onwards needs to be applied

to each of the indir idual stacked sections

The result of the stacking after step 17 is a number of partially migrated sections

requiring the removal of the constant velocity migration. This is done by step 22, an

inverse migration or demigration using the same constant velocity as used for the initial

mlgranon.
Step 23 adds a static corection based on the depth of the source and the receiver so

that the datum is now at sea-surface. Step 24 removes some of the effects of the pattem

left in the data from the acquisition variability. Since different CMPs will contain a

different combination of traces in a regular pattem this may show itself in the final
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Fig. 2.35 Example of mutes applied during stacking. Here we see two mutes applied to a set of
gathers. The red mute is applied to stop events being distorted by the shetch caused by the normal
moveout process at large offsets and shallow times. The green inner trace mute has been applied to
remove remnant multiples on the near traces that have not been removed by other demultiple
processes such as Radon.

stacked section. For instance, CMP I may contain
of fsets  2,6,10.  . . ,  CMP 3 of fsets  3,7,11 .  . . ,  CMP
to 1,5,9. . . . This four-trace pattem may be visible
the near surface where the fold of data (number

t races 1,5,9. . . ,  CMP2 wi l l  have
4 4,8,12. . . ,  CMP 5 wi l l  be back
in the final section particularly in
of traces stacked together) is low

owing to the stretch mute. Any regularly repeating pattem will show itself as a strong
component in the inline spatial Fourier transform and can be removed by a notch
filter.

Step 25 is a 3-D noise removal process. The application ofnoise suppression is much
more successful with 3-D data than 2-D owing to the extra dimension, data volume and
spatial consistency for the algorithm to work with. Usually relatively small operators are
used, working on maybe five traces in both directions. This allows the filters to adapt to
relatively sudden changes in reflector dip while retaining sufficient data to distinguish
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signal from random noise. Step 26 is very similar to step 10, the difference being that

we a.re now perfonning the operation post stack in order to make the crossline spacing

the same as the inline spacing. As already discussed, the CMP spacing along a line is
generally much finer than the spacing between lines owing to cost and the possibility

of cables becoming entangled. Again methods that attempt to interpolate frequencies

beyond the standard aliasing criterion are employed since no benefit would be gained

otherwise. Both steps 25 and 26 together with step 27 arc used to condition the data
for the final migration process of step 28. Within step 27 we are attempting to remove

any sudden amplitude variations belween traces since these are not consistent with the

behaviour of waves and would cause artefacts during the migration process.

Step 28 is the final, high-fidelity migration process using the spatial varying velocity
field from step 20. It is usual not to use the raw velocities as originally picked, but
rather to use velocities that have been smoothed both spatially and in time. Often trials
with various percentages of the picked velocity field are performed and the results

are analysed for evidence of over (too high velocities) or under (too low velocities)
migration. A composite velocity field is used for the final migration based on these

tests. The result of 3-D migration is often very impressive compared to 2-D migration.

The reason is simple: 3-D migration places the energy correcdy in a three-dimensional

sense, whereas 2-D migration can only do this in the direction the data were shot;

any complexity perpendicular to the plane of the 2-D section remains unresolved.

Figure 2.36 shows an example of seismic data before and after migration. The effect of
the migration is to narrow the width of the large anticlinal feature and steepen the dips
of the sides.

Fig. 2.35 Exanple of seismic data before and after migration. Data on the left are unmigrated, on

the right they are migrated. Notice how the migration process has reduced the apparent size of the

structure. Note also that whereas the picture on the left has reflections that crcss each othel, those

on the right are geologically consistent.
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2.5,6 Post-migration processing

After migration the data are more correctly positioned although they may still not be
perfectly located owing to efiors in the velocity field, use of time migration rather than
depth migration, anisotropy, etc. However, at this stage the data should look like a
cross-section through the earth with reflections corresponding to changes in acoustic
properties and unwanted events such as multiples and noise removed. The final step
is to convert the data to zero-phase which centres the peak of the seismic wavelet on
the impedance contrast. Even when an attempt has been made to keep the data zero_
phase throughout the processing sequence! it is likely that there is still considerable
phase uncertainty due to the effects of attenuation. Zero-phasing is best pedormed
with well data. An operator is determined by least-squares matching the seismic data
to the reflectivity generated from the well data (White (19g0) and Walden & Whire
(1984)). Since there is likely to be some effor in the positioning of the seismic data
after the migration, this matching is usually done for a number of traces surrounding
the well location. The fit between the seismic trace and the well log generated synthetic
ls compared and the trace location that gives the best match is chosen as the trace
for estimation of the wavel'et. The process is explained in more detail in chapfer 3
(section 3.1.1). Figure 2.37 shows the wavelet extraction obtained from one of the
commercially available interpretation packages. Once a wavelet has been extracted an
operator can be designed to convert it, and hence the data, to zero-phase. Note that
such an operator is really only applicable to the time-gate used for the extraction. It is
extremely diflicult to conlidently zero-phase data over large time windows.

The final three steps in the processing sequence outlined in fig. 2.21 are all concerned
with fine tuning the data prior to loading to the interyretation workstation for detailed
analysis. Step 30 applies an equalisation on a trace by trace basis to ensure the spectral
content ofeach trace is broadly similar, while step 3l applies time-varying bandpass fil_
ters to reduce the higher frequencies with time to eliminate those that are mosuy nolse
due to their attenuation on passing thlough the rocks. Finally, step 32 applies time_
varying trace scaling to ensure a balanced-looking section with time. One approach
is to apply Automatic Gain Control (AGC). This applies a time-varying gain to each
trace individually, with the gain calculated so as to keep the average absolute ampli
tude constant within a window that slides down the trace. A short time-window AGC
(say 200 ms) is highly undesirable if any use will be made of amplitude information
subsequently, because it tends to destroy lateral amplitude changes that may be impor_
tant. A long gate AGC (say 1000 ms or more) is usually acceptable, however, because
the gain is not much influenced by the amplitude of any single reflector All these final
steps are important, because they can aid or inhibit the interyretability ofthe dataset that
is delivered to the interyretation workstation. Remove too many high-frequency data
and subtle detail may be missing; leave too much noise and automatic batch tracking
of horizons may be compronrised.
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Fig.2.37 Example of \ravelet estimation by matching data to wells. The wavelet may be estimated
by deriving a matching operator between the seismic data and the well log predicted reflectivity. To
do this a small area of tmces cenhed on the well location is examined and the match bet\aeen each
trace and the well log is calculated. The best match trace is determined and the wavelet is estimated
together with the synthetic that is predicted using the wavelet and Iog derived reflectivity. Several

QC pammeters are also given, the most impo ant being the signal to noise estimate. The bottom
left-hand display shows the signal to noise plot for traces around a well; high signal to noise is
shown in blue. In this case we have a very good match with a signal to noise ratio of over 4 that is
obtained from a tlace very close to the actual well location. The display on the right shows the
synthetic in white overlain on the recorded seismic data.

With luck, hard work and appropriate testing and parameter selection the result of

the complete processing sequence should be a section that resembles a cross-section

of the reflectivity through the earth with optimised seismic resolution and signal to

noise ratio. In practice it often takes several passes through the processing sequence

belbre this goal is satisfactorily achieved. Each pass through the data uses lessons leamt

from the previous processing route so that the next iteration may spend more time on

velocity analysis or multiple attenuation or use a different migration strategy There

is also a different requirement from the data as we move from exploration through
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appraisal and development. Once exploration targets have been identified there may be
a wish for a detailed geophysical analysis of the prospective levels. Techniques such as
AVO analysis, seismic inversion and amplitude analysis (see later chapters) all impose
special requirements on the quality ofthe seismic data that may not be met by the initial
processing for explorat ion screening.

In some areas with severe problems (e.g. sub_basalt or beneath complex salt bod_
ies), where the primary signal is strongly attenuated or scattered, it may be difficult
or impossible to generate inter?retable sections with current technology. The desire
for better seismic sections remains strong and there is active research in most as_
pects of seismic data acquisition and processing. However, the industry shoulcl be
proud of the improvements made in seismic technology over the past two decades.
Data quality has improved tremendously and with it our ability to see hydrocarbons at
depth.

E
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3 Structural interpretation

This chapter is ntainly about the most lundamental interpretatron activity: making maps
of horizons. Historically, it was the need for bettcr maps or complex structural traps
that was a key drivcr in the early adoption of 3_D seismic. Usually, however. it is not
enough just to map the top of the reservoir. To understand how structures were tormed
and when, it is usually nccessary to rnap a rangc of marker horizons above and helow
the targct. AIso, dcpth conversion wil l. in most cases. requirc thc mapping of several
horizons abovc the target levcl.

This chapter begins by considering how stratigraphic horizons cncountered in wels
can be tied to particular reflections on a seismic survey; this rs an rssue tor all seismic
Interprctation' and is often easier on a 3-D survey bccause of the more nearry correcl
p.sit ioning ofsubsurface fcatures. Having decided what to map, the interpreter is taced
with the daunting problem ol working with a huge number ol.sersmrc traces. all of which
should ideally be taken into account. Happily, thc power of computer workstations
has increased faster than the quantity of traces waiting to be Interpreted; the chapter
continues wilh an explanation of how thc tracking ol.rellectin-q horizons through a
3-D volurrre can be partly automated. This is not a matter only of mapping the horizon
itsclf: in an area of even moderate structurtl complexity, ir is rhe mapping of fault
systcms that wil l consurre much of thc interpretation ctlbrt. Semi_automated methods
can help here roo. For compieteness, the chapter concludcs wrth a bricf discussion of
how lo convert a reflection_time horizon map into a depth ntap; the rssues rnvolved are
lhc same as those with 2_D scismic. but the grealer density of t lata in 3_D surveys may
make Ihe  tas l ,  e r \ ie r  in  p rac t i (e .

-

3,1 Well ties

Onc ol the first sreps in interpreting a seismic datasct is to establish the relationship
between seismic rcflections and stratigraphy. For structural mapping, it may be suth
cient to cstablish approx imate relationships (e.g. ,reflection 

X is near Base crelaceous,).
although for ntorc detailed work on altributes, as described in chapter -5. rt ls usually nec
essary to be more precise and establish exactly how (tbr example) the top or a rcservolr
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is expressed on the seismic section. Although some information can be obtained by

relating reflectors to outcrop geology, by tar the best source of stratigraphic infbrma

tion. wherever it is available, is well control. Often wells wil l have sonic (i e. formation

velocity) and formation density logs, at least over the intervals of commercil l l  interest:

lrom these it is possible to construct a synthetic seisnrogtum showing the expected

seismic response fbr comparison with the real seismic data. In addition, some wells

will have Vei tical S ei sn it Profil e 1V!P) data, obtained by shooting a surfacc seismic

source into a downhole geophone, which has the potential to give a more precise tie

between well and seismic data. In this section we shall discuss the use of both these

types of data.

3.1.1 The synthetic seismogram

The basic idea is very simple. To a first approximation we can calculate thc expected

seismic response of the rock sequence encountered in the well by rreating it us rl

one-dimensional problem. That is, we calculate the effect as though the intedaces in

the subsudace are horizontal and the ray-paths are vertical, so that rays are normally

incident on the intefiaces. This is usually a reasonable first approximation' but means

that we are ignoring the way that seismic response varics with angle of incidence. which

will be discussed in chapter 5. ln some cases, we may have to use the short-offset traces,

rathcr than the full stack, for comparison with the calculated well response. to make sure

that the approximation is valid. lf wc think of the subsurlace as a number of laycrs. each

with its own acoustic impedance A, then the reflection coeflicient at the /?th interface

for P-waves at zero-offset is given by the folmula

R, ,  -  (A , * r  4 , , ) / (A ,a  +  4 , , ) .

where A, and A,,+l are the acoustic impedance above and below the interface: acoustic

impedance is the product ofdensity and seismic P-wave (sonic) velocity. The derivation

of this lbrmula can be tbund in Sheriff & Geldart (1995), tbr example: it is a simple

particular casc. valid tbr normal incidence. of the Zoeppritz relations' which describe

how the reflection coefticient varies as a function of incidence angle.

Both density and sonic values are routincly logged as a function of depth in bore-

holes. Density is inferrcd tiom the intensity of back-scattered radiation fiom adownhole

gamma-ray source: the amount of back-scatter is proportional to the electron density

in the rock which is in tum proportional to thc bulk density. Sonic velocity is deter-

mined from thc travel-time of a pulse of high-fiequency (e.g. 20 kHz) sound between a

downhole source and downhole receivers; the sound travels as a retiacted arrival in the

borehole wall. Because of the methods employed, the values obtained for velocity and

density are those in the fbrmation closc to the borehole wall, i .e. within a few tens of

centimetres of the borehole. This may or may not be representative of the fbrmation as

a whole. lt is possible that the well has dril led an anomalous feature. e.g a calcarcous
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concretion. at a pafticular level, which woultl give log rerdings quite different l iom
those typical of the fbrmation in general. Also, in permeable lbnnations the zone ad_
jacent to the borehole wall wil l be invarled by the dril l ing fluit i, and this may alter the
log response fiom the original formation values. [n some cases. seisnric velocity may
vary significantly with l iequency. a phenomenon usually called r/lspcrrrrzr. ln rocks of
low porosity and pemeabil ity, the sonic log measurer:l at 20 kHz may not be a reliable
guide to velocities at seismic frequencies of 20 Hz.

Multiplying the sonic and density logs together wil l give us an acoustic impedance
log. A typical display from a well syntheric software package is shown in tig. 3.1. On
the lcfi-hand side there is a scale marked in borh depth ancl reflection (two-way) time
(TWT): how we tind the correspondence between depth and TWT is explained below.
The values at the top of the scalc show that a reflection time of zero corresponds to

l 0 l l 111 l
r 5  2 0  2 5  J 0  3 5

<rD s/N>
5-10-10-50 0

1D SYN
3-5-70-90 0

Fig.3.1 Synlhel ic scisrnogrant gencrdl ion. Tracks show t ime/depth scale. sonic and dcnsrly log.
calculaled impedance. and synrhctic lbr rwo \\ ,avclels (5 l0_,:10 50 Hz and 3 5 70 90 Hr. both
7erc pnase).
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a depth ol l I I ft: this is because in this offshore well, the datum for seismic times is

sea-level but log depths are measured relative to a point on thc dri l l ing rig (the kelly

bushing in this case) which is I I I tt above sea-level. There is scope fbr confusion here.

particularly in the case of deviated wells where the depth scale may represent distancc

as measurcd along hole or altematively may have been corrccted to true vertical depth.

Using erroneous datum values is a common cause ofproblems with well synthetics. and

they nced careful checking. The next three panels show the sonic and density logs. and

the acoustic impedance log fbrmed by multiplying them together. ln routinc logging

practicc. thc sampling interval fbr sonic and density values wil l be half a tbot in depth:

thus the acoustic irnpedancc log wil l typically sho$,hne detail where thin interbeds

of dil l-crcnt l i thologies are present. From this log it is possible to get an inmediale

impression of what causes the principal scismic rcflcctions. They are ofien caused by

suclden markecl changes in impedance duc to nraior changes in l ithology. though they

may also result f iom small low-amplitude impedance changes if they arc cyclic at the

right frcqucncy 10 resonate with the seismic pulse (Anstcy & O'Doherty.2002).
' lhc ncxt stcp is 10 convert thc acoustic impedance log, calculated fiom log data

recorded as a function ol depth. into a log as a function of (two-way) travcl t ime. This

is easy if we know the time {lepth (I Z) relation lbr thc wcll. which can in principlc

bc obtained by simply integrating the sonic log. though in practice two problens arise.

One of them is that effors (fi)r example. minor miscalibration of the sonic t(nl) tend to

accumulate when the log is integrated ovcr nrany thousands of t 'eet. Another problem is

that the sonic krg is harclly ever run in the shallowcst part ol the hole. For these reasons.

it is usual to calibrate the I-Z curve by means of some dircct observations of travel-l ime

from a surface source to ar downholc gcophone ((h(k .\hols), e.g. at intcrvals of 5(X) l i

along the entire borehole: the intcgratcd sonic is then adjusted to match thcsc control

points. It is also possible to adiust thc sonic log itself. and theu to usc this adjusted

log to create the impedance values and the synthetic scismogram. This is often a bad

idea: the piecewisc adiustment of the sonic log tends to creatc a step charge at each

checkshot. and thus a spurious rellection. Obviously. it is possiblc to clcate a smooth

adiustnent to the sonic log that avoids this problem. but a sinlpler approach is to adjust

only thc I Z curve and not the sonic log. A reflectivity curve is then calculated fiorr

the impedance using the tirrrnula given above. This reflectivity sequencc is convolvecl

with the wavelet thought to bc prcscnt in the seismic data to gcncrate the synthetic

seismogram. the expected rcspoltsc of the logged interval. shown on the right hand side

of t ig. 3. | .

There may bc considcrable uncertainty about the correct wirvelet to use. The am-

plitude spectrum of thc wavelet can be estimated from thc seismic data. bul in ordcr

to dcscribe the wavelet completely the phase spectrunr is also needed. This describes

the relative shitis of the wavclbmrs at cach fiequency (fig. 3.2). Two particular types

o1'wavelet arc otien used: the minimum-phase and zcro-phase wavelet. A mininrum-

phase wavclct is a causal wavelet. i.e. it has no anrplitude befbre a delinitc start t ime.
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3  6 1 2 40 72Hz

Zero Phase wavelet and
selecled frequency

components

60

Frequency Hz

Wavelet Phase

Phase describes the relative timing of the
vanous lrequency components that make
up the seismic wavelet

Amplitude

20 60

Frequency Hz

Fig. 3.2 'Ihc phasc specrruDr rclarcd lo rhc (iming relarionship ol rhe vrrious t.rsquenrr
conlponenls ln the wavelet. \\Jl ich in this examDle is Tero Dhlse.

Of ail the wavelets that have this propeny and havc any particular amplitude spectrum.
the minimum-phase wavelct is thc one that has the most conccntration or energy closc
to the start t imc. This does not nccessarily mcan that the leading loop is thc lrrgesl:
some mlnlmum-phasc wavclets have their greatest amplitude in the second loop. Thesc
wavelcts are important bccause the actual source signature from explosiles ol l ir -uuns
is close to ninimum-phase. Howevcr, as noted in chaptcr 2, thc wavelet is oftcn con
verted to zero-phase durinc proccssing. This produces a wavelet l ike that shown in
fig.3.2. synrmetrical about the zero-time antl so with energv at negattvc ttmes and
not causal. This wavelet is prcferred lbr interpretation bccause the strong central peak
at trme zero is easy to relate to thc reflector concerned. [n practice. the processor s at_
tempt to convert the wavelet to zero-phasc is rarcly perlcct. and mixed_phlrse wavelets
are common.

The choicc of wavelet can ntake a considerablc diff 'erence to the appcarance ol.
synthetic traces (Neidell & PoggiagliolIni. Ig77). There are several possible approachcs.
A simple method is to make synthetics with theorctical wavelets of ditfbrent frequencl,
contenl. both zero- and minimum-phasc. and look fbr I good visual match to the real
seismic. This may be adequarc to idcntifv rhc loops corresponding ro key stratigraphic
markers .  so  is  a  use fu l  s ta  tomak ings t ruc tura lmaps.Abta l l yd i f fe rcn tapproach is to
start from a measured source signaturc. and to calculate the way that it is modil ietl by
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passing through the earth: however. the etTect of the earth l i l ter on wavelet phase may

bc hard to estimate. For detailed work involving measurement of loop amplitudes (scc

chapter 5), it may be best to estimatc a wavelet t iom the data. This is easily done by using

an algorithn) that wil l calculate a wavclct that gives the best l i t between the synthetic and

the real data. The goodness of f i l  can bc evaluated from the cross-correlation coefficicnt

between the synthctic and the real seismic. However. the significance ofhigh correlation

depends on the length of the wavclct compared with the analysis window. lf the wavelet

is made long cnough. then a perfect match can always be obtained. but such wavelets

are ofien implausible (e.g. having high-amplitude oscil lations) because they are trying

to fit the noise in the real seisnric as well as signal. A good match would be one with

a high correlation over a long gatc using a short wavelet. An empirical approach is

to use a gate of 500 ms or more with a wavelet consisting ol only 2-3 loops. but a

nrore rigorous approach has been put fbrward by White ( 1980). who uscs a statistical

method to constrain wavelet length. With this typc of approach. not only is the wavelet

shape derived, but also the timing rclirt ive to time zero. This is important becausc

some minimum-phase wavelets can look approxinlately symntctrical. and so roughly

like a zero-phase wavelet, but the main loop is dclayed tiom zero time. If we want to

measure amplitudes on seisnric data. it is important to measure the right loop, e.g. the

one corresponding lo lhe top ol l rcservoir.

In fig. 3.1, a zero-phase wavelct of f iequency content 5-50 Hz has been used. The

display repays closc scrutiny. Firstly. it is a good idea to check the polarity ofthe display.

As mentioned in chaptcr l. there is otien confusion about what the words 'nomal' and
'reverse' mean as applied to the polarity ol zero-phase seismic data. By boking at an

isolated intertace with a sharp impedance changc. the polarity of thc synthetic can be

seen directly. Thus in tig. 3.1 there is a sharp incrcase in impedance at about 3020 ms

which corrcsponds to a white trough (cleflection to the leti) in the synthetic. Next, it

is easy to see where high-amplitude reflections are to be cxpected: these wil l be the

casicst events to pick on the 3-D dataset to fbrm a basis for structural mapping. A sharp

impedance changc gives the best response: the ramp-like impedance change at around

3200 ms causes only a moderate evcnt. even though the total change in impcdance is

large. The fine structure within the impedance log is not rcpresented at all in thc s1'n-

thetic. Detailed comparison fbr a particular target interual wil l show what hope there

is of mapping, tbr cxample, the top and base ol a reservoir from the seismic data. It is

often useful to calculate synthetics fbr a range of high tiequency cutofl.s, to see what

bandwidth would be needed to reveal significant detail: i f a moclerate increase in res-

olution would improve the information significantly. it is worth considering additional

seismic processing. inversion (chapter 6). or re shooting thc survey.

The comparison of thc synthetic seismogram with traces extracted fiom the

3-D datlrset around the well location is shown in hg. 3.3. In this case, there is a good

visu.rl match fbr the main events. but not tbr the weak events in the central part of the

display. In such a case. it may be useful to calculate synthetic seismograms that includc
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Fig, 3.3 Sl nrherrr seisntngrant \ufrerpL'scd on seismic section at the well  locatior.
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the etTects of multiples. Idcally, scismic processing should have attenuated multiplcs

to low levels relative to the primaries. If a better f it to the real seismic is observed

when multiples are added into the well synthetic, then the interpreter needs to be on

his guard: even if multiple energy is not obvious on a section view and does not cause

problems for structural interpretation, it may sti l l  corrupt amplitude measurements on

target refleclors. An advantage of having the dense data coverage of the 3-D survcy

is that it is possible to observe how correlation varies as l function of trace location.

ldeally one would hope to see a bull s eye pattern of high correlation centred about thc

well location. though the real world is not always so simple.

Sometimes it is easy to obtain a good match between well synthetic and seismic

dataset: sometimes it is very diff icult. Thcre are many possible reasons fbr a mismatch.

Seismic survey problems

Synthetic seisnrogram

delec ts

. incorrect zero-phasing (or other defective processing)

. rnultiples

. incorrect spatial location duc to shot/receiver

mispositioning or (more commonly) incorrect

migration velocities
. defective logs
. hydrocarbon effects
. inadequate spatial sanpling

ln addition. thcrc are the effects of amplitude variation with incidence angle: in principlc

this means that synthetic seismograns should be calculated for a range of angles and

added together to simulate the slacked tracc of the real data (see chapter 5).

It is important to understand the causes of an observcd poor well to seismic tic. If

the problem lies with the seismic dataset. similar problcms wil l ofien be present in all

wells within thc survcy area. Incorrect spatial location. if the result of mispositioning of

sources and receivers, wil l probably mean that all t ies wil l be improved by applying a

constant lateral shifi to the seismic trace locations. Ifthe problem is inconect migration

of lhe surlacc scismic. then the tie points wil l be shified updip or downdip by an

amount related to the steepness of the local dip: thus flat-lying overburden might reed

litt le lateral shifi. whereas deeper reflectors with dips of 30 might need lateral shifts

of hundreds of metres.

Problems duc to the synthetic seismogram will be difl'erent from one well to another.

Various problcms can arise with the wireline bg data. They may need substantial editing

to remove intervals of incorrect readings. Usually. the petrophysicist is interested mainly

in obtaining good quality logs over the rcservoir interval, which he or she wil l use to

evaluatc rcscrvoir quality and hydrocarbon saturation: other intervals, especially shales,

wil l not have received intense scrutiny for log quality at thc time of acquisit ion. It is

quite common to find data gaps and noisy intervals, owin€: tbr example to cycle skips

on thc sonic log where the automatic trnvcl-t ime measurement system triggers on thc

wrong part of the signal pulse. Defectivc log intervals can bc edited by removing noise
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spikes and by replacing erroneous data, either by plausible constant varues or pernaps
by values derived fiom another wcll. Over a particular intcNal. it may be possible to
calculate valucs for one lo-e fiom othcr logs. e.g. density from gantma ray anti sonic: the
required relationships can bc established lrom a nearby well where all the logs are of
good quality. whatever replacement method is used, care is needecl to avoicl introducing
artif icial sudden jumps in the sonic or density curves al top and bottom of the cdited
interval. as they wr)uld generate spurious reflcctions in the synthetic seismogram. l_ogs
over hydrocarbon-bearing rescrvoirs should also be treated with great suspicion: i l
there is signiticant invasion of dri l l ing l luid inro the fbrmation. either or borh of the
density and sonic logs may be recording values in a zone close to thc boreholc where
the hydrocarbons have been partly swept away by the clri l l ing fluid. wnose propernes
are therefbre not representative of the virgin fbrmation. It is possible to cstinare these
eflects using methods described in chaptcr 5. but the results are oficn unreliable because
of uncertainty about the cxtent of the invasion and thus the magnilutle of the efl 'ect .n
log rcsponse. Finally. as notcd abovc. the logs sample the subsurface only within a f.ew
centlmetres around the borchole. whereas surfhcc seismic data respono ro properUes
that are averaged laterally over at least several tens of metres. Thus. lbr example. a loc^ll
calcareous concretion. which happenetl to bc dri l lecl through by a wcll, could show a
marked efftct on logs but have no seisntic expression because of its l imited lateral
cxlent.

Even when thc wireline log data are correct and reprcsentativc of the fbrmation. the
approach described above may nor resulr in a correct synthetic calculation. Implicit ly.
the method assumes that we can trcat the propagation of the seismic wave rnrougn a
I D earth model using ray theory. This is correct if thc seismic wavelength is short
compared with the layer thickness. lf thc wavelcngth is greater than about ten trmes the
layer thickness (as wil l ccrtainly be the case fbr surfhce scismic response modelled fiont
closely samplcd wireline data). then it is more appropriate to approximate the subsurtace
layering as an eflective mcdium (Marion et u!., 1994). The ef' lective medium velocity
Vs is calculated as follows. Suppose we have a stack of thin layers in each of which
there are log measurements of P vclocity l./n. shear vekrcity l, ' , and dcnsity p. [n each
layer we determine the shear and bulk modulus 1p and K) from the equations

and

Over an intcrval (typically a quartcr of the seismic wavelength). we then calculalc the
arithmetic density average and the hamonic average of lr and K. Thcse average values
arc then used to calculate a mean value of l,n and V,, using the same rclations bclween
the clastic moduli and velocities as befbre. This effective mcclium calculation is known

x - c(v,i i*)
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as Backus averaging (Backus, 1962). The difference from the simple approach outl ined

previously depends on the velocity and density variation between the different layers.

F'or shale-sand alternation. the ditlerence is usually small: for shale-dolomitc, it can

be quite large, perhaps reaching as much as 207r.

It often happens that pq)r well ties cannot be definitely traced to a specilic cause in

the seismic or the log data. As pointed out by Ziolkowski ct a1. ( 1998), thcre is a funda-

mental problem: seismic traces are not in reality the simple convolution of a physically

meaningful wavelet with the reflection coefhcient series. as has been assumed above. In

reality, the seismic data we collect are the response of a layered earth to a point source,

including intemal multiples and free-surface effccts; conventional processing combiner

these records to produce stacked sections and attempts to remove multiples, diffractions,

P S conversions, and so on. It is not suryrising if we then find that sometimes the wavelet

that gives the best f it bctwcen the stacked seismic trace and thc wcll synthetic varies

lrom one well to another. Somctimes it may not be possible to have much conlidence in

the well t ie. even after careful editing of the log data and consideration of all the other

possible complications. At this point. it is useful to have a dii lerent l ine of evidence to

help understand the cause of discrepancies between the well synthetic and the surface

seismic, and this is where the VSP can help.

3.1.2 The VSP

Essentially, the technique is to record a surface source using downhole geophones;

a general account has been given by. fbr example, Oristaglio (1985). The simplest

geometry is the case ofa vertical well with a seismic source at the wellhead (fig.3.,1(a).

where the sourcc is shown slightly separated from the wellhead for clarity). Recordings

would be made ol the source by a geophone at a series of downhole locations, e.g. at

intervals of50 ti over a vertical distance of4(X)0 l i to give records at 80levels. The record

fbr any particular level wil l contain both upgoing and downgoing waves; the lbrmer

are reflections from horizons below the geophone. and the latter are the direct arrivals,

as sketched in fig.3.,l(a). Both upgoing and downgoing arrivals wil l be contaminated

by multiples due to reflections both above and bclow the geophone. but the upgoing

waves that immediately follow the downgoing direct arrival have a useful property:

they are l iee fiom multiple energy, because any multiple bounces in the ray-path would

delay it and makc it arrive signilicantly later than the direct ray. AIso. the waveform

of the direct arrival at a geophone tells us what the wavelet is at that particular depth.

(The seismic wavelct changes slowly with depth owing to a progressive loss of the

high frequencies.) This measured wavelet must also be the wavelet present in the

reflections that immediately fbllow the direct arrival. because the travel path through

thc carth is nearly identical. Therefbre. if we can separate the upgoing and downgoing

arrivals, then the downgoing waveheld tells us the wavelet and allows us to calculate a

tilter operator to convert it to zero-phase. Applying the same operator to the upgoing
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(a)

(b)

Fig, 3.4 (a) Schenatic geomelry of ray-paths from surlace source to borehole gcophones. for rhc
simplc case of a venical well and small otTseI, shown exaggcrated here for clarityi (b) schcmalic
graph of ardval timc against Seophone depth.
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wavelield produces zero-phase reflection data, with a more accurate control ofthe phase

than can be achieved lbr surface seismic data.

Fo unately. it is quitc straightforward to achieve the separation between up- and

downwavcs. As shown schemirtically in l ig. 3.4(b). thcrc is a diffbrence in change of

arrival t ime with depth between thc up- and downgoing waves. When the geophone is

located at the depth of a particular reflector. then the direct travel-time is the samc as

the reflected time to the event. As the geophone is moved up away from the reflector,

the direct travel-time decreases and the reflection time increases. For the simple case of

a vertical well with sourcc at the wellhead. it is obvious that the decrease in travel-time

fbr the dircct arrival wil l be the same as the increasc in travel-time fbr the reflection.

ln practice. it is fairly straighttbrward to measurc thc travel-times of the direct arrivals,

though it is sometimes hard to identify the exact t ime at which thc trace begins to deflect

owing to the presence ofnoise. lftraces are statically shifted by subtracting thcsc times.

then the direct anivals wil l l ine up horizontally across a tracc display: if the traces are

shitted by adding thc l irst anival t imes (doubling the slopc ol-the first arrival travel t ime

curve) then the upward travcll ing evcnts wil l be horizontal (fbr horizontal reflectors. or

nearly so if they are dipping). Filtering the first type ofdisplay to enhance laterally con

tinuous events wil l result in an estimate of the downgoing wavelleld, which can then be

subtracted fiom the data to leave only the upgoing wavefield. Applying the second type

of trace shifi to these upwaves wil l then give us a display on which seismic reflectors

arc near-horizontal and can be enhanced by median fi l tering. which emphasiscs ncar-

horizontal l ineups in the dataset. A fi l ter operator can also be applied to convert the

wavelet (as measured in the downwaves) to zero-phase. It is then possible to fbrm a

t on-idor stut'k trace by stacking togelher the pans ol the upwave dataset irnnrediately

tbllowing thc dircct arrival. This tracc should then bc zcro-phase and fiee of multiples,

and thus ideally suited for comparison with well synthetic and surtace seismic. Since

the VSP averages seismic response over a distance of a few tens of metres around the

borehole, the problems of formation invasion and very small-scale l ithological changes

are not present. lt is therelbre usually helplul; the main problem is the rather low signal

to noise ratio. Figure 3.5 shows an example display of deconvolved upwaves, aficr the

traces have been shified to make the reflected events line up horizontally. The corre-

sponding enhanced (median-li l tered) upwave display is shown in hg. 3.6. The median

fi lter has brought out some consistent events that are scarcely visible in fig. 3.5; however,

reliabil i ty ol these events would need carclul thought in a practical application.

Another advantage of the VSP is the abil ity t0 give good results in deviated wells.

where synthetic seismograms are ofien unreliable. perhaps because anisotropy makes

the sonic log readings (which measure velocity along the borehole) diffcr lrom the

vertical seismic velocity in the fbrmation; thus the calculated impedance contrasts are

not those seen by a nearly vcftically travell ing ray. A useful VSP technique is the walk-

above geometry, where the surfnce source is placed vetically above thc gcophone at

a series of levels in the deviated hole. In this way. an image is produced of the zone
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Fig. 3.5 Trace display lbr zero otl.set VSP, alier subrraction ol down{oing wdves. tracc atlgnntent
ol upgorng wares. and deconvolut ion.
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Same datr as hg. 3.5 at lcr appl icat iot l  of median l i l ter to cnhance horizontal al ignmenlsFig. 3.6
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below the well bore, which can be compared directly with an arbitrary l ine selected
trom the surface seismic dataset. Note, however, that this technique docs not work fbr
a horizontal borehole; if there is no vcrtical separation between levels, it is not casy
to scparatc the upgoing and downgoing wavelields. as there is no difl-erence bctween
them in the time-depth pbt.

Although the VSP is olien the best way to establish the tie berween the surlace
seismic and the well infbnnation, it does have one disadvantage comparcd to thc well
synthetic. This is that it gives no real insight into how reflections are caused by changes
in vclocity and dcnsity values fiom one fbrmation to another. This knowledge is vital,
as we shall see in chapter 5. if we want to understand the l ikely causes of changes in
seismic reflection amplitude or character f iom one part of the survey to another. which
may allow us to predict I ithology, reservoir t luality or porefi l l .

-

3.2 Workstationinterpretation

Having identit ied some horizons that arc significant for understanding the geology and
prospcctivity of an area. the next task is to map thcm across the survey. Before carrying
out any detailed work. it is useful to inspcct the volumc as a whole ro ger a general
inprcssion of structural and stratigraphic features of intercst. This can be done by using
the volume visualisation lcchniques discussed in chapter 7. Increasingly, lnlcrpretatron
is being carrietl out in this environment (Kidd. 1999). However, much dctailed work is
sti l l  carried out by picking the two-way reflection time to various horizons on some or
all of the traccs of the survey. These picked horizons are fundamentar to the arrribute
measurel]tent work discusscd in chapter 5.

In the earliest days of 3-D survey, horizons were picked using methods carried over
tronr interpretation of grids of 2-D lines. These were prescnted to the rnrerpreter as a
stack of paper prints; he would mark up the horizons of interest on a l ine through a well
location and then folJow them along the l ine to intersections with other l ines. where thc
picks would be transferred to the crossing l ines. By working round a loop ofintersecting
lines, it would be possible to get back to the starting point, where it could be checked
that the interpretation was consistent arouncl the loop. Interpretation woultl procced by
fbllowing the horizons round a series of such loops unti l they had been picked on all
the l ines (see McQuill in et al., 1984. fbr a more detailed explanation with examples).
The analogous method fbr 3-D data was b make papcr displays of all the inlines and
all the crosslines, with the idea of interpreting them in a similar way. However, it is easy
to see that the effbrt needed for a full manual interpretation is prohibitive. Suppose we
have a quite small rectangular survey consisting of 500 lines. cach with 1000 traces.
Then there would be 500 inline sections and 1000 crossline sections. The number of
intersections to be checked would be 500 000. Assuming the data were easy to pick.
it might be possible to vcrify thc intersections at a rate of, say.2000 per working clay,
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so picking the entire survey would lake a year ol solid mechanical effort. with no time

allowed for thinking about the meaning of the data. The practice therefbre grew up of

interpreting only a propo ion of the data. say cvcry I Oth inl ine and crossline. Often this

was sutl icient tbr structural mapping: thc benefit of having data correctly positioned in

space afier 3 D migration was sccurcd. However, the l lnc detail that was prescnt in the

closely spaced data was lost.

The use ol-workstations fbr 3 D interpretation was theretbre wclcomed by inter-

preters. They of'tered several advantages:

(i) the abil ity to vicw sections through the data in any orientation,

(i i) automatic book keeping of rnanually picked horizons; picks made on one linc

would automatically be transterred to other l ines or to map views.

(i i i) seni-automated horizon picking.

(iv) calculation of pick attributes that can bc uscd to extract additional infirnnation.

(v) abil ity to see the data volume in 3 D. not just as sections.

To achieve all this requircs the use of fairly powerful workstations. and Appentlix I

dcscribes some of the hardware and data management requiremcnts. Each of the topics

on the above list wil l now be addressed in turn.

3.2.1 Displaycapabilities

The 3-D seisrr.ric traccs can be thought ofas a volumc of seismic amplitude values. In the

cxample discussed in the previous scction. there would be 500 000 traces arrangcd on a

rectangular grid in map view,5(X) inlines by 1000 crosslines. The two-way time on thc

veftical cxis might range from 0 to 4000 ms, sampled at 4 ms, giving us 1(X)0 samplcs

on each trace. As shown in l ig. 3.7, it is possible to view a range of different slices from

this 'cube' of data. There are the obvious inlines and crosslincs, but also l lorirontal

slices (time slices). antl vertical sections at any orientation through the volumc. These
'arbitrary l incs' do not have to be straighti they might. fbr example. be constructcd lo

.join up a number of wcll locations

There are two possible modcs ofpresenting seismic scctions on the scrccn: as wiggle

traces or as 'variable intensity' displays. ln either casc, there are l imitations imposed

by the screen rcsolution. This might, for instance. be 1024 by 1024 pixels. (A 2r.tc1

is the smallest independcntly controllable element of a screen display. Softwarc can

specify the brightness and colour of each pixel on the screen but cannot achicvc any

higher (-r, r ') resolution than the pixel.) To get reasonable dynamic range on a wigglc

trace display, the trace would need to extcnd over. say, l0 columns of pixcls. If the

traces do not overlap. this would imply that only 100 or so traces could be displayed at

any one time. Traces can be allowed to overlap in order to view morc of them, but evcn

so a wiggle trace display wil l be l imited to only a fcw hundred traces. This is suitable

for detailed work (e.g. wcll t ies or study of lateral changes in loop character), but

makes it dif l icult to obtain an overvicw of the data. lt is therefbre olien better to work in
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Data cube Inl ines

Crosslines Time slices

Arbitrary
lines

Fig. 3.7 Dil lerent ways of slicing a data cube.

variablc intensity mode. In this case, each trace is assigned one column of pixels. within
which each pixel corresponds to a time sample; the pixels are colour-coded to show
amplitude of the particular sample. Choice of colour-coding is under the interpreter's
control, but popular choices are grey-scale (medium-grey tbr zero-amplitude. shading
to black for large positive and white for large negative amplitudes) and redT/trluc or
rcd/trlack dual polarity (white for zero-amplitude. shading to recl for high negative
amplitude and blue/black for high positive amplitude). It is useful to experimenr with
different colour bars: grey-scale ofien brings out subtle events (e.g. reflections obliquc
lt:t the bedding. which may be noise or may carry genuine inlbrmation about intemal
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map in the correct location; fault intersections are marked in a similar way. The tault

intersections are joincd up between lines to establish the lault pattern, and horizon

contours are constructed from the posted values.

All of these procedures have equivalents in 3-D workstation interpretation. Horizon

picks are markcd by digit ising with a pointing device (usually a mouse) on a scrccn

display of a section. This can bc done using displays in any orientation, as explained

in the previous paragraph. Once a horizon pick has been made on any panicular trace

of the 3 D data volume, it is available fbr display on any other section that inc ludes that

trace. For cxample. it is ofien best to stan by picking along a scries of composite l incs

that l ink the available wells together. It may then be best to intelprct a f-ew key dip l ines

across the structure: when these lines are displayed, the picks already made on the wcll

traverses can be displayed automatically, to ensure consistent picks. A coarse grid ol dip

and strike l ines might then be interpreted, which can later be inll l led as much as required

to define the features of interest. At each stage. the picks already madc on intersecting

lines can be displayed on the currcnt scction. Just as with paper data, this is a powcrlul

check on consistency. and it is quite usual for picks to be deleted and reworked as the

interpretation proceeds. (To make selective deletion possible, it is impofiant to retain

infblmation on exactly what co-ordinates were used to construct particular composite

sections through the data, if you are using anything more complicated than simplc

inlines and crosslines; all software allows you to store this infbrmation, but to do so is

not always the delirult.)

Fault planes and their intersections with horizons are digit ised fiom the screcn display

in r similar way. It is much easier to work with taults on l ines crossing them approx-

imately at right mgles than on l ines crossing them obliquely. wherc the fault plane

crosses the bedding at a shallow angle. This is of course well known to the interpreter

of 2-D data, wherc a l ine that crosses a significant lault obliquely wil l have a smeared

image of the subsurface with substantial amounts of rellcction energy coming from t-ea

tures out of thc plane of section. ln the casc of 3-D data, the rcflccted energy has becn

repositioned so that lhe vertical section does not contain out of-plane reflections, if the

migration has been carried out correctly. Even so. it is diff icult to recognise fault planes

that do not make a high angle with the bcdding, when projected on the l ine ol section.

This is because faults are almost invariably recognised from reflector terminations, as

reflections from the lault plane itself are rarc: the l ineup ol terminations is much easicr

to see on a dip section than a strike section (figs. 3.12 and 3.13). On the other hand,

lines parallel to a fault may be very uselul to investigatc how one fault intersects with

another, which may be crucial to the integrily of a tault-bounded structural closure.

While all this picking is going on, the sottware can continuously update a map display

showing the horizon pick. by colouring in the traces on a basemap according to the

TWT to the reflector. Fault intersections can be marked by special symbols on this map

display. This nakcs it easy for the interpreter to keep track of what l ines have been

interpreted and of the emerging structural map. Usually interpretation workstations
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Fig. 3.14 Schematic rnap showing cl i l l icult ie\ of cslabl ishing fuul l  pal lcrn t iom a grid ol 2 D l incs

FrulI  svmhols sho\\ '  laul l  cuts r isihlc on r scf i( js ol-ersl-wesl l ines: they could bc.ioinecl up by

either lhc sol id l incs of lhe dashed l ire\ (or somc corrtr ination ol thcm). leading to qui lc di l lerenl

I irul l  maps.

Normal fault Reverse fault

Section view

Horizon culout Horizonoverlap

Map view

Fig.3.15 Schenlul ic \ect ion and map views ol normal nd reversc f i tul ts.
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takc place uniler close user control. so thal diff icult areas can be picked with continuous

control of the quality of the result.

The quality of an autotrackcd pick may bc improved by pre-conditioning the seismic

data using image processing techniques. One approach, structure-oriented fi l tcring' has

been introduced by Hoecker & Fehmers (2002). The idea is to stabil ise reflections in

the presence of noise. without srnoothing over faults. The process consists of thrce

steps: analysis of the raw data to determine the local orientation of the reflcctors' edgc

detection to find reflection temrinations, and smoothing of the data along the local

orientation without f i l tering across the edges detected in the previous step As well as

rcrnoving noise. it is also possible to use such a fi l ter to rcmove genuine but small scale

features of the tlata. such as very small faults or small-scale stratigraphic features. This

opens up the possibil i ty of an iterrLtivc approach to automated interprctation. In the

tirst pass. all the l lne detail is removcd. permitting a rapid autotracking of the rrain

horizons. ancl perhaps automatic fault tracking. This l irst rcsult can then be finc-tuned

by repeating the process on a tlataset with less aggrcssive smoothing. stabil ising the

autotracking by using the resull of the first pass as a seed grid. The process can be

repeated through several c1'cles ol iteration. unti l either the data havc been interpreted

to the required level ofdetall or the l imit sct by the noise in the dataset has bcen reached.

Attributes

A major advantage of workstation interprctation is that measurcments of the seismic

bop bcing picked are simple to calculate and storc. The most obvious is loop amplitude'

but bop width. average amplitude in a window below or above the horizon. and many

others are commonly available. The abil ity to see these measurelrents in mup vieu

tiom tlensely sampled data is a key step in getting infbnnation fiom the seismic data

about poreti l l  (presence and type of hydrocarbons) and reservoir qurlity tportr ' i t1.

net/gross, etc.). The way in which this can be done is the topic ofchapter 5 Amplitude

maps can also be the key to rccogn ising stratigraphic f 'eatures' e g. channel systems For

accurate work, it may be important to know how the software calculates loop amplitudc.

Some early autotri lckets would simply use lhe largesl scismic amplitude seen at any

of the (usually'1 ms) samples within the krop: since there is unlikelv to be a sample

exactly dt the loop maximum. amplitudes were systematically undercstimated. Modern

autotrackers fit a curve to the amplitudes at the samples within the loop in order to

eslimate the true maximunl value.

A diflcrent type of attribute is particularly important to structural mrpping. lt is

possible to analyse both the picked horizons and the scismic trace datl thcmselves to

look fbr lateral discontinuitics: we shallconsider in this section those that are related to

recognising laults. but they can also be used to aid geological interpretation in general'

The simplest approach involvcs calculation fbr a picked horizon of the local dip

va lue  and i t s  az imuth  (  Da l ley  c t  a / . .  l9 l t9 ) .F igure3 . l9 (a)  i sasketchmapof  a  lau l ted

3.2.4
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fault segments. Detailed mapping ofthe relay ramps may be important in understanding

whether a tault wil l provide a seal to a prospective structure. Study of the way that

displacement of a horizon varies along a fault is needcd to assess sealing capacity (sec

chapter.l). and is also a uscful chcck on the correctness of the interpretation: along a

single fault. the displacement should increasc smoothly fiom zero at the ends of the

fault trace to a maximum in the ccntre.

It is also possible to calculatc thc local curvature of the picked horizon (Roberts,

2001 ). Faults appear as bipolar high-curvature anomalies, with high valucs of opposite

sign produced where the fault plane intersects the horizon On its up- and downthrown

sides. lt may also be possible to relate curvature to fracture intensity. e.g. over salt swells.

The main problern in using curvaturc ( which is a problem for dip and azimuth calculation

also) is to dccide thc length scale over which the attribute is calculatcd. distinguishing

larger-scale structural f 'eatures trom small-scale features that might be sedimentological

or might be noise (e.9. apparent reflector rugosity resulting l iom the autotracked pick

wandering up and down within a broad loop of low signal to noise ratio).

Another approach is to make an i l lumination display of the picked horizon. Thc

software calculates how the surlace would look if seen from above when il luminated

by a l ight source from a particular direction. Usually the source ('sun') direction is

set to be near the horilontal ( ' low in the sky') so that subtle highs and lows in the

surllce are picked out by thc contrast between the bright surfaces facing the sun and

the dark shadows where surlaccs lacc away fiom it. The etl 'ect is to enphasise those

topographic l ineations that in map view trend at right angles to the sun direction.

Therefbre, complete interpretation requires a number ol i l lumination displays with the

sun in dit lerent directions. Better sti l l  is to have interactivc control of the sun posi-

tion. with real t ime updating of the screen display as lhc sun is moved around the

map. In this way the user can choose sun positions to emphasise particular f 'eatures of

interest.

These methods depend on having an accurately picked horizon on a dense grid. Ifthe

horizon of interest is not casy to autotrack. the interpreter wil l have to do a good deal of

editing and re-picking belbre he is able to use these tools. A difterent approach is to try to

recognise faults as discontinuities in thc seismic trace cube. without necessarily having

any horizons picked at all. The basic idea is to calculate. over a l imited time-gate, a

measure of the similarity of a seismic trace to its neighbours (Bahorich & Farmer, 1995;

an implementation is the subject of an Amoco patent). The calculated similarity value

is posted in the seismic clata cube at the centre of the trace window used to calculate it,

and the process is repeated fbr every trace in the seismic volume and for every possible

window start t ime; the result is therefore a complete data cube of similarity values.

Faults are revealed as planes of low similarityl they are best seen in a horizontal section

through the cube. The advantage over a simple time slice through the reflectivity data

is that the faults wil l bc visible whatever their orientation: on reflectivity sliccs, faults

are ofien diff icult to see where they run parallcl to the strike ofthe bedding so that there
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Fig. 3.20 Coherency map showing l inealions due ro faullsi solid l ine is section of f ig. 3.21 .

are no obvious displacements ofbedding l ineaments. An example is shown in l lg. 3.20.
trom the Lower Tertiary of the UK North Sea. A subtlued colour_scale, such as thc
grey-scale used hcre, or a sepia scale, is otien best for picking out subtle l incations.
There are a number of l ineations duc to small taults. The bold black l ine marks thc
location of the seismic section shown in fig. i.21. The small lault in the centre of the
line is easily fbllowed across the map view in fig. 3.20. Another example is shown in
lig. 3.22, whcre a salt diapir pierces the horizon in the ccntre of rhe map and radial
faults can be seen. cspecially in the south-eastem quadrant. Since the tault planes are
surlaces o1-low coherence which are distinct f iom the higher coherence values within
the 3-D volume generally. they can be visualised in 3-D from any perspcctive using
the techniques discussed in chapter 7. They can also be aukrtracked using techniques
similar to those used fbr horiz.ns, though this has not yet become standard practice in
the sante way as horizon autotracking. The coherence cubc methodolo-qy can also bc
used to reveal stratigraphic detail in the 3-D volume. such as channcl/fan systems (scc
chapter 4).

Care is nceded in interpreting all these attributes wlrere thcre is signil icant coherent
noise present in the scismic data. Intcrference of noise events (e.g. multiples) with real
reflectors gives rise to discontinuities in reflectors that can be misinterpreted as faults
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or using an algorithm that did not take proper account of overburden complexities' then

there may be systematic lateral shitis of interpreted features (e.9. faults) fiom their true

locations. These lateral shifts wil l be discussed in section 3.3.4: for the momcnt we

assume that they are not a problem. Then all that is needed to conven the reflectors

mapped in two-way time into depth is a knowledge of the seismic vclocity in the

subsurf'ace. Sometimes, a quite detailed velocity model wil l already have been built

by the seismic processors for migration purposes, but as we shall see these are not

necessarily the hest velocities to usc for depth conversion

To develop our ideas, it is useful to look at a real seismic section. A display of the

entire section fiom suface to target level on a workstation is usually too poor in quality

to use tbr detailed picking. owing to the l imited venical resolution. bul is worth making

to plan the strategy for depth conversion (l ig 3.23). In this example from the UK

Central North Sea, the objective is at orjust above the orange horizon' which is the top

of the Ekofisk Formation. Two horizons have been picked in the overburden. They are

levels at which there is substantial discontinuity in the curve of sonic vclocity against

depth at a nearby well (f ig. 3.24). The yellow horizon is encountcred at a level of about

1300 ms. Above this level, ignoring noise. velocity is ncarly constant; at the horizon

there is a slight decrease in velocity. and then velocity increases fairly steadily with

depth to the top ofthe Sele Formation (green markcr in 1ig 3 23)' at which point there

is an increase in velocity and a more complicated velocity-depth trend which is only

roughly approximated by a linear increase with depth This suggests that a three-layer

model would be suitable. with constant velocity in the top layer and velocity increasing

with depth in the other two. A similar analysis needs to be carried out at an early stage

of every interpretation, as it detennines which overburden layers need to be picked to

carry out the depth conversion. Sometimes, as here, only a few surf'aces are needed

to give a reasonable approximation. At other times quite a large number of surfaces

may be needed, if there are large velocity jumps at a numbcr of horizons: this might be

the case if carbonatcs or evaporites are intercalated within a sand/shale sequence. To

decide whether a given layer is worth including in the model. it is easy to calculate the

error introduced at the well by treating it as part ol an adjacent layer. To assess whether

the error is important is harder, and depends on the detailed geometry of the structure

being mapped; crit ical areas to look at wil l usually be the culmination lrnd the possible

sp i l lpo in t  o l 'any  \ l ru (  lu r i l l  c lo \u rc .

If the velocity within a layer is constant, it is obvious how to convert the two-way

time thickness into a thickness in depth. tf there is a velocity gradient with depth' we

proceed as fbllows. Suppose we have a layer which extends trom depth:r to depth :1.

at which the two-way times arc 1t and t] respectively. and that the vclocity at any depth

within the layer is given by

In such a tbrmula. u is ofien referred lo as an instQntaneous telocit)-: it describes the

actual seis|nic velocity at a pafl icular depth (or travel t ime) and may be contrasted with
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the fault. If the picked time horizon is smoothed out in this way. then vertical-strctch

depth conversion wil l of course put a kink into the depth horizon under the fault plane.

If this is a problem, then it may be an adequate approach to remove the distorted Part of

the horizon under the lault plane on the depth map, and replace it by extrapolating thc

horizon dip as seen outside the fault shadow. Smoothing or f i l tering the velocity f ield is

another possible way to remove the distortion. If neither of these approaches is accuratc

enough (as might be thc case lor l istric faults above a hydrocarbon accumulation or

prospect. where the area affected by the tault shadow would be large). then pre-stack

depth migration is needed.

A different approach to dealing with the eflect of lateral variation in overburden

velocity has been described by Armstrong ct ol. (2001). Look again at l ig. 3.23; there

are obvious channels in the near-surface. the largest of which is at the right-hand end ol'

thc section and extends down to ir TWT of about 400 ms. There is some cvidence on the

section that the infi l l  of this channel has a low seismic velocity: reflectors immediately

undemeath it are pushed down. Similarly. reflectors are pulled up by presumed high-

velocity inli l l  to the channel-l ike f 'eatures visible at a TWT of 800-900 ms Armstrong

er a1. proceed by measuring the push-down or pull-up on a reflector immediately bclow

the anomalous f 'eature. and use this information to simulate the effect on seismic l ines

acquireti across it. As discussed in more detail in section 3.3.3, different source-rcceiver

otTsets are affected by the anomaly to differing extents. depending on the sum of the

delays experienced at the two ends of the path. Simulaiion of CMP stacking of the

modelled data then predicts the time distortion in the stacked data. whose eflect can

therefore be subtracted out of the horizon time map.

Use of well velocity information

Over the interval where sonic logs and checkshot data have been acquired, wells wil l

have high-quality velocity information. lf there is only one well, velocity values can

be read fiom the log, or average velocities calculated for particular layers using the

known two way time (TWT) and depth at the top and bottom of the layer As we saw

above, usually there are small static shifts between well synthetic seismograms and

real trace datal their cffect can be removed from the depth map by using TWTs fbr the

top and base of the layer taken from the picked seismic trace data rather than fiom the

well sonic/checkshot infbrmation, when calculating average layer velocities. This is a

reasonable approach il the static shifts do not vary much from one well to another: ifthey

do, it would be better to identity and remove the cause of the shifis. If a (un * t: ) model

is being used. then values fbr r '0 and A can be found by l itt ing a l ine through the sonic

log values plotted as a function of dcpth. If there are several wells, then the simplest

possible approach is to average the values for each interval across all the wells. Another

approach is to makc naps ol thc velocities in cach interval. or perhaps of ui and i values'

Interpolation between the wells may be diff icult, however. They rnay be few in number,

3.3.2
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and wil l usually have been dril led near the crests ofanticlines: the interpreter, however,
may need a reasonably accurate depth conversion of the intcrvening synclines, either
to map the spil l points of thc anticlinal structures or to assess maturity of hydrocarbon
source rocks. At f irst sight the (u0 + l i:) model gives the required help, but this is
not always the case. The simplest casc is wherc the {' factor reflects thc eff 'ects of
compaction. as unconsolidated sediments become more deeply buried over time. In
such a casc. the value found fbr qy may vary l itt le l iom one well to another This might
be the case il allthe rocks are currently at thcir greatest depth ofburial. Howevcr. when
rocks that once were decply buried are later found near the surtace after a period of
uplift and erosion, the velocities usually remain close to what they werc at the timc
of deepest burial. If there has been variation of the uplif i  l iom one well to another.
then u0 values wil l also vary. Sinple interyolation of u11 betwecn the wells is valid
only if uplift values can be similarly interpolated. Another possible complication is that
the I factor may represcnt a change in velocity due to l ithological effects, fbr cxample
a consistent coarsening or f ining upwards of a clastic sequence; ( may then bc quite
similar trom one well to another, but give no clue about the effect of depth on velocity.
Rather than deriving I f ion the sonic log, it may therefbre be pref'erablc. where several
wells arc availablc. to determine a compaction trend by plotting the avcrage velocity
in each fbnnation against midpoint depth. The gradient of this l ine (rr) is not the same
thing as the I valuc fi)r instantaneous velocity unless the interval is rhin (time thickness
much less than l/t). For thick intervals, with the notation of the pre!ious section,
wc would l ind:

( - - r - - r )  / - t + - - r \
1 , . - , , w : u ' , + n (  :  /

so that

: : (  I  r ( t z  t t ) /4 \ :  : t  +  l \ t  +  Kz)  /2 ) ( t2  -  t t )12

and

.1 :1 1 (2ue + ( : r .Xrr  -  / r )
I  -  r ( t 1  r r )

However the velocity maps are calculated. it is usually a requirement that the i inal
depth map should match the formation tops in the wclls. This wil l always be the case
if the velocity derivation methodology honours the well data exactly. as can easily be
done if maps are being made ofthe velocity in each layer. Howevel if some or all layers
are depth-converted using constant parameter values (e.g. the average for the velocity in
the layer, across all the wells), then there wil l be discrepancies between the depth map
and the true well depths. If they are large, the method of depth conversion used needs
to be revisited; if they are small. the usual practice is to grid up the mistie values and
apply them as a correction across the whole map. The gridding algorirhm needs to be
chosen so that it wil l not produce unreasonable valucs outside the area of well control.
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as might be the casc if the gradients between wells are extrapolatcd beyond them lt is

not usually possiblc to understand exxctly what controls thcse residual discrcpanctes'

so the scope for intell igcnt contouring taking account of geological trends is l irnited:

this is why the residuals should be quitc small belore this step is taken.

Quite oiien. well data give us intbrmation at so few points that it would be uselul

to bring some extra information into play to interpolate between them. To get velocity

infbrmation across the whole of the seismic survcy, it is natural to turn to the velocity

liclds derived during thc processing of the scismic data.

3.3.3 Use of seismic velocities

During thc course of scismic proccssing. a dcnsely sampled vclocity l icld is gencrated

in order to stack and to miSrate the data. It is ofien assumed that stacking velocities

are root-mean squarc (rms) average velocities fronl the surlace dowtl to the rcflector

conccmed. It was shown by Taner & Koehler ( 1969) that lbr a retlector at the base of

n unilbrm horizontal layers. the reflectiotl t ime 7. corresponding to a soLrrce-receiver

distance -r is given by

f , '  7 ;  -  |  C r . t ' '  (  r . r n  F  .
I , ; . ,

wherc the coefticicnts C arc functions ol'the thicknesses and velocities of thc i i layers

and !',.,,,, is the rms vclocity along the zero-offset trajcctory dcfinetl b,

I r,irr

Tl

Stacking vclocities l ' .1 are usually calculatcd by mcthods that assumc a hypcrbolic

time {l istancc relationship, i.e. that t it a relationship of the firrnr

r , , : r , i  + I
r ',r

to the travel-timc versus ofl.set data. The stacking velocities arc therelbre only an ap-

proximation to the rms averagc velocity fiom the surface to the rcflector concerncd

However, there arc other reasons why the velocities that give the strongcst stack lrm

plitudes and the most sharply tbcussed rcflections are only loosely related to the actual

seismic velocities in thc real earth. Al Chalabi (1994) has provided a useful summary

ol them, The most serious cllects on stacking velocities are duc to statics. structure and

anisotropY.

Statics effccts arise when the survey is shot ovcr a near-surface velocity anomaly

(Al-Chalabi. 1979). The geomctry is shown in l ig. 3.26 for the case of a tntdel involving

a step across which a near-surface delay is gencrated. When thc CMP location is at A.

only thc outer traccs of the CMP gather experience the delay: the bcst-fit hyperbola
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Fig. 3.26 Skelch of cftect ol ne r surtitce staric rype delays on stacking velocity ( f ier Al Chalabi.
t979) .

across all the data wil l be stecper than the hyperbolae fbllowcd by the inner or outer
trace afi ivals scparately. corresponding to a lower velocity. When the CMp location is
at B. most ol the rays see a double delay. once on the shot side and once on the receiver
side: the outer traces experience only a singlc delay. The best-l it hyperbola across all the
traces is then flatter (higher-velocity) than would be found lbr the unperturbed traces. As
shown at the bottom ofthe tigure, the result is an approximatcly antisymmetric variation
of stacking velocity. with a wavelength equal to rhe sprexd length. The cffect can be
large. with oscil lations up to l5% of the averagc velocity to the reflcctor. tf the velocity
anomlly is at dcplh, rather than at the surlace. both the width of the stacking velocity
response and its amplitude are rcduced. [n gencral. lateral variations in the stacking
velocity f ield with a wavelength less thtn the sprcad length (maximum source to receivcr
distance) are nol to be trustcd: if a sutficicntly large number of stacking velocity data
are available. the spurious efltcts can be largely removed by smoothing the data.

The effect of slructure arises in several ways. Dip can have a signil icant etfbct on
velocity estimates. Often dip-independent velocities wil l be available if DMO has been
applied during proccssing: if not. a correction can be made (Levin. | 971 ). However,
to use the seismic vclocities fbr dcpth conversion we usually want to calculate interval
velocities in each indiv idual layer. This is done by means of the Dix tbrmula (Dix, 195-5 ):

(v;rh v:r,,)

) "
t',,, - ( l.Tr 7,,)
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where l';n1 is the interval velocity in a layer with rnrs velocitics 1",, and V6 to its top

and base, and l, and I/, are the coresponding normal incidence times. The fbrmula

does not take account of ray bending efIects. and gives incorrect results for dipping

in te r faces(w i thd ips la rger thanaboutT ' fo rcasesmode l ledbyAl -Cha lab i ) .Ref lec to r

cur \A lu rc  l l so  b iuse .  ve loc i t ies .  i tnd  is  no t  ea \y  lo  (o r rec l  lo r .

Anisotropy arises as an issue because the velocities detennincd tiom seismic pro-

cessing are, broadly speaking. horizontal velocities through the ground: for dcpth con-

version. we of course need to have vertical velocities. Many rocks' however. exhibit

anisotropy. with horizontal velocities larger than vcrtical oncs. This may be intrinsic

to the rock or an effect of small-scalc interbedding of fastcr and slower l ithologies lt

is possible to measure anisotropy (e.g. from long offset VSP data: Annstrong cl '1l '

1995). but often no direct measurcments are available and it has to be inferred fiom the

comparison of scismic and well data.

In general, migration velocities are closer to true velocities in the ground than are

stacking velocities, because ol the removal of structure efl 'ects and much of the statics

effect; anisotropy remains a serious factor' howcver. and it is not possible to use a

migration velocity directly tbr accuratc conversion tiom time to depth. However, if we

are looking tbr a way to interpolate vclocities between wells. migration velocities can

be useful. We can compare the actual well velocities in a particular fbrmation with

the migration velocitics measured at the well locations' and so estimate a correctlon

factor; if anisotropy docs not vary much laterally within the fbrmation' then it should

be possible to use a single correction factor for it across lhe entirc area.

All these comments apply as much to 2-D as to 3-D seismic data. The main beneht

of 3-D data is that the velocity f ield wil l have been densely sampled in space. It is

l ikely to be of better quality than velocities derived from isolated 2-D lines because

of the opportunity to spot mistakes by plotting out sections through the velocity cube

(e.g. horizontal slices), and because it is dcnsely sampled it can easily be smoothed

to remove the etl 'ects of statics. However. it is sti l l  only really suitable as a way ot

interpolating between wells.

3.3.4 Lateral shifts

Sometimes the accurate lateral positioning of events in the seismic dataset is very

important. An example might be the case ofplanning a well to dri l l  into a lault block on

the upthrown sidc of a major fault. Therc may be a need to drill as close to the tault as

possible, perhaps to ensure maximum drainage of a rcservoir compartmcnt, but it wil l

be crucial to dri l l  on the correct side ofthe fault and not accidcntally on the downthrown

side. which might be outside the hydrocarbon accumulation altogether.

Accurate lateral positioning depends mainly on the quality of the scismie migration

process: for modern surveys. any uncertainty in the surtace positions of shots and

receivers is negligible by comparison. It is imponant to realise that migration may
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Fig. 3.27 Zero-ollser re|ecrior ray-parh tbr a dipping layer.

shilt reflectors by large distances laterally. Consider the very simple case shown in
fig. 3.27. where a single dipping reflector is overlain by constant-velocity overburden.
An identil iable point S on the rcflector (perhaps a small fault) wil l be imaged on the
stack section below the point O where the zero-ofl.set ray intersects the surface; OS is
pcrpendicular to the reflector. The migration process has b shift the image laterally to
thc true location below P, over a distance .1. Then

d :  O S  s i n  d

and if the two way travel time fbr the zero-offiet ray is t. then

. u t
d  :  -  s rn9 .

Of course, we do not directly observe the true dip in depth. but rather the dip on the
(unmigrated) time section. the rate of change of / with ./, which is given by

2 s i n d

L]

Call this quantiry q. Then

t  n t  a l l )  r , 1 t

2 2
The error 6 in rl due to an error du in l is then given by

d : 2 r d u

or

d 2d r.'
i - ;
For example, suppose the overburden velocity is 3000 m/s. For an event at 2 s two_way
t imewi thad ipo f  l -5 " .  the  la te ra l  sh i f t  wou ld  be  3000s in  15 . .o r776m.  A2E e- r �o r  in

q t

4
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estimating the velocity I would result in a 47' error in this shifi '  or about 31 m This is

not l ikely to cause problems. However. for a reflector dipping at 25" at a time of4 s' the

s h i f i w o u | d b e 2 5 3 5 m a n d a 4 T " e r r o r i n t h i s w o u l d b e l ( ) l m . e n r ' u g h l o c u u s ! ' s e r i o u s

conccm when planning a well. In such a case' careful investigation of the migration

velocity is nceded to eslablish its l ikely accuracy'

Complications arise as soon as the overburden shows signil icant velocity variation'

panicularly if there are rapid velocity changes laterally The etlect of ray bending in

the overburden then has to be taken into account Time migration algorithms assume

hyperbolic moveout' and account tbr lateral velocity variation by varying the shlpe of

the hyPerbola with map location: this is satisfactory only if the velocity structure does

not vary laterally lcross a CMP gather. The tcchnically correct aPproach in the case of

rapid lateral variation is pre-stack depth migration This is' houc'ver' t ime-consumlnP

andexpens ive ,becauseof theef fo r tnecdedtobu i ldacor rec t3-Dvc loc i ty r r . rodc l ; i f

the model is incorrect. the migratcd image may be worse than that from a simple time

migration. Various methods have therefbre been suggcsted to upply corrections tor

lateral shift to time-migrated data. Onc method is thc use of image rays The basic idea

(Hubral, 1977) of the imagc ray is that it starts verlically dounwards from a point al

the surface. ancl propagates through the subsurface refiacting at all velocity boundarics

unt i | the t fave l t ime isusedup.Thecor rec tedhor izonsarepos i t ionedut theendpo in l

of the image rays. Howcver, image rays wil l corrcct for ray-bending only in the case

wherc the target horizon has zero time-dip; in othcr cases the lateral displacement

derived by this mcthod wil l be inconect. because the overburden sampled by thc image

ray is different from that seen by the actual physical rays reflected from the dipping

surface (Calvert, 2002).

-
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4 Geological interpretation

All seismic interpretation is of course directed toward geological underslandhg of the

subsurface. In the previous chapter, the objective of the interpreter was to make maps of
surfaces, mainly in order to delineate traps by mapping the top of a reservoir However-
how does he or she recognise where the reservoirs are likely to be in an undrilled area?
What reflectors are most likely to be the top of a reservoir body? If there are some
well data available, perhaps reservoirs have already been encountered, but what is their
lateral extent likely to be? What lateral changes in reservoir quality are likely, and
how should they be related to changes in seismic appearance? These questions are of
course just as relevant for 2-D seismic as for 3-D, but the dense data provided by 3-D
seismic offers more scope for defining the extemal geomefiy and intemal architecture
of reservoir bodies. The detailed map view derived from 3-D seismic is often more
instructive than an individual section can be.

Before embarking on a more detailed discussion, it is important to understand the lim-
itations on achievable seismic resolution; this is discussed in section 4.1. The principles

of seismic stratigraphy are briefly explained in section 4.2, including the recognition of
seismic facies. Some tools to allow the interpreter to look for the expression of differ-
ent sedimentary facies are described in section 4.3, and some examples of the results
presented in section 4.4.

The structural geologist also has of course an input to make to 3-D interpretation.
The need for validation of fault pattems is less than in the case of 2-D surveys, where
aliasing of fault pattems can be a major issue. However, understanding of fault systems
may be critical to understanding whether faults will form effective lateral seals. These
topics are discussed in section 4.5.

-

4.1 Seismic resolution

Both vertical and horizontal resolution of seismic data are limited, and this imposes
limits on what geologically signiflcant features can actually be recognised on seismic
data. Vertical resolution is determined by the seismic source signal and the way it is
filtered by the earth. For example, the signature of a typical marine air-gun array has

102
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1 (a) Wedge model for bandwidth 6 50 Hz; (b) model for calcularing thin bed response
from the difference of identical wavelets slightly displaced in time, redrawn after Widess (1973)
with permission of the SEG.

frequencies in the range 8-150 Hz; the upper frequency limit will be reduced as the

seismic signal propagates through the earth, perhaps to about 50 Hz at a TWT of 2 s.
The effect of finite bandwidth can be studied using a simple model (fig. 4.1(a)). This
shows the zero-offset response to a wedge of material increasing in thickness from zero
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to 100 ft in 1 ft increments. The reflection coemcient at the top of the wedge is -0.15

and that at the base is +0.185. The material of the wedge is therefore significantly sofier

than the material above or below it, and the material above it is slightly softer than that

below it. These values are based on those for a wedge ofporous gas-filled sand encased

in Teniary shales in the UK Central North Sea. Figure 4.1(a) shows the calculated

seismic response for a zero-phase wavelet of bandwidth 6-60 Hz. The polarity of the

display is that a black peak marks a transition downwards to an acoustically softer

material. Where the sand is absent, at the left-hand end, there is a weak white trough

due to the impedance difference between the shales above and below the sand level. At

the righfhand end, the top of the sand is marked by a sffong black loop and the base

by a sfiong white loop. There are small-amplitude wiggles between, above and below

these reflectors, caused by minor oscillations in the wavelet, but it would clearly be

possible to pick the strong loops at top and base sand accurately, and measure the

TWT intewal between them to determine sand thickness. As the sand becomes thinner,

howevel the separation between the top and base loops reaches a nearly constant value

at a thickness of about 40 ft. The point at which this happens is often called the ti;nlng

d?ictness. Afterthis, the separation remains nearly constant, and further decrease in sand

thickness causes the amplitude to decrease. This is the res tof intelferencebetween the

reflections at the top and base of the sand; the reflections from the top and base overlap

and, being of opposite polarity, partly cancel one another Below 40 ft thickness' the

top and base sand are not visible as separate events. It is very important to take this into

account when estimating reservoir volumes in thin sands; using the isopach between

top and base seismic reflectors will grossly overestimate the volume.

A method to calculate thicknesses for thin sands, below the tuning thickness, was

discussed by Widess (1973), using a simple model where lhe reflection coefficients

are the same at the top and base of the bed. As shown in fig. 4.1(b), the resulting signal

is the sum of the reflections from the top and base of the bed, which are of course of

opposite polarity; it is therefore the difference between two identical wavelets slightly

displaced in time. When the bed is very thin, the character of the reflection is that of

the time derivative of the incident wavelet. Widess showed that the character of the

composite reflection is unchanging for beds whose thickness is less than about )'/8'

where ). is the wavelength in the bed material corresponding to the predominantperiod of

the wavelet. For beds thinner than this, reflection amplitude is given by 4nAb/1, where

A is the amplitude that would be obtained from the top of a very thick bed (i.e. with no

interference effect), and b is the thickness ofthe bed. Thus the amplitude is proportional

to bed thickness for these thin beds, and this can be used to predict bed thickness from

seismic amplitude if the data are calibrated (e.g. to a well) and if we can assume that

all lateral amplitude change is caused by changes in thickness and not by changes in

impedance of the thin layer or of the matedal above and below it. As rhe bed becomes

thinner, the amplitude will eventually decrease so far that it is invisible. The thickness

where this will happen is not easy to predict, because it depends on the level of seismic
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Fig.4.2 Schematic wedge model for tuning eflects.

noise, and the extent of complications from the presence of other adjacent layers. If it
is, say, half the resolution limit, this implies thar the standard seismic method will see
only those layers whose thiclless is greater than say 20 ft.

A model of a tuned hydrocarbon sand response is shown in fig. 4.2. This shows
the amplitude response and apparent thickness of a sand bed encased in shale, using
a zero-phase wavelet, and increasing the bed thickness from zero through the tuning
range. As expected, there is a linear increase in amplitude with true thickness when
the bed is thin, while the apparent thickness remains constant. There is a maximum
amplitude produced by constructive inteference, where the precursor of the reflection
from the base of the sand is added to the main lobe of the reflection from the top of
the sand. Beyond this point, the top and base of the sand are observable as separate
reflectors, and the amplitude falls to the value expected for an isolated top sand reflector.
Figure 4.3 shows an example on an actual seismic line. The amplitude of the gas sand
reflection is highest (bright yellow) on the flants of the structure where there is tuning
between the top of the gas sand and the gas-water contact, and tlecreases towards the
crest of the structure (orange-red) where the gas column is greater; in this panicular.
example, the column is never great enough to resolve the gas-water contact as a separate
event. In map view, the result will be a doughnut-shaped amplitude anomaly, with the
highest amplitudes forming a ring around the crest at the point where the tuning effect
produces the highest amplitude.
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Fig.4.3 Seisnic section showing a tuned gas sand response.

Hodzontal resolution of seismic data is also limited. Migration in theory collapses a
diffraction hyperbolato a focus whose width will be abouthalfthe dominant wavelength
(Claerbout, 1985) if data are available at all dips, or more pessimistically a width
about equal to the dominant wavelength (Stolt & Benson, 1986) if the dips rhat can
be incorporated into the migration are limited to a maximum of 30 45.. This means
that the best lateral resolution we could hope for, with the 6 60 Hz wavelet, might
be about 60 ft, or about l8 m. However, hodzontal resolution is severely degraded by
even small enors in migration velocity; as pointed out by Lansley (2000), a 0.5olo error
in migration velocity can degrade horizontal resolution by a factor of more than 5. In
practice, therefore, hodzontal resolution will often be in the range 50 100 m. This is
something that should be bome in mind when making decisions on exactly where on a
seismic survey a well should be located. If it is very close to a major fault there will be
a risk of reaching the target on the wrong side of the fault. The horizontal resolution
also limits the geological detail that we can hope to see on seismic sections, though it
is sometimes possible to see more than these formulae suggest (Goulty, 1997).

Seismic stratigraphy

To understand the distribution of a reservoir sand in the subsurface. we need to see it as
part of a depositional system. There are eight primary clastic (sand and mud) deposi-
tional systems (Galloway, 1998): alluvial fan, fluvial, delra, shore-zone, shelf, slope,
aeolian and lacustrine. Over time, the depositional systems within abasin change; aban-
doned systems are buried and eventually may become reservoir rocks. Using a combina,
tion of seismic data and well control, it may be possible to understand the depositional
system well enough to be able to predict sand distribution and quality in areas that have
not yet been drilled. This is achieved in parl by recognition of individual depositional
units from the seismic data, and in part by placing them within an overall context. The
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latter task is aided by the concepts of sequence stratigraphy, which uses unconformity
surfaces to define boundaries ofpackages ofrocks that are of similar age and deposited
within a related family of depositional systems.

Galloway (1998) gives several examples of the way in which it may be possible to
infer sand distribution from detailed seismic mapping. For example, chamel systems
are often seen in submarine fan, fluvial, and deltaic environments. Channels scour their
beds and banks during periods of high-volume flow, and deposit sediment within and
around the channel during periods of lower flow. Channels may be straight to highly
sinuous in plan view, broad to narrow, and shallow to deep. They may be largely
erosional (depositing little sediment beyond their banks) or depositional, building large
levees. In general, muddy systems tend to have narrow, deep sinuous channels with
prominent levees; in such a system, sands are often narrow isolated lenticular bodies.
Sand-rich systems, on the other hand, tend to have broad, low-sinuosity channels that
do not have welfdeveloped levees. Another type of sand deposition is the result of
unconfined fluid flow. This is most obviously found in a marine shelfor aeolian setting,
but also occurs within other environments, such as crevasse splays along riyers and
turbidite lobes in submarine fans.

Within a depositional system, sandy reservoir and muddy seal associations show pre-
dictable pattems. Forexample, in a fluvial systemthe best sands are found as channel-fill
deposits (e.g. point bars). Crevasse splays along the channel banks may contain sands
deposited in small branching flood channels that are poorly connected to the sands of
the channel fill. Muddy deposits in abandoned channels may segment the top of the
channel-fill sand with shale plugs; levees on opposite sides of a channel may not be in
pressure communication if the channel is mud-filled. Vertical as well as lateral facies
changes may be predicted. For instance, in map view a delta consists of the delta plain
with a network of distributaries, the delta front with beaches. tidal flats and channel
mouths, and the submarine delta shoreface and muddy prodelta. As the delta builds out
across the shelf, a corresponding vertical succession is formed: a basal muddy prodelta
facies is overlain by delta front sands, capped by lenticular distributary channel fill units
and sealed by mudstones deposited when delta lobes are abandoned and transgressed
by the sea. The distinctive contribution of 3-D seismic is that mapping of these indi-
vidual units will be much more reliable than can be achieved with a 2-D grid, and so
inferences based on the shape of the bodies (e.g. channel sinuosity) will be much more
reliable.

The overall depositional setting can be elucidated using the concepts of sequence
stratigraphy. A useful summary ofcunent thinking on this topic has been given by Read-
ing & Levell (1996). As originally published, there was considerable emphasis on cycles
ofsea-level change as the cause ofsequence development and the main control on strati-
graphic facies; charts were published purportedly showing global sea-level behaviour
over geological time (Yail et al., 1977). The concept of a universally valid, global, sea-
level curve has been quesiioned by many authors (see, for example, Underhill, 1991),
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who point out the importance of local tectonics to local relative sea-level change.
However this may be, the general concept of the sequence stratigraphic model has
proved useful in predicting the lithological succession at a continental shelf margin
during a single cycle of relative sea-level change. Depositional systems may be de-
scribed in terms of systems tracts, containing contemporaneous depositional systems
that pass laterally from fluvial to deltaic to deep-water systems.

These systems tracts are often interpreted in terms of their position in the sea-level
cycle, consisting of a major sealevel fall, a lowstand, a sealevel rise and a high-
stand. Sea-level falls result in the formation of unconformities that form the sequence
boundaries, and exhibit sub-aerial exposure and a downward shift in coastal onlap. In
the initial sealevel fall, there is erosion of the coastal system and deposition is con-
fined to basin floor fans. During formation of the lowstand systems tract, a lowstand
wedge of sediment is deposited thal consists of leveed channel complexes of slope
fans and shelf-edge deltaic complexes. As sea-level rises, a transgressive systems ffact
is formed; deposition is reduced in the basin and transgressive systems form on the
shelf and the coastal plain. At the top of the system there is a maximum flooding
surface, and the highstand systems tract is marked by systems that aggrade and eventu-
ally prograde seaward as accommodation space created by the sea-level rise decreases.
Sequence boundaries can be recognised on seismic from the onlap patterns, but can
be difficult to pick. Study of isolated 2-D seismic sections may miss significant fea-
tures because they ignore the map view and do not see lateral changes parallel to the
coast.

Each systems ffact presents its own reservoir associations. Thus, in the lowstand
tract, most sediment bypasses the fluvial and delia plain environments; shelf-margin
delta lobes will offer reservoir targets in the delta front, and sand bodies associated
with disfributary chamels. In the transgressive tract, stratigraphic traps may be formed
in srike-parallel sand bodies such as wave/tide reworked shelf sand bars and barrier
islands. The highstand systems tract often contains fluvial channel-fill sands encased
in overbank mudstones.

One of the key elements of sequence stratigraphy as formulated by Yail et al. in
AAPG Memoir 26 was the assertion that seismic reflections generally follow chrono-
stratigraphic surfaces. Although this seems to be correct in many cases, it is not im-
mediately obvious how to relate this to the way that seismic reflections are caused
by impedance contrasts across layer boundades, which is fundamental to the type of
detailed prediction of reseruoir properties discussed in chapter 5. The importance of
resonance between the seismic pulse and cyclic sea-level change has been emphasised
by Anstey & O'Doherty (2002). For typical sedimentation rates, a cyclic sea-level
variation with a period of 1-5 million years would give rise to cyclic sedimentation
pattems wiih thicknesses in the range 15-300 m; for a typical seismic velocity of
3000 m/s, they would have a TWT thickness of 10-200 ms, which is about the same as
the period range for typical seismic waves (frequencies 5-100 Hz). The effect of the
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cyclic change in sea-level is to cause a change in accommodation space that will cause
deposition at any particular point to change from more landward to more seaward, and
back again. If there is a systematic impedance difference between landward deposits
and seaward deposits (caused perhaps by their being sand-prone and shale-prone, re-
spectively), then there will be cyclic changes in impedance. During one half-cycle the
impedance will generally be increasing, so reflection coefficients at individual thin beds
will all be positive, and over the other half-cycle they will all be negative. Supetposed
on these cycles there may be quite large impedance jumps (and resulting reflection co-
efficients) at depositional hiatuses. Howevel the cyclic effects will dominate if there is
resonance with the periods found in the seismic pulse, which is why seismic reflectors
tend to be chronostratigraphic markers linked to cyclic sea-level change. Incidentally,
this is an additional reason why well synthetics may not match actual seismic data; the
resonant reinforcement of the signal may be quite sensitive to details of the wavelet
used to create fte synthetic. If it does not have a smooth broad-band spectrum, then
the resonant effects may be suppressed at frequencies where the wavelet spectrum is
deficient.

-

4,3 Interpletationtools

Geological interyretation of seismic data may be simple ifthere is adequate well control,
but in many cases the interpreter has to make inferences from the appearance ofobserved
bodies. This may include both their extemal form and, ifresolution is good enough for it
to be visible, the geometry of intemal reflections. Some ways oflooking for distinctive
t-eatures are as follows.
(1) Vertical sections. Standard displays as discussed in chapter 3 may be adequate to

show the geometry of individual bodies, particularly if they are thick enough to
show distinctive intemal reflections, such as the dipping foreset beds of a delta
front. The top and base of the unit containing the foresets can be picked by the
same methods as used for structural interpretation, and in some cases it may be
possible to map a number of vertically stacked or laterally equivalent units. A tool
that may be useful is the instantaneous phase display, which is derived from the
seismic trace as follows (Bames, 1998; Taner et a1.,1979). Suppose we define the
envelope of the seismic trace at any particular TWT as the maximum value that
the trace can have when modified by applying a single phase rotation to the entire
trace. Inprinciple, this could be found by observing how the trace changes when the
phase is rotated though the range 0 to 360"; at any TWT, the maximum value that
the trace assumes during the rotation is the envelope or instantaneous amplitude,
and the phase rotation that gives rise to this maximum amplitude is the instantaneous
phase (reversed in sign). Finding these values for all times on the traca gives us
the envelope and instantaneous phase traces. The actual calculation is in pracrice
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computationally straightforward enough for many workstations to have the ability
to create instantaneous amplitude and phase displays for any section in not much
more than the time taken to display the data. Essentially, the instantaneous phase
display looks like a seismic display with a very shorl gate AGC applied; amplitude
information is suppressed, and peaks can be followed across the section with a
constant phase of 0", troughs with a constant phase of 180', and zero-crossings
with a phase of 190'. When displayed with a suitable colour-bar (i.e. one that starts
and ends with the same colour so that +180" has the same colour as 180"), then
the instantaneous phase section makes it easier for the interpreter to spot angular
relationships (onlap, downlap, etc.) in low-amplitude parts of the seismic section.
An example is shown in fig.4.4. Arrows highlight places where the instantaneous
phase section shows angularities more clearly than the standard reflectivity data.

(2) Hodzontal sections. Time slices can reveal map-view geometry, such as channel
systems. However, if there is strxctural dip present, fte horizontal slice does not
show data ref'erring to a single stratigraphic level.

(3) Horizon slices. By slicing through the data parallel to a particular event il is possible
to see a map of amplitude changes at a single stratigraphic level. This is often the
best way to see channel and fan features, which are recognised by their geometry
in map view The reference horizon is usually chosen to be the strongest and most
continuous marker within the sequence, as this can be autotracked most easily. This
is a good way to look at the intemal geometry ofthin layers at or below the limit of
seismic resolution; all the information is encoded in the lateral amplitude variation
of the reflector. In such a case, it may be wo hwhile to invert the data by the methods
discussed in chapter 6, with the aim of increasing the bandwidth and thus getting
slightly more information out of horizon slices through the inverted volume. With
thicker layers, it can be more informative to look at amplitudes (e.g. Ims average to
avoid mutual cancellation of positive and negative values) within a window whose
thickless is chosen so as to enclose the layer of interest; reconnaissance of the
feature using vertical sections will show what window size to use. A refinement of
this idea is to use 'stratal slices' (Zeng et a1.,200I). In this method, displays are
produced of a seismic attribute (e.g. amplitude) on a geological time surface. This
surface is created by linear interpolation between picked surfaces that are believed

' to be time-parallel reference events, e.g. marine flooding surfaces; as we saw earlier
in the chapter, such sequence boundary reflections are often strong, easily picked
and laterally continuous.

(4) Coherence slices. Use of horizontal slices through the coherence cube to map
faults was explained in chapter 3. Horizon-parallel slices can be used to reveal
map-view information about intemal sfructure of a layer, in exactly the same way
as for reflectivity. Subtle intemal discontinuities can be revealed. To understand
features seen in map view,. they may need to be compared with their expression
on vertical sections; standard reflectivity sections should be used for this purpose
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Reflectivity

Instantaneous

Fig. 4.4 Reflectivity and instantaneous phase displays of a seismic section.

as the method of calculating the coherence cube makes vertical sections through it
hard to understand.

(5) 3-D views. The types ofview discussed in chapter 7 can be very helpful in under-
standing a geological feature. Ifthe feature is marked by high-amplitude events that
can be voxel-picked, it is easy to obtain a rapid first impression of its 3-D shape.
Where the seismic expression of the body is less obvious, it may be necessary to
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Fig,4.5 Schematic neural network (afier cumey, 1997).

pick a top and base surface of the body by the usual manual methods, and then
display the seismic between these surfaces as a semi-transparent 3-D body.

(6) An entirely different approach is to use a classification algorithm to map areas of
similar seismic character. One approach 10 this is to use neural net soliware. A
general introduction to the principles of neural networks may be found in Gurney
(1997), for example. A simple example of such a nerwork is shown in fig. 4.5.
Input data are fed to nodes in the first layer of the network. Each arrowed path has
associated with it a weight, and the input values are multiplied by the weight cor-
responding to the particular path that they travel. On arrival at a node, the weighted
inputs are summed; if the sum exceeds a threshold value, the node sends out a
high signal value (conventionally '1 ') to the next layer of nodes, or if the threshold
value is not reached the node sends out a zero signal value. The same weighting
procedure is carried out along the paths to the second layer, and the nodes in that
layer sum the inputs and output a 1 or a 0 depending on whether the summed input
exceeds the threshold or not. This behaviour ofthe nodes mimics that of nerue cells
(neurons) in biological brains. The weights on the interconnecting paths determine
how the system behaves. They can be determined by a learning process, in which
input data are presented for which the correct output is known. For example, if we
wanted to predict whether a cerlain layer is sand or shale from seismic data, then
the input could be a set of seismic attdbute values (trace amplitudes, loop widths,
etc.) at a well location where it was known whether the layer was sand or shale. If
we had a number of wells, some with sand and some with shale. each with its own
seismic attribute values from an adjacent trace, it would be possible to adjust the
neural net weights iteratively so that the output is a sand/shale flag when the seismic
attribute values are supplied as input. An extension of this idea is to predict values
of reservoir properties such as porosity. One way of doing this is to classify trace
data according to their similarity to synthetics produced from wells with known
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rock properties (Trappe & Hellmich, 2000). A different way of training a net is to
ask it to cluster input data, without specifying in advance what the clusters should
bel the net looks for similarities in pattem ofthe input data and groups the input into
classes accordingly. For example, the inputdata to a net might be seismic trace data,
over a window hung off a reference picked horizon and large enough to encompass
several loops. The net then clusters the data, looking at the shape ofthe traces rather
than their amplitude. A map is produced, coloured according to the cluster that a
trace belongs to. An example is shown in fig. 4.6. Here the data have been split into
l2 classes, with characteristic trace shapes as shown in the lower part ofthe figure.
All these ffaces begin at the maximum of a trough, because the window used for
data selection was hung off an autotracked trough. The map shows a prominent lin-
eation (arrowed) to the north-east of which the traces are quite different from those
elsewhere in the map. This lineation is inferred from well contlol to be the edge of
a major Teniary fan system; within the fan, to the south-west ofthe lineation, there
are additional variations which are not well understood for lack of well calibration.

Some examples

In this section we describe examples of some ofthe techniques described in the previous
section. Stratal slicing is demonstrated try fig. 4.7 (Zeng et a/., 2001). This comes from
the Miocene-Pliocene section of offshore Louisiana. From well data, it is known that
in this area sands are acoustically softer than shale. The polarity convention for these
slices is that red : soft, so in general we expect red to correspond to sand and blue to
shale. Slices at different levels show various features. In (a), we see moderately sinuous,
channel-like features. Based on comparison with well penetrations, these are thought
to be fluvial channels in a coastal plain environment, with fining-upward channel fill.
A deeper stratal slice, (b), shows a very different channel type, with low sinuosity.
Well penetrations show blocky log pattems. These are incised valley fills that contain
deposits of lowstand and transgressive systems tracts. A deeper slice still, (c), shows
soft red amplitudes with lobate to digitate plan-view geometry, grading into low- to
variable-amplitude lobes. Wells in the channels (e.g. log l) show an upward-fining
distributary channel overlying upward-coarsening, prograding delta deposits. Delta
front deposits (log 2) contain thin interbedded sands and shales, while prodelta wells
encounter shales (1og 3). The overall system is interpreted as a highstand shelf delta.

Another example is shown in fig. 4.8, this time from offshore Egypt (Wescott &
Boucher, 2000). These are submarine delta front channel complexes, formed during
a late Miocene earliest Pliocene transgression, and are well imaged on horizon slices
through a coherency volume. The deeper Rosetta channel complex is well defined
because it is incised into underlying anhydrite; it is charactedsed by shary channel
edges and low sinuosity. These channels are interpreted to be sediment bypass conduits,
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Fig. 4,6 Seismic facies classillcation map. based on the trace shapes in the lower part of the figure.
Image produced using StratimagicrM soliware (paradigm Geophysical), which incorpomres
SISMACEIM technologies developed by TotalFinaBlf.
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Fig.4.8 Composite coherency image showing the Rosetta channel complex (orange), with the
image ofthe Abu Madi channel complex (56 ms above the Rosetta; yellow) superimposed on the
upper right- Light yellow outlines levee/overbank deposits associated with this channel sysrem.
Reproduced with permission from Wescott & Boucher (2000).

transporting sediment across the shelf into deeper water. They filled with sediment
as transgression continued, and the system was no longer confined by the resistant
evaporite canyon walls. Eventually the channel avulsed at a meander bend, following
a steeper gradient, and formed the Abu Madi channel system, with higher-sinuosity
channels confi ned within fan/overbank deposits.

An example of interpretation of downlap geometries is shown in fig. 4.9. This is
fiom the San Jorge Basin, Argentina (Wood et a1.,2000). This is a fluvial system; the
successive south-to-north downlap onto the M7 unconformity is atffibuted to lateral
accretion of migrating point bars. The overlying deposits show accretionary processes
from north to south, with downlap onto an unconformity separating this unit from the
deeper point bars. The top of this interval is a widespread flooding surface, marked by
alluvial deposits. Mapping amplitudes, on both standard reflectivity data and coherency
volumes, in slices parallel to this flooding surface, allowed channel systems to be
mapped and their evolution followed over time.
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4.5 Faults

As we saw in chapter 3, lault systems can be n.rapped in sonte detail f i .ol.t 3-D seismic.
although there is room for confusion between small taults and seis|njc noise. It is often
necessary to determine whether a mapped tault wil l fbtm an adequate lateral seal to a
mappecl undril led structure, or to evaluate whether a tault wil l be a signil icant barrier
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to fluid flow during production from a reservoir If we can assume that faults arc not in
themselves hydrocarbon seals, then hydrocarbons can flow across the fault wherever
permeable layers are juxtaposed across it. This can be analysed by drawing sections
along the fault plane, showing the layers intersecting the fault on both the upthrown and
the downthrown side (Allan, 1989). From this juxtaposition diagram, the spillpoint of
a structure can be determined as the shallowest depth at which hydrocarbon migration
across the fault is possible. This procedure is not as simple as it sounds. Many faults
are not simple single discontinuities, but are complex zones consisting of a series of
interconnected faulr segments (Knipe et al.,l99g). Often, a large single fault would
be judged an effective barrier to fluid flow from the juxtaposition diagrams, but the
equivalent ensemble of small-displacement faults might not be. Very careful mapping
of the faults is then required, using amplitude, coherency and dip maps, together with
review ofvertical sections, to eslablish the fault pattem. This is particularly difficult to
do lbr the small faults that grade into seismic noise.

A complication is that the fault plane itself may be an effective hydrocarbon seal,
even though permeable strata arejuxtaposed across it. This can be the result of smearing
of clay along the fault plane during displacement along the fault. various methods for
predicting the presence of clay smear have been summarised bv Foxford et a/. (199g).
These may be based on:

(i) the percentage of shale or mudstone layers in the faulted sequence,
(ii) the percentage of shale in the sequence that was moved past any point on the fault

surface,
(iii) the along-fault distance in rhe slip direction of a point on the fault surface from a

potential shale source layer, and the thickness of the layer.
Foxford et al. used the second of these approaches (the shale gouge ratio, SGR), and
tbund that an SGR of less than 207o was charactedstic of fault zones that did not
contain shale gouge in thei' particular study. similar cutoff varues have been found in
other studies. As the SGR increases above this level, the fault plane becomes a more
effective seal, able to hold a longer hydrocarbon column over geological time or sustain
a larger pressure drop across it on a field production timescale. However, the thickness
of the shaley gouge can be highly variable and unpredictable. It is therefore difficult
to use SGR in a quantitative way to determine fault permeabilities (Manzocchi et al.,
1999). compilation of data from existing fields is needed to reduce these uncertainties
(Hesthammer & Fossen, 2000).

-
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ofiset reflectivity

Compressional waves (P-waves) differ from shear (S) waves in the directron ofparticle
motion as the wave propagates through the rock. For p_waves the motion is parallel to
the direction of travel of the wave, whereas for S_waves it is perpendicular. The p_ and
S-wave velocities are related to different rock properties. When p_waves propagate
through a rock, there are changes in the volume ofindividual particles, whereas S_wave
propagatlon causes bending without change of volume. Standard seismic sources emit
P-waves almost entirely, so we usually see S-waves directly only when p-waves have
been partly converted to S-waves on reflection at an interface. Standard seismic nro_
cessing concentrates on using p-waves to form an image of the subsurface. Ho*eu.r.
as we shall see, the shear properties of the rock are important to understanding AVO.

Sometimes a quantity called poisson,s ratio (o) is used instead ofthe VplV" rutio.It
is given by

, . . , 2
0 5  -  ( ; )

o :  -  - ,  - _ .

' - ( * )

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show typicar values of these parameters for some common rock
tvDes.

5.2 0tfsetreflectivity

We saw in section 3.1.1 how the reflection coefficient at an intedace depends on the
acoustlc impedance contrast across it for the case of normal incidence. ln the real
world, seismic data are always acquired with a finite separation between the source
and receiver (usually termed the o.fsel). This means that reflection will be much more
complicated, because part of the p_wave energy will be converted into a reflected and
transmitted shear wave. The equations describing how the amplitudes of the reflected
and transmitted P- and S-waves depend on the angle of incidence and the properties
of the media above and below the interface were published by Zoeppritz (1919); the
amplitudes depend on the contrast in poisson,s ratio across the inteface, as well as
the acoustic impedance change. Figure 5.3 shows an example of how the amplitudes
depend on incidence angle for a particular interface.

For a plane inteface the relationship between the p_wave angles of incidence and
transmission is given by Snell 's Law (fis.5.,1):

sin €2 sin g1

v t :  V
If velocity increases with depth across the inteface, then there will be an incidence
angle fbr which the transmission angle is 90.. This is the critical angle, at and beyond
which there is no transmitted p wave, and therefore a high reflection amptitude.
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Fig.5.1 Density vs compressional velocity, redrawn with permission from Gardner er al. (1974).

The Zoeppritz equations are rather complicated. It is easy enough to write software
to generate curves like those shown in fig. 5.3, but it is also helpful to have approxima-
tions that give more insight into the undedying relations between reflectivify and rock
properties. Useful approximations for the PP reflection coefficient (i.e. both incident
and reflected waves ofP type, the most common situation) have been given by Aki &
Richards (1980) and by Shuey (1985). Approximately,

R@) -- A+ B sinz a + C sinz 0 tan2 0

where

a : o.s /4& + 44\
\ V o  p /
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Poisson Ratio and Lithology
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Snell's law

Fig. 5,4 Compressional wave reflection and fansmission angles.

and

A %
c : 0_5 ------:.

vp

where R(0) is the reflection coefficient at the incidence angle 0 (strictly speaking, at
t}le average of the angle of incidence and the angle of transmission as determined by

Snell's Law), Vn is the average of the P-wave velocity on the two sides of the interface,

V. the average S-wave velocity, and p the average density, and the quantities preceded

by A are the differences in the relevant parameter across the interface.

These equations can be used to model the seisrnic response when the rock properties

are klown. The simplest model is the single interface between two layers of different
properties, and is often already very instructive. However, it is often necessary to

understand the seismic response of a thin layer, for example to study how the seismic

expression of a reservoir sand changes as it approaches pinchout. This can be examined
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usrng a wedge model, a single layer whose thickness is systematically varied from zero
to the desired maximum. A further step toward realism is to construct a model using
all the different layers within some interval, as recognised from wireline well logs.
This is important for relating well data to real seismic response, but the interference
effects between a whole stack of interfaces can be hard to ;nderstand unless the main
individual layers are modelled separately first.

For snall incidence angles, a fufiher simplification of the Zoeppntz equatrons ispossible; the term in the above formula involving C can b" n"gt""t"d. This is certainly
the case out to incidence angles of30" or so, and is often a reasolnable approximation outto 40-45', beyond which the data are in any case often muted out from gathers because
of NMo stretch and the presence of direct a'ivals. Then we can write the reflection
coefficient in terms ofthe normal incidence reflectivity R 0 and Ihe AV7 pradient. G:
R ( 0 ) : R o 1 6 r i n z B .

--

5.3 Interpretingamplitudes

Sometimes we can interpret fluid fill from amplitudes on seismic data. tsefbre we can
do so, we need to have reasonable confidence in the validity of the amplitudes in the
seismic dataset. As explained in chapter 2, modern p.o""rrirrg will try to avoid anysteps that cause amplitude artefacts. Ideally, we would like to have sersmic data where
amplitudes are everywhere proportional to reflectivity. This is not achievable, but what
can be done is to make sure that local lateral variation of amplitude (over a distance of,
say, a kilometre) on a particular group ofreflectors is proportional to reflectivity change.
We can often assume that the average absolute reflectivity over a long ttme window
varies little, so a long-gate AGC can be applied to the data. It is essential, though, thatthe gate is long enough (1000 ms or more) to avoid destroying the lateral variations
we are looking for; the gate should include many reflectors, * ,t u, tn. target event
makes very little contribution to the average amplitude in the window Calibration ofamplitude to reflectivity is possible from a well tie, but the calibration rs valid only over
a limited interval vertically. In any case, it is a good idea to inspect the entire section
from surface to the target event and below; if amplitude uno.uli", at target level are
seen to be correlated with overlying or underlying changes (high or low amplitudes
due to lithology or gas effects, or overburden faulting, for examf,le), then they should
be treated with suspicion. Such a correlation might have a genuine geological cause,
but careful thought is needed to establish that the effect is not-an artefact. folowing the
amplitude anomaly through the seismic processing sequence from the raw gathers maybe helpful; this may reveal an a-rtefact being introducei in a particular processing step.

To recognise hydrocarbon effects (Direct Hydrocarbon Indicato.s, DHIs) for what
they are, we need to know what to expect. The sketch in fig. 5.5 shows what to look for

, ' l
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Fig. 5.5 Schematic models fbr oil and brine sand response.

in three possible cases. This general idea is valid for both standard full-offset stacks and
the near and far trace sub stacks that we shall discuss in the next section, although which
picture applies may depend on what offset range we look at. On the left we have the case
where a brine sand is softer (lower impedance) than the overlying shale. The presence
of oil or gas will make it softer still. We therefore see an increase in amplitude over
the crest of the structure where the hydrocarbon is present. This is the classic 'bright

spot'. Of course, an amplitude increase might also be caused by a lithological effect,
for example a decrease in sand impedance due to porosity increase. A key test is that
we would expect the bright spot, if it is really the result ofhydrocarbons, to conform to
structure: in map view, the amplitude change should follow a TWT contour (or strictly
speaking, a depth contour after time-depth conversion, though over a limited area the
TWT and depth contours are often similar in shape). We also hope to see a 'flat spot' at
the hydrocarbon-water contact. This is always a hard reflector (impedance increase).
The flat spot should be at the same TWT as the amplitude change. (If we have both
oil and gas present, then we may see two flat spots, one at the gas oil contact and one
at the oil water contact, with matching amplitude steps in the top reservoir reflector,
from very bright in the gas-bearing part to bright in the oil-bearing part.) In the middle,
we see the case where the brine sand is hard relative to the overlying shale, but the
hydrocarbon sand is soft. The top sand will be a hard loop below the fluid contact and
a sott loop above it, with a polarity change at the contact. This case is often difficult to
interpret with confidence, particularly if the structure is affected by minor faulting. It is
often possible to keep the top sand pick on a hard loop across the crest by interpreting
a small fault near the contact. Inspection of lines in different azimuths across the crest
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bedding reflectors can cause the flat event to be broken up into a series of segments
that may individually appear to be slightly tilted, although the ensemble remains
flar).

(3) There should be apparent thickening of the isochore in the interual above the top
sand if the altemative 'continuous strong loop' interyretation is used.

(4) The flat event at the OWC should run horizontally across inclined bedding, resulting
in apparent reflector teminations below it.

(5) Crucially, the amplitude dimming, the flat spot extent and the apparent isochore
change should be consistent in map view with each other and with a mapped trap,
e.g. a dip closure. The amplitude change should follow a structural contou if it
is indeed caused by a change in fluid type at the downdip edge of a trap. This is
where 3-D seismic can make a big contribution. Both the amplitude map and the
structural map are much more detailed than could be achieved using a grid of 2-D
daLa.  \o  th is  test  is  much more r igorous.

If all the tests are passed then it is possible to have a high degree of confldence
in the interpretation of fluid fill. It is quite usual for the evidence not to be so clear-
cut, however. In particular, a lailure of amplitudes to fit structure may be caused by
a stratigraphic element of the trapping mechanism, or by complications due to lateral
changes in rock propefiies (e.g. porosity). The evidence then needs to be weighed
careiully together with geological understanding. Is there enough well control for us
to be reasonably confldent of sand and shale properties? Is the seismic data quality
adequate? For example, flat events may be multiples of sub-horizontal events higher
in the section. If so, they can certainly cut across bedding, as expected for a fluid
contact, but will be likely to continue across the top-seal as well as the reservoir. It
is particula y suspicious if the flat event is one of a whole suite at different TWTs,
which points strongly towards it being a multiple. It is often possible to see very weak
flattish events on a seismic section if they are looked for hard enough, and they are
often multiples that have been reduced in amplitude but not quite eliminated during
processing.

In many cases,lateral amplitude changes are related to changes in porosity ratherthan
fluid fill. This is particularly true for well-consolidated sands and carbonates. Figure 5.7
shows how the impedance of the Chalk in the North Sea is strongly affected by porosity,
but relatively little by fluid fi11. In this case, the Top Chalk will be an impedance increase
(red trough with the usual North Sea polarity convention) if the porosity is less than
357o, changing to a decrease (blue peak) for higher porosities. At constant porosity, the
difference between the avemge impedance trend (in blue) and the lower values with
hydrocarbon fill (in dotted black) is quite small; a similar impedance change could be
caused by quite a small change in porosity at constant fluid fill. Conversely, the large
impedance change caused by porosity variation within the usually observed range (say

10-407o) is much greater than would be caused by any change in fluid fil1. If there is
enough well control to calibrate the relationship, it may be possible to infer porosity
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Fig. 5.7 Chalk impedance versus porosity (after Campbell & Gravdal, 1995).

values from the Top Chalk amplitude. A similar approach can be adopted to deduce
sand porosity from seismic. However, this method assumes that the rock above the
interface (e.g. a caprock shale) does not vary laterally. If there is a dsk that it does,
then the inversion methods discussed in chapter 6 are a better way to estimate reservoir
porostty.

A completely different sort of DHI is the gas chimney. This occurs where gas has
leaked from a deeper level into the overburden, typically along a fault plane, but the
ovelburden is mainly shale with limited permeable zones (e.g. silts). The rcsult is a
diffrrse cloud of gas-bearing material, typically with low safrations. There may be a
few high-amplitude gas sand reflections at the top or within the body of the cloud, but
in geneml scattering and absorption cause amplitudes to be much reduced below and
within it, so that amplitude measurements are usually meaningless. There is often an
apparent sag in TWT of reflectors below the cloud, due to the velocity decrease in the
gas-bearing layers; this can cause great difficulty for accurate structural mapping in
depth. Shear-wave data, which are almost unaffected by the gas, may be the best way to
image the horizons below the clorid. This is often important because although the gas
saturations within the chimney are too low to be of any economic value, the presence
of the chimney points to the possible presence of a leaking trap below it.

TUning is a complication for the study of amplitudes. As we saw in section 4.1, am_
plitudes from a thin bed can be greater or smaller than the value expected for a single
interface, depending on the thickness of the bed relative to the seismic wavelensth. It

tto
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(,
a

impedance of
overlying Shale

Top Chalk = Trough
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is often possible to observe this effect on seismic sections, manifested as an amplitude
maximum at a particular apparent bed thickness. Sometimes it may be necessary to
model this effect and allow for it when interpreting amplitude variation. For bed thick-
ness less than the maximum of the tuning curve, it may be possible to map bed thickness
using the linear amplitude-thickness relarion, although this will work only if there is no
lateral variation in acoustic impedance of the bed and the material encasing it. Accurate
thickness prediction also depends on using a correct tuning curve, which in turn depends
on having ar accurate estimate of the wavelet present in the data.

-

5.4 AVO analysis

AVO response can be classified into four categories (fig. 5.8) depending on the values
of R0 and G, the normal incidence reflectivity (sometimes referred to as irtercept) and
gradient values defined in section 5.2. Figure 5.8 shows typical responses for different
shale-sand interfaces (i.e. typical top reservoir in a clastic sequence); a shale-sand
interface usually exhibits a negative gradient, i.e. the reflection coefficient becomes
more negative with increasing offset. Class I response is characterised by an increase
in impedance downwards across the interface, causing a decreasing amplitude with
increasing incidence angle. Class II response has small normal incidence amplitude

Classes of AVO Response

rmpeqance
Contrast + Model originally based on

shale/brine sand interface

AVO curves can be
generated from:
seismic gathers
single inter face models
synthetic gathers

Lrl
o
l
t
J
o_

I

f_,
Fig, 5.8 The AVO classes. Modified after Rutherford & Williams (1989), Ross & Kinman (1995)
and Castagna & Swan (1997).
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(positive or negative) but the AVO effect leads to high negative amplitudes at far offsets.
Some authors distinguish a class IIp, where the zero incidence response is positive
and therefore there is a polarity reversal at an intermediate offset. class III responses
have large negative impedance contrasts and the negative gradient leads to increasing
amplitude with increasing angle. Class IV response occurs where a large negative
amplitude decreases slightly with offset. confusingly, a reflector is sometimes referred
to as exhibiting positive AVO if the amplitude, irrespective of sign, increases with
offset.

In a clastic sequence, the AVO classes are related to differences in consolidation of
sands and shales with depth (fig. 5.9). The general increase in impedance with depth
(fig. 5.10) reflects the decrease in porosity due to compaction. Class I responses are
characteristic of deep well-consolidated sections, and class III responses of relatively
unconsolidated shallow sediments. class IV caa occur in very unconsolidated sands,
shallower than about 1000 m, or where soft sands are found below a non-clastic hard
layer. The feature that distinguishes il from class III is the very low gradient; in practice
it is often hard to say in real seismic gathers whether a low gadient is positive or
negative because of scaling issues to be considered shortly.

A common method ofAVO analysis is the AVO crossplot. R0 and G can be calculated
for each loop on every CMP gather in a seismic survey, by measuring the amplitude and
calculating the best fit to a plot of R(0) against sin2 p. The resulting pairs of Re, G values
can be charted on the crossplot and, as we shall see shortly, may give us information on
fluid fill and lithology. Ofcourse, we do not directly observe the incidence angle A, but
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Fig.5.10 An example of impedance trend curves, based on cregory (1977).

instead have to calculate it from the source-receiver offset. A very rough approximation
would be to assume that the ray-path from surface to reflector is straight, but this
invariably underestimates the angle of incidence because of refraction effects caused
by velocity increase with depth. Ray-tracing through the overburden velocity structure
will give an accurate estimate, but an approximate formula for the incidence angle at
offset X and zero-offset travel time Z0 is

,  /  V ; , \ /  X 2  \s i n ' 9= [ "  l t ; ; ; , ; - - ; = )
\  vms,/ \  /1 - f  (yrnsto)-u

where V1n1 is the interval velocity at travel time 20, and V.-, is the rms velocity from
the surface to Z6 (i.e. approximately, the stacking velocity).

Measuring AVO gradient from real gathers is not entirely straightforward. Residual
moveout can distort the measurement. Figure 5.11 shows ftaces from a CDP gather,
where correction for NMO has not been accurate, and as a result the reflectors are not
flat. The true AVO gradient would be found by measuring the amplitude along the peak
or trough of a reflection. If the amplitudes are taken instead at a constant time sample,
as may be the case with software designed for bulk processing ofdata, then the gradient
will be too high. One way round this is to use trace-to-trace correlation to follow the
Ioop across the gather (in effect, to autotrack it). This will not work in the case of a
class IIp response, because of the polarity reversal. A further problem in estimating
AVO gradient is that there are bound to be scaling issues between near and far offsets.
A spherical divergence correction will have been applied during processing of the data
to correct for the systematic decrease of amplitude with offset due to the increase in
length of the travel path. If this correction is inaccurate, then there will be a tendency
for all reflectors to show the same change in amplitude with offset, e.g. a systematic
decrease. There are other possible causes of such systematic effects: the seismic source
may emit a stronger signal in the vertical than in an oblique direction, and receiver
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reflection

sample

Fig, 5.11 Traces tiom a CDP galher (ofiiet increasing to rhe left) and measured amplitudes.

sensitivity can similarly favour the vefi ical adval. This is not necessarily a problem
if we are interested ir looking fbr lateral change in AVO response on a particular
reflector, but it wil l confuse comparison of the measured response with models based
on well data. It may be possible to conect the error by applying a scaling lactor if we
understand the cause well enough. Alternatively. we can normalise the amplitude of a
target reflector against that of another reflector (or group of reflectors) of known AVO
responsc. One way to do this is to compare the seismic trace data with well synthetics
over a range of incidence angles. It is possible to calculate a well synthetic for any
angle of incidence by using the Zoepprttz equations to work out the reflection and
transmlssion coefflcients at every intertace, so long as we have a shear sonic log (or can
predicl one using the methods of section 5.5.5). One of the benellts of elastic inversion.
described in chapter 6, is that it fbrces a careful study of such well ties to be made, to
determine the wavelet amplitude at different offsets. Where there is no well control. it
will be necessary to rnake some assumption about how amplitudes should on average
behave across the offset range. This will depencl on whether we expect to have an even
balance of class I and class III responses. or a majority of one or the other. If we expect
an even balamce. then the average amplitude over a series of rellectors in a long gate
can be used to scale the amplitude of the target event. In general, amplitude scaling is
a major source ol uncertainty. It is much easier to use AVO qualitatively, as a tool to
look for lateral variation in rellector properties (e.g. to recognise pay zones), thar to
use it to rlake quantitative predictions, e.g. of reservoir porosity.

Noise on the trace data tends to have quite a large effect on the gradient calculation.
A more robust approach to poor data is to use partial stacks. The simplest method is to
divide the traces into two sets. nears and fars, with equal numbers of traces in each. The
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near and far data can then be stacked and migrated. The resulting near and tar volumes

can be loaded to an interyretation workstation and treated in exactly the same way as

the full offset range data. Figure 5.12 shows an example lbr the case of a class III sand

with maLrked brightening to the far offsets. The result is that the far stack shows a very

strong event at the target level. This approach has several advantages

( I ) The signal to noise ratio of the near and far stacks is high compared with that of a

gather.
(2) The horizon interpretation can be copied from the full to the far and near offset

data; if residual moveout (due to inaccurate NMO conection) is a problem, the

small adjustments to centre the horizons on the appropriate loop can be done semt-

automatically. It is then possible to work with amplitude maps of a given reflector

on nears and fars as a way of extracting AVO response. This removes much of the

residual moveout problem encountered in gradient estimation, though the problem

will still cause a degree of mis-stacking and so affect the amplitudes of the near

and far displays. Sometimes, in the case of a class IIp response or where complex

interference causes big changes in the appearance ofreflectors from nears to fars' it

may be hard to recognise corresponding reflectors on the two sub-stacks; modelling

the expected response from a well dataset may be helpful'

(3) Scanning through the appropriate sub-stack volume (especially the far traces for

class III) is a quick way to look for anomalous amplitudes lt is much faster than

scanning through gathers: the volume of data is less, of course' but also it is possible

to get an immediate impression of how amplitude anomalies relate to structure

Being able to view far and near trace sections together (in adjacent windows on the

screen) is a powerful aid to understanding.
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Angle Mutes from Processed Gather

Fig, 5.13 Selection of dara lrom a gatller fbr ct€ation of angle stacks.

(4) Pre-stack migration is becoming routine, and is the best approach for serious AVO
study as it provides some guarantee that the traces in a gather all belong to the samc
subsurface reflection point. Where this has not been done, migration of the near
ard far sub-stacks is a cheap way of positioning the stacked amplitude data in the
right place in space.

A possible problem with near and far offset stacks is that the sub-stacks r.epresenl
different incidence angle ranges at different two-way times. This can make it more
diflicult than it need be to compare observed data with a modelled response fbr a
particular incidence angle. The solution is to produce angle stacks; these are macle
by stacking data within an angle range calculated by ray-tracing or the fbrmula given
above. Figure 5.13 illustrates the principle.

The presence of dift'erent fluid fills (brine, oil or gas) affects the Rs and G values of
a reflector In general, the progression from brine to oil to gas will move Rn and G for
the reflector at the top of the reservoir towards more negative values. Some schematic
examples are shown in fig. 5.14. Sand A has small positive R0 and negative G for the
brine and oil cases and negative R0 fbr gas. The response will be class Il for bdne or
oil, and class III lbr gas. The expectecl stacked reflection from top sand is also shown
(red : impedance increase downwards : positive reflection coefficient). For brine
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Fig,5.14 Schematic sand responses on the Ro-G crossplot.

sand this is a red loop; the reflection coefficient decreases with increasing offset, but
remains positive so that the summed response over all offsets is positive. The oil sand
starts off with a small positive reflection coefncient at zero-offset, and reverses sign
as it becomes more negaiive with increasing offset. Summing over all offsets results
in partial cancellation of the positive and negative amplitudes, leaving a weak blue
loop. The gas case reflection coeff,cient starts off negative and becomes more so with
increasing offset, so the summed response is a strong blue loop. Sand B has negative
R0 with positive G, i.e. a class IV AVO response. The stacked top sand amplitude is a
soft loop that increases in amplitude from brine to oil to gas, owing to the change in R0.
Sand C has a positive R0 ard negative gradient, so exhibits class I behaviour. The top
sand reflector is a red loop that decreases in amplitude from brine to oil to gas, because
of the decrease in Rs.

A crossplot for a top sard reflector is shown in flg. 5.15(a). The brine and oil sand
cases form separate hends. Within each trend, it is porosity (increasing to the left) that
causes the points to be strung out along the trend line. The oil trend is systematically
displaced away from the brine hend, towards more negative values of R6 and G . If there
was reasonable seismic coverage (as is likely with 3-D data), then it would be possible
to fit a trend line to the brine sand and use distance from this trend as a predictor for
pay sand (fig. 5.15(b)). In this example, the points are colour-coded according to TWI
which allows us to see that the points furthest toward the bottom left ($een ellipse) are
slightly shallower than the points (red ellipse) nearer to the main trend. In this case, the
data come from a drilled anticlinal structure tlat contains both gas and oil. The points
in the green ellipse are from the top of the gas reservoir, the points in the red ellipse
from the top of the oil reservoir Projecting data onto the perpendicular to the trend
line, as shown, is equivalent to making a weighted sum of intercept and gradient. From
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Shuey's cquation, we sce that this is ecluivalent to creating a stack at some parliclrlar
angle of incidence. An anglc stack fbr a small range around this valrLe would therefbrc
bc the best way of looking ibr pay sand. Var-ious fluid factrn.' discrinin;rnts have becl.)
ploposed along these lines. but in practice it is better to makc a crossplot of thc real
seisrric data alrd clroose the best angle stack by fte ca]culation shown in i ig. 5.l5(b).
Note that in this exanrplc. the slope of lhe trend linc is cluite high at about 4. This
means that an angle stack at around 30 would be the best f luid discr.irr.rinant. Modcll ing
the expectcd trend based on well data. considering tlte et'ttcts of varying porosity and
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Fig.5.16 Amplitude maps at different angles over the Auger Field in rhe culf of Mexico. The
optimum coincidence of structure and amplitude anomaly is at an angle of l8', which is therefore
the optimum fluid stack. Reproduced with pemission lrom Hendrickson (1999).

shale content in the sand, would give much lower values, in the range 1.5 to -3.

The slope of the trend observed in the real seismic trace data is strongly affected by
noise. The calculated AVO gradient is very sensitive to random noise on the seismic
traces, whereas the intercept is fairly insensitive. Where signal to noise ratio is low
(i.e. weak reflectors), the slope on the crossplot will be much higher than the well-
based expectation. A complementary approach to this crossplot analysis is to make a
series of amplitude maps for different angle ranges and compare the results with the
expected behaviour for fluid effects, e.g. amplitude change contbrming to structural
contours (Hendrickson, 1999; see also fig. 5.16).

A different way of visualising the intercept and gradient data is to create a trace
volume of R6 x G values. This is useful where pay sand has a class III response but
brine sand is class I. Pay sand will then have a positive Re x G value and brine sand
a negative one. By using a colour bar that accentuates the positive values, pay sand is
easily identified in the R6 * G volume (fig. 5.17).

The presence of AVO effects can be a problem for well-to-seismic ties if synthetic
seismograms are constructed for the zero-offset case. In principle, well synthetics should
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Intercept*Gradient

Fig. 5.17 Intercept * gradient section. positive values are displayed in red and indicate pay sand.

be calculated for a range of incidence angles and stacked to give a trace that can be
compared with the real seismic data. In practice the match from seismic to zero-offset
synthetic is often reasonable for class I or class III reflectors. It is with class IIp events
that the worst problems adse, as the stacked amplitude may be very small and perhaps
opposite in sign to the zero-offset response. A poor tie to the zero-offset synthetic is
then inevitable.

A complication for AVo anarysis is the effect oftuning. Because the Twr difference
between two closely spaced reflectors in a gather will vary with incidence angle (before
NMo conection), it follows that tuning effects w r vary across the gather and distort
the AVO response in ways that are hard to recognise except close to a well where bed
thicknesses are known and tuning can be modelled.

-

5.5 Rock physics for seismic modeiling

To understand observed amplitude effects, we often need to know how rock densities
and seismic velocities (both P and S) are affected by fluid fill (brine, oil or gas), by
porosity, by pressure, by clay content, and so on. This is a large subject. A detailed
account can be found in Mavko er al. (1998), for example, and we shall only provide a
summary here. The methods we shall describe work best for medium_ to high_porosity
sandstones, and are applicable to carbonates only when the pore structure is r.elatively
uniform with a pore size very much smaller than the sonic wavelength. problems arise
in the case of rocks having low porosity and permeability; velocities recorded by the
sonic log may be different from those applicable to surface seismic data. because of
dependence of seismic velocity on frequency (dispersion)_
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5.5.1 Fluid effects

In general, oil or gas fill will reduce the P velocity significantly compared with the
brine case, and for gas the effect is often fully developed at saturations of a few
percent (fig.5.18(a)). With increasing gas saturation beyond this point, the lowering
of density becomes importanl and the seismic velocity sta.rts to increase again. The
density decreases linearly as gas saturation increases. The combined effect on acoustic
impedance is illustrated in fi9. 5.18(b). The impedance of gas sands drops sharply from
the brine case for gas saturations of a few percent, and then decreases almost linearly as
gas saturation increases. Thus, low gas saturations may give reflections bright enough
to be confused with commercially significant accumulations. The effect of oil is more
linear over the entire saturation range, with little effect at low oil saturation but an often
strong effect at high saturations. S velocity is only slightly affected by differences in
fluid fill, via the effect on density; the S velocity is slightly higher for the oil and gas
cases.

The effect of fluid fill on P and S velocities can be calculated using Gassmann's
( 1 95 1 ) equations. They are applicable at seismic frequencies to rocks with intergranular
porosity and faidy uniform grain size, and describe how the bulk and shear modulus
o[ a rock are related to rhe fluid fill.

The bulk modulus is a measure of resistance to change in volume under applied stress,
and the shear modulus is a measure ofresistance to change in shape. P and S velocities
are related to the bulk modulus K, shear modulus pr and density p by the equations:

t l -' p  -

and

1 / -

Gassmann's equations assert that the bulk modulus (K"u,) of the rock saturated with a
fluid of bulk modulus K6 is given by

_ _ j * , : K o , K o
K^u - K*, K^a - Kd Q\K^a K 

'

where K.u is the bulk modulus of the matrix material, K6 is the bulk modulus of the
dry rock frame, and d is the porosify. The analogous relation for the shear modulus is
given by Gassmann as

This means that the shear modulus is the same irrespective of fluid fill. This is intuitively
reasonable, as all fluids have zero shear modulus and are equally unable to help to resist
changes in shape of the rock urider an applied shess.

K + +
p
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(a) Saturation vs Compressional Velocity
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At f,rst sight these equations are not very useful, because to calcurate the saturated
moduli we need to know the moduli for the dry rock frame. It may be possible to
measure dry rock properties dfuectly in the laboratory or predict them from porosity
and mineralogy using various theoretical models. Howevel laboratory measurements
are not often available, and the theoretical predictions are quite sensitive to the shape
of the pores, which may not be known. This problem can be side_stepped ifall we want
to do is to calculate the moduli for some particular fluid fiU (e.g. gas or oil) when we
know the saturated moduli for some other fluid fill (e.g. brine). If we have a well with
wireline log data, then the initial saturated moduli can be calculated liom the p and S
sonic and density logs. Sometimes, howevet the log data will be of doubtful quality. A
useful check is possible because the Gassmann calculation proceeds via calculation of
the parameters for the dry rock frame, and these can be compared with what is generally
expected for the particular rock type. The workflow to do this is as follows.
(1) Calculate the shear modulus from the measured shear velocity and density. If there

is no shear velocity log, itcan be predicted from other log daraby methods described
below:

(2) Calculate the saturated bulk modulus from

r * , : v j o - 4lt'

3
(3) Derive the dry bulk modulus from

ra. -
+ r - d ) - K . "

E - - r - o
(4) For QC purposes, calculate the dry rock poisson ratio from

3Ka - 21.t
21,t 1 6Ka

K.ut

i

The dry bulk modulus and poisson's ratio can be compared with expected values
lbr particular types of rock, as explained shortly. It may be necessary to edit the
data to make sure that the values remain within a reasonable range.

(5) When the values in step (4) are acceptable, calculate the fluid moduti ibr the new
case. Here andin step (3) above we need to be able to estimate the moduli of mixtures
offluids, i.e. hydrocarbons and brine. The moduli for the individual constituents can
be obtained by methods to be considered below, and combined using the equation
t s -

Kn K-

where Sw is the water saturation (decimal fraction), K6 is the bulk modulus of the
hydrocarbon and K* is that of brine. This formula shows why even a small amount

l - , t *
t\.h
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of gas (which will have a very low K5) causes a large decrease in K6, resulting in
a large decrease in Vo.

(6) Calculate pn and p6, the fluid and bulk densities for the new case, using

pn:p" ,S*+(1 -  S*)ph

and

p b =  p ^ ( 1  -  Q )  +  d p s .

(7) Determine K"u1 using

K",t : (a *

,  -  ' 2( ' - # J
o , t 6  K ,
& - r r * - 4 ;

(8) Derive V" using

(e)Derive Vo from

v -

We now address some of the detailed issues in these calculahuns.

5.5.1.1 Calculating fluid parameters
Equations to calculate fluid properties have been given by Batzle & Wang (1992).
Properties are dependent on pressure and temperature. For brines, the salinity has a
significant effect on the bulkmodulus (high salt concentration imparts greater stiffness).
For oils, the properties depend on ApI gravity and gas_oil ratio. If data are available
from analysis ofoil samples, then it may be possible to use directly measured values of
bulkmodulus and density. (Note, however, that for our calculation we need the adiabatic
bulk modulus, and reservoir engineers usually measure an isothermal modulus, so a
correction needs to be applied.) For gas, the properties depend on the specific gravity,
which reflects the concentration of molecules heavier than methane. oil-case values
are always intermediate between the brine and gas cases, but exactly where they fall
depends on the oil concerned: low ApI and GOR oils will be close to the brine case,
whereas high API and GOR oils will be close to the gas case. Figure 5.19 shows some
representatrve curves for North Sea data.The interplay of temperature and pressure
effects means that the shapes of these curves are not intuitive, and for accurate work
the fluid propefiies need to be calculated from the Batzle & Wang equations.

K*r I 4tt13
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Fluid Properties
(North Sea Example)
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5.5.1.2 Calculating matrix parameters
Elastic moduli and densitics fol individual rninerals can be taken fiom published values
such as those shown in fig. 5.20. Where there is more than one mineral in a rock
then a weighted average has to be calculated of the parameters. For density this is a
straightforward weighting by iiactional conposition. For Lhe bulk modulus, there are
several possibJe approaches (Mavko errr1.. 1998). The simplest is the Voigt-Reuss Hill
average. which calculates the average ofthe arithmetic and harmonic weighted average
values. Thus, for a quartz-clay mixture we would ca]culate a Voigt bulk nrodulus:

K" : l ' i q1 'Vu1, *K.1V.1

and a Reuss modulus:

n * *
and then

"  K , + K '
2

where V is thc volume liaction of the constituent denoted by the sufflx. For the case
above, thc clay volume fraction would be taken as the shale volume fraction der-ived
from petrophysical analysis.
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Examples of Solid Mineral Elastic Parameters

Density n g/cm3, e astic moduli n GPa, veLocjties in km/s.

Fig. 5.20 Mineral properties. afier Simmons & Wang ( 197I ).

5.5.1.3 Invasion effects

Unfortunately, the density and sonic logs recorded in the borehole may not record values

truly representative ofthe formation. The pressure in the borehole is usually kept higher

than the fluid pressure in the formation being drilled. This pressure differential forces

dfllling fluid into permeable lbrmations, replacing the original fluid in an lnvaded z.one

around the borehole. Many different types of drilling mud are in use. Water-based

muds may contain water of any salinity from very low to nearly saturated. Forcing

this water into an oil-bearing reservoir wil l of course change its density and seismic

velocity. Similarly, if an oil-based mud is used, it wil l change the properties of a brine-

Iillcd reservoir in the invaded zone. The extent of the invaded zone depends on several

factors, including the pemeability of the formation and the length of time that the

borehole is leti exposed to circulating fluids. The etfect on the sonic log also depends

on the source-receiver spacing: the wider the spacing, the rnore likely it is that the

tool wil l measure values in the formation beyond the invaded zone. It is possible to

use resistivity logs to estimate the oil satulation in an jnvaded zone, and then use steps

(5) and (6) of section 5.5.1 to estimate the fluid properties in the invaded zone, given

the oil and water properties. Gassmann substitution can then be used to corect logs

back to what they would be if the fomation fluid had not been disturbed. In practice'

this may not be a reliable approach, given that the logs may or may not be reading

in the invaded zone, depending on the distance that invasion has penetrated away lrom

the borehole. If different fluid zones of the same reservoir have been dlilled' perhaps

with various mud types in different wells, then a useful check is possible. Stafting tiom
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Sandstone Porosity vs Compressional Velocity
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Fig, 5.21 Sandstone compressional velocity vs porosity. Trends based on Dvorkin & Nur (1995).
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Sandstone Porosity vs Compressional Velocity
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Density = sVor
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Fig.5.23 P velocity-densiry relarions. y is in kn/s, density in g/cm3.

have been given by Castagna (1993), as shown in fig. 5.23. An improved version ofthe
limestone relation has been given by Mavko et al. (1999):

p : 1.359Vp0 386 
,

where the density is in g/cm3 and the velocity is in krr/s.
where there exist some wers with both sonic and density data for an interval being

studied, it is better to use them to construct a specific relationship rather than use these
general equations.

5.5.5 Shear velocity

Ideally, shear velocity should be determined by direct measurement. However, reliable
shear velocity logging is a fairly recent introduction, and many wells have p but not
S wave logs. It is therefore useful to be able to predict S velocity from p velocity, for
use as an input to fluid substitution and AVO modelling. This is also a useful check on
measured shear logs, which are sometimes of doubtful quality; shear log processing is
to some extenl interpretive. Also, some types of sonic tool are not able to record shear
velocities lower than the compressional velocity in the drilling mud.

Various empirical relations have been proposed. A useful method is described by
Greenberg & Castagna(1992). % is predicted from Vo and mineral fractions using four
Vo-% relations:

sand % : 0.804 16Vp - 0.855 88
shale V" :0.769 69Vp - 0.86735
l imestone %: -0.05508Vpz + t .01677Ve -  1.03049
dolomite % : 0.583 2l yp - 0.077 75

0.265

0.261

0.225

0.252

0 . 1 6
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Fig. 5.24 Schematic plots of shear against compressional velocity (r/s) using various empirical

relations for a mnge oflithologies. Lines of constant Poisson's ratio are also shown.

where the velocities are in km,/s. The shear velocity for the rock is calculated as the
average of the weighted arithmetic and harmonic averages:

v*ir, : I %,wi

and

Yr",.: J-

where the summation is across the four possible constituents, each with a volume
fraction w and shear velocity %.

Some typical schematic plots of % against yp are shown in fig. 5.24. The quartz

line, V" : 0.8029Ve - 0.7509, was derived by one of the authors (R. W. S.) from
the work of Murphy et al. (1993) and other data and predicts higher % than the
Castagna (1993) relations. With increasing velocity (in general, decreasing porosity),
Poisson's ratio decreases. For Vo below about 2500 m/s, none of these relations
is applicable; they tend to predict too high a shear velocity, perhaps by a wide
margrn.
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Fig. 5.25 The concept of cdtical porosiry.

5.5.6 Dry rock moduli

As we saw above, dry rock moduli are calculated as a step in perfomring Gassmann fluid
substitution. Comparing them with expected values is a useful check on the accuracy
of the input data.

Dry rock moduli vary systematically with porosity. Murphy et al. (1993) deivedthe
following empirical relations for clean sands from laboratory measurements:

,(a : 38.18(1 - 3.390 + 1.95A2)

tt = 42.65(1 - 3.484 +2.196\,

where @ is the fractional porosity and the moduli are in Gpa.
A differen! approach, though leading to a similar outcome, is the critical poros_

ity model (Nur er a/., i998). In this model, dry rock elastic moduli vary linearly
from the mineral value at zero porosity to zero at the critical porosity, where the
rock begins to behave as though it were a suspension (fig. 5.25). The value of the
critical porosity depends on grain sorting and angularity, but for sands is usually
in the range 3540Vo. The predictions can be unreliable at high porosities, as the
critical value is approached. Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show some examples of plots
of elastic moduli against porosity for real rocks. There are variations in the moduli
of real sandstones due to the presence of clay and microcracks. Many points plot
well below the model predictions, which are only really applicable to consolidated
sands. Dry rock Poisson's ratios are generally in the range 0.1-0.25 for sandstones
(fie. s.28).

For carbonates, the picture is more complicated. Chalks are amenable to the same
general approach as sandstones, but in most carbonates the moduli are stronqlv affected
by pore shape. Marion & Jizba (1997) give some examples.

The Critical Porosity Model

I
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5.6 Assessingsignificance

In all but the simplest cases, assessing the significance of an amplitude anomaly
(or the lack of one where it might be expected) is difficult. When investigating an

Porosity Gulf Coast example
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amplitude change, or a flat event that may be a DHI, the following checklist may be

useful.
Are there analogues to show the effects of lithology/ fluid fi11 on seismic amplitude?

Are there enough good quality well data to cary out modelling studies?

Are the well data from a closely analogous case (e.g. sedimentary environment)?

Is well data quality good enough (e.g. correction of logs for invasion effects)?

Is the amplitude change predicted from the model big enough to be detectable?

Has modelling addressed enough scenarios, including non-pay cases?

Is the effect of change in fluid greater than the effect of likely porosity changes?

Is there a good well tie to establish seismic phase and polarity?

Alternatively, can phase and polarity be deduced from known isolated reflectors?

Are horizon picks uncertain?
Has seismic been processed to preserye amplitudes?

In particular, has short-gate (< 1000 ms) AGC been avoided'l

Does the seismic have good signal/noise and imaging?

Are multiples a problem?
Do overburden complications affect seismic propagation?

Are the pre-stack data good enough to use AVO methods?

If there is a flat spot, does it have the right polarity?

Is the flat spot discordant with bedding-plane reflectors?

Is there a bright spoUdim spot?
Is the degree of brightening/dimming as expected for a fluid effect?

Are several features concordant in indicating hydrocarbons?
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Is there adequate data coverage to map the features?
Are the features consistent from line to line?
Do the features show conformance with depth structue?
Are the effects consistent with analogues?
Fluid effects are sometimes more visible on seismic than Gassmann modelling

suggests we have a right to expecti for this reason, we should always look for structure-
conforming amplitude change in the real seismic data, even where modelling says that
the effects may be too small to see. It is sometimes possible to see the effect of hy_
drocarbons indirectly, because they tend to preserve porosity during diagenesis. The
biggest problem in understanding amplitude anomalies is the need to bear in mind a
rich enough set ofpossible explanations. In particurar, it is hard to anticipate effects due
to lateral lithological change different from any recorded in existing wells in the area;
generation of a range of geological models, based on analogues, is the key to exploring
the possibilities.

--
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6 Inversion

The fundamental idea of inversion to seismic impedance is very simple. A reflectivity
seismic section contains reflections that can be studied by the methods discussed in
chapters 3-5. These reflections show where there are changes in acoustic impedance
in the subsurface. Inversion is the process of constructing from this reflectivity dataset
a section that displays the acoustic impedance variation in the subsurface directly. As
we shall see, this often makes it easier to interpret the data in geological terms, because
it fbcuses attention on layers and lateral variations within them, rather than on the
properties of the interfaces between layers that cause the seismic reflections. This is
an idea that has been known for many years (see, for example, Lindseth, 1979) but
has not been used very much until recently, probably because good results require
input reflectivity data of excellent quality; the availability of modern 3-D datasets has
triggered at upsurge of interest in the technique.

This chapter begins with a summary of the principles, then discusses some prac_
tical processing workflows with particular attention to the issues that are critical for
the quality of the results, continues with some practical examples to demonstrate the
benents of the technique, and concludes with a summary of some specialised advanced
applications.

-

6.1 Principles

A simple model for zero-offset seismic response is illustrated in fig. 6.1. The subsurface
is represented as a number oflayers, each with its own acoustic impedance A; the zero-
offset reflection coefficient at the interface between the /ith and the (r + 1)th is given by

R,1 : (An+l _ A.)l@,t + A,)

or for a small change in impedance 64, then

R :6A/2A:  0.56( lnA).

The reflection coefficient series is convolved with the seismic wavelet to give the
seismic trace. Inversion aims to start from the seismic trace, remove the effect of the

l)

r55
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Fig. 6,1 Principle ofthe inversion method.

wavelet to get back to the reflection coefficient series, and from them derive the layer
impedances. It has to assume thal the starting seismic data are free from corelated
noise (e.g. multiples). Also, the wavelet present in the data has to be estimated; many
inversion methods derive the wavelet from a well tie and have to assume that it does
not change laterally away from the well. There is also an amplitude calibration to be
taken into account real seismic traces are not directly output as reflection coefficient
values, but are scaled to give some convenient but arbitrary rms average over a trace. At
least over a limited time-gate, the ratio ofreflection coefficient to trace amplitude has to

be constant if inversion is going to work. Care is needed during seismic processing to
avoid steps that might introduce artificial amplitude changes vertically or horizontally.
However, locally variable effects in the overburden (e.g. shallow gas) can reduce the
seismic energy penetrating to deeper reflectors and so reduce the reflected signal; left
to itself, the inversion process would try to interpret this as a decrease in impedance
contrast across the deeper interfaces. To remove such aflefacts, a long-gate AGC may
be applied, which scales amplitudes so as to remove lateral variation when averaged

over a TWT interval of 1 s, for example.
Another issue is that the seismic traces contain data of limited bandwidth; the fre-

quencies present depend on the rock properties and the seismic acquisition technique,
but might be in the range from 5 to 50 Hz. This means that the low frequencies in
particular, which are critical for the estimation of absolute impedance values, cannot
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be obtained from the seismic data, but have to be added from elsewhere. usuallv from
a model based on well data and geological knowledge.

-

6.2 Procedures

6.2.1 SAII logs

A very simple approach to inversion was described by Waters (1978). This is the
Seismic Approximate knpedance Log (SAIL), which is derived as follows. Instead
of the discrete reflection coefncients of section 6.1, we define a piecewise continuous
function of reflection time I which is called the rcflectivify:

r(t) : 
#To 6R/6, : O.sd(nA)/dt

from which we see that
t

A( t \  |
tn-j:...............�i:...............� :2 | r1t1dr

A(U, J

so that

/ r \
t t l

A( i )  :  A(o)exp lz  I  run t  |  .
\ *  )

What we actually have is a seismic signal s(r). If we cal assume that the wavelet is
zero-phase and the data are noise-free, then the signal s is a band-limited representation
of r(r), related to it by an unknown scaling factor, so we can write

/ r \
t r l

A ( i 1  :  a 1 6 1 . * O  l a  /  s { r ) d r  l ,
\ *  )

where a takes account of this unknown scaling. Assuming that the exponent is small,
as is likely in practice, the exponential term can be expanded as a series and truncated,
to give the approximate relation:

l ' " 1
A(t) :  A(o\ { t  +a / srrtdr J| | " |

t ; l
or

i
( A ( t ) -  A ( U \ / A ( 0 )  : d ,  s ( r ) d r .

J
aO
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marks the top ofa particular sffatigraphic interval. The SAIL section is displayed with a
colour bar such that hard intervals are red and soft intervals are violet-purple; the same
convention will be used for other impedance sections in this chapter. patches of soft
colours below the yellow marker show the location of soft oil-filled sands. These are ac-
tually channels crossing the plane of section, as wouldbe clear from a map view;note the
small bumps in the yellow horizon above the soft patches, which are formed because the
sandy channel-fill compacts less than the shales on either side as it is buried (dffirential
compaction, which often results in sandy intervals being marked by mounded topog-
raphy). Such a display can be used in a qualitative way, to map out the extent of a
hydrocarbon accumulation. It would be less straightforward to try to use the results to
make a quantitative prediction of, for example, reservoir porosity, because the traces
show only relative impedance. Making a plot of well impedance data, with bandwidth
limited to the seismic spectrum, is a useful aid to understanding how the SAIL results
relate to the real earth. They often tum out to be surprisingly useful for such a sim-
ple technique, because in many cases reservoirs are not thick enough for the missing
low-frequency component to be critical.

A reflnement of this approach is to try to match the spectrum of the SAIL data to
the spectrum of impedance in the real earth. If we compute reflectivity from well log
data, we usually find that the earth reflectivity spectrum is not flat over the seismic
bandwidth, as is commonly assumed in seismic processing; instead, it has more energy
at higher frequencies. By analogy with the optical light spectrum, we can say that
the earth reflectivity is not white (i.e. flat) but blue (i.e. higher amplitude at higher
frequencies). A first approximation is often that the well log reflectivity has a slope
of 3 dB per octave across the seismic spectrum. This can be allowed for by high-cut
filtering the 90' phase-rotated trace at 3 dB per octave instead of 6 dB. A more exact
approach is to determine the actual reflectivity spectrum from a well log (Lancaster &
Whitcombe, 2000).

6.2.2 Extending the bandwidth

To get more information into a seismic section than is actually present in the seismic
ffaces, extra data have to be obtained from elsewhere; different algorithms differ in
detail, but they all have the following general features.
(1) Begin with a model that describes the subsurface; explicitly or implicitly, this will

contain a number of layers of different acoustic impedance.
(2) Calculate the seismic response from this model, using the wavelei present in the

seismic dataset.
(3) Compare the calculated seismic response with the real data.
(4) Modify the model so as to reduce the misfit between the calculated and real seismic,

perhaps iteratively and perhaps incorporating constraints on the impedance values
that may be assigned to particular layers, on the complexity of the model, and on

)
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the variation oflayer parameters tiom one seismic trace to the next along a seismic
line.

(5) Perhaps, add low-fiequency information obtained from a model based on geological
data.

The additional information that has been taken into account is thus:
(a) the wavelet: removal ofits effects is equivalent to a deconvolution, extending band-

width at the high-frequency end;
(b) the model: the geological input extends bandwidth at the low-fiequency end.

To make all this more concrete, itis helpful to work through an actual processing flow.
A common approach to building a subsurface model is to split it up into macrolayers,
probably several hundreds of ms thick, bounded by the main semi-regional seismic
markers, and consisting of a single broad lithology. This makes it easier to construct
a geological model to constrain impedance variation within a macrolayer Inside the
macrolayel the subsurface is represented by means of a series of reflectivity spikes.
These spikes, when convolved with the wavelet, should reproduce the obserued seismic
trace, and integration of the reflectivity will give the impedance variation within the
macrolayer'. To prevent the software from trying to reproduce all the noise present in
the seismic section, it is usual to impose a requirement that the reflectivity spike series
is as simple as possible, either in the sense of using a small total number of spikes or
using spikes of small total absolute amplitude; the algorithm will trade off the mislit
between real and calculated seismic section against the complexity of the spike model,
usually under user connol of the acceptable degree of misfit. The result is usually called
a 'sparse spike' representation of the subsurface.

It is obviously critical to the success of this process that we know the wavelet ac
curately. This is usually obtained from a well-tie siudy. As discussed in chapter 3,
well synthetic or VSP information will tell us how zero-phase seismic ought to look
across the well; comparison with the real data tells us what wavelet is present. Figure 6.3
shows an example display from such a study. To the left, in red, is the candidate wavelet,
which in this case is close to being symmetrical zero-phase; to the right is a panel of six
(identical) traces showing the result ofconvolving this wavelet with the well reflectivity
sequence derived from log data. They should be compared with the panel of traces in the
middle ofthe ligure, which are the real seismic traces around the well location. Various
geologically signilicant markers are also shown. There is clearly a very good match
between the real and synthetic data so far as the principal reflections are concemed,
so it is possible to have confidence that the wavelet shown is indeed that present in
the data. There are also some differences in detail, which will limit the accuracy of an
inversion result. These may arise from impedections in the seismic processing, perhaps
the presence of residual multiples or minor imaging problems. With luck, the inversion
process will leave some of this low-energy noise out of the inverted image, because of
the sparseness of the spike reflectivity series. Another possible source of mismatch is
AVO, which will be discussed later in the chapter.
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In many implementations there are further pammeters to be adjusted to arrive at an
optimal sparse spike inversion product. For example, it may be possible to set con-
straints on the impedance values within each of the macrolayers, based on the well data
and geological knowledge of lateral variability. There may be a parameter that sets the
sparseness of the series, determining the degree to which the inverted product tries to
follow all the detail of the seismic traces. As discussed above, there is a wavelet scaling
parameter that affects the integration of reflectivity to yield impedance. This is often a
crucial parameter; in effect, it determines how much ofthe final inverted section comes
from the low-frequency model and how much is derived from the seismic traces them-
selves. In principle it can be determined from a well tie, but sometimes there are quite
large variations in scaling from one well to another, perhaps because of variation in ab-
sorption. A useful approach is to look at the results ofvarious plausible choices on a trial
piece of seismic section, comparing the results with well data and geological knowledge
of lateral variability of different lithologies. This is an interpretive process, ard the so-
lution will probably be appropriate only over a limited range horizontally and vertically.
Different stratigraphic levels may be best imaged on different inverted datasets.

Often, the most difficult part of the inversion process is ihe construction of the low-
frequency model. This depends on information other than the seismic trace data, very
often on well information. One approach is to make a model by interpolating well
impedance values within the macrolayers (fig. 6.4). A low-frequency bandJimited ver-
sion ofthis model is added to the bandlimited product from the seismic trace inversion,
using the spectrum of the exffacted wavelet to decide exactly what frequency range
should be taken from the model; this might typically be 0 5 Hz. Where there is good

Fig. 6,4 Low frequency model from interpolated well data.
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well control, this process is straightforward; where there are few wells, there is obvi-
ously a danger of imposing an incorrect low-frequency trend on the final result. This is
particularly true ifthe wells are drilled in updip locations and the target for the inversion
is downdip, with a greater depth of burial causing additional compaction and perhaps
containing additional stratigraphic intervals not sampled at all by the well conffol. It may
be possible to allow for compaction effects by putting in trends ofincreasing impedance
with depth, but thick intervals with no well control are bound to cause problems. A
last resort if there is no well control is to create the low-frequency model from seismic
velocities (stacking or migration). The snag with this, apart from the general issues of
the unreliability of seismic velocities as a measure of real rock properties discussed in
chapter 3, is that density has to be inferred from velocity in order to calculate impedance;
to do this, it is necessary to know the lithology, which may be just the point at issue
in an undrilled section.

A section resulting from this process is shown in fig. 6.5. It is created from the
same reflectivity data as were used to create fig. 6.2. The effect of the low-frequency
information is apparent in the progression from low impedance (purple) at the top of the
seciion to high impedance (yelloVwhite) at the base. The high-impedance precursor
(geen/red) to the target horizon (i.e. above the yellow marker) visible in fig. 6.2 is not
a feature of fig. 6.5; probably it was an artefact produced by minor departtre of the
wavelet from the zero-phase assumed in the SAIL processing. Howevet the definition
of the pay sand is not much different from that in fig. 6.2; in this particular case tlp
simple SAIL approach is adequate, partly because the reflectivity data are close to
zero-phase and partly because the target layer is the right thickness to have a response
within the seismic bandwidth.

Fig. 6.5 Ful-bandwidth inye$ion oyer same section as fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6,6 Section from an inverted 3-D dataset.

planning development, for example in choosing locations for producers and water-

injection wells.
Another example is shown in fig. 6.8. In this case the reservoir is the Upper Jurassic

Magnus sand of the UK Northern North Sea. The figure shows the localion of a cal-

ibration well and the picked top and base of the reservoir sequence. In this case the

reservoir unit contains interbedded sands ard shales. The upper part of the figure shows

an inverted section from the 3-D volume. The sands arc hard relative to the shales,

and the application of an impedance cutoff allows separation of sands from shales; in

the lower part of the figure this has been applied to separate sands (shown in grey)

from shales (in pink). The next step would be to estimate porosity in the sands; in this

particular study a stochastic approach was used, and the results will be shown after

explaining the underlying principles in the next section.
Inversion is also a useful tool for the study of carbonate reservoirs. For example,

SIory et al. (2000) were able to use an inverted dataset to map zones of high and

low porosity within a producing reef. Because of its shallow depth (3800 ft), high

seismic frequencies could be recorded, and a resolution of 14 ft was achieved in the

inverted dataset. Mapping of low-porosity, low-permeability tight zones was critical to

ar understanding of reservoir behaviour durirg production; the tight zones tumed out
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Fig. 6.7 Plot of acoustic impedance versus porosity in Fulmar sands (UK North Sea), based on
several wells.

to be discontinuous, making them less effective as baffles to prevent early water influx
into producing wells than had been hoped.

6.3.2 Stochasticinversion

Seismic information can be incorporated into a reservoir model by using geostatistical
methods; a useful introduction ao this topic is provided by Chambers et al. (2000). The
problem in building a reservoir model is that there is usually only a small number of
well penetrations where reliable data on reservoir properties can be obtained directly.
To estimate the properties between the wells, it is necessary to understand their spatial
variability. As we move away from a well, the values measured there become less and
less useful as a way of predicting properties, but we need to know how quickly this
fall-off in predictive power happens. Data can be analysed using variograms, which
are plots showing how the dissimilarity of a property increases with disaance from
an observation point; they can be created by comparing properties measured in pairs
of wells at different distances apart. The range at which the dissimilarity reaches a
constant high value tells us how far away from a well it is reasonable to extrapolate the
properties measured there. If this range is, say, several kilometres, then interpolation
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beiween wells may be easy and reliable, whereas if it is only a few hundred metres
then there will be problems. Often, the range is different in different directions, being
for exzurple greater along strike of a depositional system. Knowing the variogram, a
mathematical methodology called kriging allows us to interpolate between the sparse
well data in a way that honours the spatial variability of the property. In addition,
seismic information can be incorporated by using a methodology called cokriging. For
example, impedance from an inverted dataset might be used as an aid to predicting
reservoir porosity. Cokriging would produce a map that would honour the 'hard' data
at the wells exactly, and would infer values between the wells based on a combination of
kriged interpolation between them and the 'soft' evidence provided by the impedance
data. However, the resulting map is a smooth map of most likely values; it does not
capture the true variability within the reservoir, because as we have seen in chapter 4
the spatial resolution of a seismic dataset is limited; inversion will improve resolution
vertically but not horizontally. Unfortunately for the reservoir engineer, the flow of
fluids in a real reservoir may be strongly influenced by the inhomogeneities that have
been smoothed out of the interpolated model. Stochastic inversion offers a way to
construct a suite of models ('realisations') of the subsurface that are compatible with
the well and seismic evidence and retain the high spatial frequencies.

A way of doing this is outlined by Haas & Dubrule (1994). Suppose that we have
a reservoir volume for which we have a reflectivity seismic dataset, and a number of
well penetrations (fig. 6.9). At each of four wells in the example, we have an acoustic
impedance trace derived from log data. We start by drawing at random a seismic trace
location, where we wish to estimate the impedance trace (shown in green in fig.6.9). A
candidate impedance trace is simulated from the well data; in effect, impedance values
are drawn at random from a population in such a way that the statistics of the spatial
variability ofacoustic impedance derived from the well information are honoured. This
means that the candidate ftace will contain the short-wavelength vertical variation that is
found in the well logs. From this impedance trace the reflection response is calculated,

?????
1

ar.++

Fig, 6.9 Principle of stochastic inversion.
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using the wavelet present in the seismic data. The result is compared with the real
seismic trace at the chosen location. If the fit is not satisfactory, ihe simulation of the
impedance trace is repeated using a different random draw from the population, and
the comparison with the real data repeated. The simulation is repeated until eventually
an impedance trace is found that gives a satisfactory fit to the observed seismic. This is
then treated as the true impedance at this location, and is merged with the well data. The
entire estimation process is then repeated at another randomly drawn trace location,
using the augmented 'well' data from the previous step to estimate impedance at the new
location. Eventually, all the trace locations will have estimated impedance traces. The
resulting dataset is consisient with the reflectivity data and also with the detailed well
information. The solution is not, of course, unique; different final impedance volumes
will be found if the random order in which traces are selecled for calculation is changed,
and ifdifferent random draws are made from the impedance population when estimating
the trace at any particular point. This means that it is possible to produce a number
of different reservoir models, all of which honour the seismic and well information;
study of the range of possibilities will quickly show which features of the impedance
volume are well constrained (and therefore found in all models) and which are poorly
determined (and show high variability from one model to another). Each impedance
volume can be used to estimate 3-D porosity or lithology by the methods considered
in the previous section.

One simulation produced by applying this technique to the example of fig. 6.g is
shown in fig. 6.10. The scale on the left shows porosity within the sand; shale units

Fiq.6.10 Porosity simulation from stochastic inversion.
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within the reservoir are coloured dark blue. The frequency content is obviously mu-h

higher than the standard inversion shown in fig. 6.8. As noted above, this result L.

consistent with the well and seismic data, but there is no guarantee that it is correcc

we would need to examine a whole suite of realisations to see which of the features are

well constrained. Because of this, the technique tends to be rather time-consuming anl

expensive, and is generally regarded as a rather specialised tool.

-

6.4 AVO effects

So far it has been implicitly assumed that the seismic data can be treated as thougt

they were acquired at zero-offset. The discussion of AVO in chapter 5 shows that in

some cases there are significant changes of amplitude with offset. In particular, with

class III AVO responses it may well give better results to itvert a far-offset sub-stack-

There is then a problem in that we need somehow to modify the acoustic impedance

tog at the wells in order to have values that can be compared with far-stack inverted

amplitudes. It is not clear what we mean by acoustic impedance at non-zero-offset. 1I

is possible to calculate the reflectivity at each interface and to integrate it to give an
'impedance' variation, but this is not a property of the rock in the same way that true

acoustic impedance is; it is a function of the incidence angle.
A possible approach has been suggested by Connolly (1999). He introduces the idea

of an elastic impedance which is a function of incidence angle E(9), such that the

reflection coefficient at an inbrface is given by

Rn(e): (E"+1 - E,\/(E,t + E")

in analogy with the equation connecting acoustic impedance to zero-offset reflectivity

in section 6.1. From this, using a simplification of the Zoeppritz equations, he obtains

E(0) :  q 'Pt  o"

where a, p and p are the P- and S-wave velocities and density, respectively, and r, y, z

are given by

r :  ( 1  + t a n z 0 )

v : 6/\. sln_ u

z : (1 - 4Ksinz 0\,

where K is an average value of (p/al2 over the entire zone of interest. This equation

can be used to calculate an elastic impedance curve from well log data which can, in

tum, be used to constrain and calibrate inversions of sub-stacks in just the same way

acoustic imDedance is used for zero-offset data.
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A benefit of inverting angle stacks to elastic impedance is that a wavelet will be
estimated from well ties for each angle range independently. This takes care of the
shift to lower frequencies normary seen on the far traces, but more importantly allows
the amplitude of the near and far traces to be correctly matched. This removes one
of the chief uncertainties in quantitative interpretation of AVO effects. As compared
with AVo interpretation on reflectivity data, additional benefits are the reduction of the
effect of tuning and the ability to distinguish lateral change in a reservoir from changes
in the overburden, just as in acoustic impedance inversion.

Various approaches have been taken to combining the elastic impedance information
from different angle ranges to yield rock parameters. possibilities include the estimation
ofPoisson's ratio or ofcompressionar and shear elastic moduri, which can be diagnostic
of different lithologies or fluid fill. However, the results are sensitive to noise in the data,
and careful comparison of the predicted rock parameters with wer data is an essential
QC step.

--
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7 3-D seismic data visualisation

Recently there has been a change in the way that interpreters view seismic data. The
fiaditional method of working, as explained in chapter 3, has been to make different
2-D sections through the 3-D data volume, as inlines, crosslines, random tracks or time
slices. The only way to view more than one section at a time was to open multiple
windows and view each one in a separate display. Today, largely thanks to relatively
low-cost computer power and memory, it is possible to view entire datasets so that the
interpreter can quickly get a feel for tle actual 3-D nature of the trap. Indeed, several
different data volumes can be viewed simultaneously to intenogate various attribute
volumes at the same time (fig.7.1). This has many applications. As shown in fig.7.1,
reflectivity and coherence volumes can be viewed simultaneously when interpreting a
fault; this is a way to combine the lateral continuity information from coherency with
the identification of the nature of a feature in the standard reflectivity section. Such
technology caur also be used to view different AVO volumes in the same display, or to
examine reflectivity and acoustic impedance (inversion output) volumes at the same
time. Different timelapse seismic volumes (see chapter g) can be displayed so that
production-related changes can be more easily seen.

Also, various types ofdata can be viewed together with the seismic traces. In fig.7.2
we see the top reservoir map viewed together with well trajectories and overlain with
satellite imagery data of the surface geology. Figure 7.3 is a more traditional combina_
tion: the top reservoir horizon together with the 3-D seismic volume from which it was
picked. The ability rapidly to scan through the entire seismic data volume together with
the reservoir pick is a very quick way of understanding where the picks may require
adjusting. For this type of work, display speed is critical. To check the consistency of a
pick across a volume of seismic data, the inter?reter needs to keep in his head a picture
of how the pick looked on the previous view while examining a new one. If it takes
several seconds to redraw the display to show a new line, it is hard to maintain this
mental picture; the ideal is to have the display change to follow cursor movement on
the screen fast enough that the delay caused by the redrawing is not perceptible.

One of the advantages ofhaving the entire data volume loaded in memory is that it is
quick to sculpt out different poftions of the seismic data. There are many ways to do this.
A simple techniqub is to use interpreted horizons to guide sculpting: for example, data
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Fig. 7.1 Dif i t fent ddtasets c{n be viewed sintultaneously. Herc a volume of slandard ref lect ivi ty
scisnric is viewed togcther with a cohcrcncy volume (in blue). Also shown is an interpreted laul l

Jr ldl le picked rvi lh rhe uid of borh volulnes.

Fig, 7.2 Sulface and subsLrrlace data vicwed togelher. In Ihis example. taken from thc Wyrch Fanr
oi l t ield in louthern England. we can scc the colour coded rcservoir map displayed togclhcr wi lh
sateLl i le imaging of the surl i tce.

t
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Fig.7.3 Combination ofdata types. In this example, we see seismic data together with the top
reservoir time map and well trajectories.

might be removed above and below a reservoir so as to leave a 3-D body corresponding
to the reservoir alone. A more automated method is sometimes referred to as yo.re1

plclirg. (A voxel is the 3-D equivalent of a pixel, and is the smallest independent unit
out of which the 3-D volume is constructed, typically conesponding to a 4 ms time
sample and a 12.5 m x 12.5 m horizontal trace grid.) An initial seed poinl is chosen,
and the software then automatically seeks out all connected voxels with amplitudes
less (or greater) than a given threshold (fig.7.4). This is most often applied to acoustic
impedance or standard reflectivity volumes, though any seismic attribute that can be
calculatedat all points in a 3-D volume could be used. Forexample, we might choose the
iniiial point at a high-amplitude value, say 120, and then look fbr connected points with
amplitudes above a threshold of, say, 100. The software stafts by looking at the nearest
neighbours of the initial point in all directions: up, down, and in the four orthogonal
sideways directions. Voxels with amplitude above the theshold are connected into the
body. The process then continues, with nearest neighbours ofthese new additions being
examined to see if they are above the threshold and combining them into the body if
they are. The process continues until a picked body is created that in all directions
is surrounded by values below the theshold, or which in some directions reaches the
edge of the survey volume. If, for exarnple, a hydrocarbon reservoir is marked by bright
amplitudes, this is a way of automatically determining the connected pay volume. In
practice, trial and error is needed in setting the threshold value. Ifit is too demanding, the
growth ofthe picked volume will be quickly arrested; ifit is too lax, then the connected
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Fig. 7.4 Automatic tracking of bright amplitudes. The 3 D volume can be used to quickly display

all data points connected to a given seed point with ampliludes greater fhan (or less than) a given

threshold. This may give a very quick way of sculpting out the reservoir or estimating volumes

when used with acoustic impedance data.

Fig. 7.5 Viewing data in transparency mode. The 3-D data volume can be viewed with part of the

data rendered transparcnt. This allows the interpreter to get a 3-D perspective on the entile reservoir

interval, examining issues such as connectivity and rock volumes

I - F
-,.*-.---.---iia -.*r{i!
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Fig, 7.6 Viewing data fr-om any angle. Here wc view liom abovc a 3-l) dala volunte that has
weaker ampli tudes rendercd transparent, giving a gootl  impression ol reseNoir distr ibutiolt .

Fig. 7.7 Special glasses worn tbr 3-D viewing. Polarised glasses arc worn that al low lhe viewer to
see the image as a 3-D volume.
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Fig,7.8 Example offul l  immersive visual isat ion. New rechnology includes ful ly immersive
displays where the data are projected onto each wall and the floors and ceilings of a specially
designed room. This allows the interpreter to walk through.the data, examining details of the
reservoir from all angles.

volume will increase to fill much of the 3-D dataset. If the picking is successful, then

a 3-D volume corresponding to the 'seismic pay' has been created. This may or may
not correspond to the real pay volume. In particular, the limited resolution of seismic
means that seismic connectivity is not the same as connectivity between sands in the
real earth. Production behaviour or prospect validity may be strongly affected by sands
too thin to image seismically.

Figure 7.5 shows another useful display. Part of the data is rendered transparent,
leaving only those amplitudes that might correspond to reservoir. For example, all
amplitudes less than 100 could be removed completely, and amplitudes in the range
100 128 could be made progressively more opaque. This gives an efficient means of
viewing and understanding the 3-D geometry ofa reservoirbody. This is readily grasped
ifthe semi-transparent cube can be rotated in real time, so that it can be inspected from a
variety ofangles in quick succession. Setting up the transparency function can be tricky;
the idea is to make the voxels of interest bright while removing (making transparent)
the rest. Trial and error are inevitable. but a studv of well imoedances and calculated
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Fig.7,9 Cinema style seFup ofa visualisation centre. Cinema-style rooms with large screens and
enough space for teams to view data together have made a large impact on sharing ideas across
disciplines.

reflectivity will help in deciding semiquantitatively what range of voxel amplitudes
represents the 3-D body we are interested in.

An advantage of loading the entire 3-D volume is that one can rapidly scan through
the complete dataset and view it from any angle. Figure 7.6 shows a display where the
data are viewed from above; weak amplitudes have been rendered transparent to make
a map view of the reservoir distribution. Techniques such as these have dramatically
reduced the time it takes to perform a first-pass interpretation ofnew exploration areas
and have also increased understanding of existing fields.

An advance that is still experimental rather than common practice is the ability to
project the data on to a flat screen so that it appears to the viewer as though he is looking
at a real 3-D image. The technology is very similar to that used for some films that are
viewed in 3-D. The image is displayed as a stereo pair with rapid altemation between
the lefl-eye and right-eye pictures. The viewer wears special glasses that incorporate
an electronic shutter so that the left side is transparent when the left-eye picture is on
the screen, and the right side for the right-eye picture. Thus the left eye sees only the
left-eye picture, and the right eye the right one. In this way, the 3-D perspective is
re created (fig. 7.7). An even more experimental technology is one where the data are
projected on the walls and floor ofspecially built 'visionariums'. These display the data
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in full 3-D so that the interpreters can even walk through the data volume (fig.7-8). This

technology is in its infancy but may hold potential for revolutionising interprctation in

the future (Stark et al., 2000). At present, however, it is rather expensive to implement.

So far we have discussed how working and displaying 3-D volumes, instead of

the traditional 2-D slices, has improved the efficiency of the interpreter. However,

similar technology has been at the forefront of increased integration across teams and

disciplines. Data volumes can be displayed in cinema-style surroundings, allowing

many people to view and comment on the data simultaneously (fig- 7.9). Each person

brings his own expertise, concems and solutions, allowing for more informed decisions

to be made and ensuring rapid resolution of outstanding issues- It is also an ideal setting

for reviewing prospects v/ith senior management since it allows for rapid interaction

between the audience and the data.

-
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8 Time-lapse seismic

We saw in chapter 5 how seismic data can be used in favourable cases to infer the
nature of fluid fill (gas, oil or brine) in a reservoir. An application of this is to follow
the way that fluids move through a reservoir during production, by carrying out a
baseline seismic survey before production begins and then repeat surveys over the
production lifetime. Where 3-D surveys are repeated in this way, they are often referred
to as 4-D seismic, with the idea that time is the extra dimension over standard 3-D.
Differences in seismic amplitudes or travel-times between the surveys can reveal the
movement of fluid contacts (e.g. where produced oil has been replaced by brine) or
the extent ofpressure changes that affect reservoir properties. As sketched in figs. 8.1
and 8.2, it is not always straightforward to separate out the causes of the changes. At a
producing well, the pressurc drops, and if it drops far enough then gas will come out
of solution. This will result in a decrease in both P velocity and in density, resulting
in a drop in acoustic impedance. On the other hand, the drop in pore pressure causes
an increase in P velocity and density. At a water injector (fig. g.2), we replace oil by
water, which in itself would increase P velocity and density; however, the injection also
increases the pore pressure, which causes the reverse effect on P velocity and density.
By comparing a pre-production trace volume with a post-production volume, we can
at least see where the changes are happening, even if we do not completely understand
them initially. Figure 8.3 shows three snapshot sections of the reservoir sand in a UK
Palaeocene field. we see an initial brightening in the upper sand owing to gas coming
out of solution, followed by dimming which may be caused by gas being re-dissolved
or by water encroachment. This type of information can be used as a tool for reservoir
management, for example by monitoring the expansion of a gas cap, with the intention
of managing production so as to prevent it from reaching producing wells and thus
decreasing the oil production rate.

Reservoir models are built using well and seismic data. The well data have high
vertical resolution, but in many cases there are a limited number of wells available,
especially in a high drilling-cost environment such as deep-water offshore. Interpolation
between the wells depends on seismic data, which have limited vertical resolution even
after attempts have been made to improve it using the methods described in chapter 6.
The result is that there may be considerable uncertainty over the possible barriers to
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Saturation effect

Gas ex-solved from
solution as pressure
drops below bubble

point. Seismic velocity
(P) and density

decrease

Fig. 8.1 Rock property changes around a producing well.

Producing well in oil
saturated reservoir

Water injector well in
oil saturated reservoir

".N,r,

Saturation effect

Water replaces oil
around injector,

increasing density and
seismic (P) velocity

Pressure effect

Decrease in pore
pressure increases
seismic (P) velocity

and density

Pressure effect

Increase in pore
pressure reduces

seismic (P) velocity
and density

Fig, 8.2 Rock property changes around a water injector.

flow, both vertically (e.g. shale bands too thin to resolve on seismic) and horizontally
(e.g. faults that may be visible on seismic but whose sealing capacity may not be easy
to estimate). Although some understanding of these barriers can be obtained from the
observed fluid flow in producing wells, in many cases this will not give sufficient lateral
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Time-lapse seismic

Fig. 8.3 Time-lapse sections. Note the initial brightening in the upper level, followed by slight
dimming.

resolution to understand the 3-D subsurface flow pattems. Also, it would be useful to
have some way to anticipate gas or oil breakthrough into an oil-producing well before
it happens. Time-lapse seismic can provide a way to get almost real-time data on these
fluid movements. Although the idea has been known for many years and can be applied
to isolated 2-D seismic lines, it is only in the last few years that the availability of high-
quality 3-D seismic has made the technique routine. For example, BP acquired its first
3-D survey primarily for 4-D effects and for commercial as opposed to experimental
purposes in 1999 , and'then built up activity quickly to acquire five surveys for 4-D effects
in200l intheNorthSeaalone(Ritchie eta1.,2002).shellhadacquired 25 4-D surveys
worldwide by the end of 2001, and acquired a further 25 in2002 (de waal & calvert,
2002). Like other users, Shell regards time-lapse as proven technology for monitoring
fluid movements in thick clastic reservoirs offshore. The challenge is to extend the
method to pressure monitoring, to carbonate and to thin-bedded clastic reservoirs, and
to the onshore (where significant seismic data quality issues arise).

There are several strands to be combined in any time-lapse study.
' The rock physics that predicts what amplitude and travel-time effects will be produced

by changes in fluid fill and reservoir pressure.
' Seismic acquisition and processing issues: we need to distinguish genuine changes

in the reservoir from differences in the seismic data due to differences in acquisition,
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so to what extent are surveys repeatable? what can be done to match one survey toanother if acquisition parameters are not precisely identical?' Field management issues: when do the time-lapse data need to be available to havean impact on real-world decisions such as where to place an infilr well?An excellent survey of the topic has been given by Lack (1997).

-

8.1 Rock physics

Modelling of the effect on rock properties of changes in fluid fir, pressure and temper_ature is an important first step. The issues have been well summarised by wang (Lggl).In general, time-rapse is most rikely to work when there are large changes in fluid com_pressibility with production, and in rocks with low elastic moduli (poorly consolidatedor with open fractures). For example, time-lapse has been very eft-ective in followingsteam injection for enhancing recovery ofhigh-viscosity oil from high_porosity sands(Jenkins et al'' 1997)' In other cases, it may not be certainwhether a change in seismicresponse is great enough to be rneasured until after a time-rapse survey has been carriedout' Effects of changes in fluid saturation are modelled using the Gassmann methodol_ogy explained in chapter 5' An empirical observation is that fluid effects are often largerthan the Gassmann theory would predict. This may be because clay content is oftennot sufficiently taken into account when assessing the properties of the rock frame, orbecause hydrocarbon saturation is patchy rather than uniiorm. For example, injectedwater will move preferentialry along high-permeability layers within a reservoir andproduce apatchy mixture of hydrocarbo.r uno water atthe seismic scale.Understanding the effects of pressure change is more difficult. If the reservoir pres-sure is allowed to drop, then the net overburden pressure on the reservoir rock increases.For unconsoridated sands or some high-porosity limestones, this may lead to a large re_duction in pore volume and thus a significant increas" t;;;"d*"". i- *.u_cementedsands, the pressure effect will be smalr. To estimate the likely effect in any particu_lar case, the main source of information is raboratory n'"urur",nent of rock velocityunder controlled pressure conditions. Most laboratory measurements are made at ultra-sonic frequencies (around I MHz) so that results can be obtained from small samples.unfortunately, the Gassmann theory is rimited to low frequencies; real rocks show con_siderable change of velocity with frequency (usualry referred to as dispersion) betweenthe seismic and urtrasonic cases. At high frequencies, there is not enough time for pres_sure to equilibrate between pores as the seismic wave passes, and rocks appear stifferthan at low frequencies. A method of predicting the size of this effect by modifying thedry rock moduri has been described by Mavko et at. (r99g).An additional complicationof laboratory measurements on core samples is that they may not replicate in situ be_haviour, mainly because clay minerals can be modified by interaction with pore fluidsor by drying.
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in the near-surface velocities in the land case. Timing differences of as little as 2 ms

can give significant residual energy in the difference plot. Root-mean-square energy

balancing using a smoothed time and space variant scalar is usually required, even

if the baseline and monitor survey were nominally acquired in an exactly identical

way. Spectral matching between the two surveys will also, in general, be required to

ensure that they both have the same frequency content. Finally, differences in seismic
phase must be removed. A phase difference of as little as 15' will be significant for

the difference plot; such small phase shifts are typically too small to be apparent to the

unaided eye, and rely on software for their detection and correction.

-

8.5 Examples

Two interesting examples were presented by Hatchell et al. (2002), who discussed the

process of comparing time-lapse results with predictions from a reservoir simulator.

Figure 8.4 shows the time-lapse difference for both real and synthetic data over the

Schiehallion oil field in the West Shetland area. The main sources of time-lapse response

are pressure and saturation effects near lhe wells. Near the water injectors. reservoir

pressures have increased from 17 MPa to 41 MPa, which causes brightening on the

seismic. Near producing wells, the pressure drop causes an amplitude decrease as long

as the pressure is still high enough for gas to remain in solution; once the pressure is low

enough for free gas to be present, the amplitude brightens. All these effects were visible

on both the real and the synthetic data, and detailed examination of the real data allowed

the mapping of pressure compa.rtments separated by sealing faults, some of which are

too small to be resolved by conventional imaging. Another example is from the Maui

sas field in New Zealand. The reservoir interval contains laminated sands and shales,

Fig, 8,4 Schiehallion field: difference in amplitudes between pre- and post-production for both

real (left) and synthetic (right) seismic. Reproduced with permission from Hatchell et al. (2002)
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Maui?ypo Lag

ffi'rlF%l

Fig' 8.5 Maui fleld: type log across the reservoir interval, and comparison of models to real
time-lapse seismic. Reproduced with permission from Hatchell et al. e002\.

and the question was whether water is simply displacing gas vertically throughout the
reservoir or whether the water is preferentially moving through the uppermost and
most permeable sands, over-riding unproduced gas in the less permeable sands below.
Figure 8.5 shows a comparison between the real time-lapse data and synthetic models
for the two cases. Clearly, the real data are in close agreement to the prediction with
water over-ride.

Stammeijer et al. (2002) have published the example shown in fig. g.6. This shows
time-lapse results over a mature field in the Northem North Sea that is being produced by
water-flood. The baseline survey was acquired in 1995, some six years after production
began, and the repeat survey was acquired in 2000. In this case, connected volume
analysis (as discussed in chapter 7) was used to identify the zones where oil had been
swept from the reservoir in the period between the two surveys. Some of the zones
where no change has occurred can be identified as areas completely swept before 1995.
The others represent unswept areas, which can now be targeted by an infill drilling
programme.

Repeat seismic surveys over a field in the UK West Shetland area allowed a flood
front to be seen (fig. 8.7). Shortly after the repeat seismic survey showed that the flood
front was approaching the producer, significant water production began to be observed.
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Fig, 8,6 Northem Norlh Sea field. Perspective display of field structure, with wells and reservoir

bodies indicated. Blue bodies: oil swept between 1995 and 2000. Reproduced with permission from

Stammeijer et al. (2002).

Flood Front Monitoring

Wl Startup 1999 Seismic 2000 Seismic

2000 - 1993: Flood Front Visible

Fig, 8,7 In the upper graph, green is oil production rate, blue is water production rate and red is

the gas-oil ratio ofthe produced fluid. The difference map ofamplitudes between the 1999 survey

and the 1993 pre-production baseiine (not shown) revealed brightening due to gas coming out of

solution. The difference map between 2000 and 1993 shows brightening (green) in the peripheral

areas owing to gas evolution, but dimming (blue) around the water injector. The blue zone therefore

shows the position of the flood front in 2000, and is consistent with the subsequent water

breakthrough at the producing well.
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1999 Data
Pre-Production

Amplitude increase suggests
pressure drop (flow) along entire
well length

2000 Data
Post-Product ion

Fig' 8'8 Amplitude increase (green) suggests that pressure drop is occumng everywhere in the
vicinity of the producer well; there had been concem that it was producrng only from some
segments of the faulted and channelised reservoir. A 4-D seismic survey was cheaper than
establishing the flow from each section of the well by direct measurement, which would have
interfered with production.

In another field in the same area, repeat surveys established that a well was effectively
draining the whole area around it (fig. S.g).

I-
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During conventional oil production, temperature changes in the reservoir are usually

fairly small. Injection of cold water (sometimes undertaken to maintain pressure and

improve sweep efficiency) may cause detectable changes. Where steam is injected into

a reservoir to improve recovery of viscous oils the temperature changes can be large,

particularly around the injector wells.

By combining the rock physics data with the output from a reservoir simulator, it

is possible to generate synthetic seismic models that show the changes to be expected

in the seismic response over time. This is important for planning a time-lapse survey.

Knowing the size of the changes will indicate whether time-lapse is feasible at all. A

dialogue is also needed with the reservoir engineers. To be useful, a time-lapse survey

needs to be available at a moment when it can influence reservoir management, e.g. in

deciding the location of an infill well. However, the size of time-lapse effects depends

on how much production has taken place. It may not be feasible to detect a time-lapse

signal during a very early stage of production, because there has not been enough

fluid movement or pressure change to be visible. Choosing when to shoot a time-lapse

survey requires collaboration between geophysicists and reservoir engineers. When

the survey has been acquired and interpreted, it is usual for the results to be different

from the synthetic seismic prediction derived from the reservoir model. The model

then needs to be modified so as to give a synthetic seismic response that matches the

time-lapse survey. Given the uncertainties in the model and in the seismic data, a range

of modifications may match the observed results. Again, dialogue is needed to arrive at

a result that can be used to guide reservoir interventions such as modifying oil offtake

or water injection pattems.

-

8.2 Seismic measurements

If we have a baseline and a repeat survey, what can we actually measure that will tell

us about the differences between them? There are several possibilities, as follow. In

any particular case it will be necessary to calculate the expected change for a given

reservoir, fluid fill and pressure change to see how big the seismic changes might be.
(a) TWT to a reflector. Above the reservoir, there should ideally be no TWT differences

between the baseline and repeat surveys. In the reservoir itself, seismic velocities

will change with pressure or changing fluid fill. The TWT thickness of the reservoir

will thus change with production. Seismic events below the reservoir will therefore

change in TWT between the two surveys. This effect can be quite large, ranging

from a few up to about 10 ms for a thick reservoir interval. In principle such a

time shift is easily detectable. Where seismic data have reasonably good signal to

noise ratio, it should be possible to pick a reflector to an accuracy of I or 2 ms.

Where we are dealing with a shift between one suite of reflectors (above the reser-

voir) and another (below the reservoir), then correlation methods should give even
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Seismic measurements

better accuracy. Such time shifts are often the timeJapse effect that is most ro-
bust against differences in acquisition and processing between baseline and repeat
surveys.

(b) Amplitudes of reflectors. As explained in chapter 5, the amplitude of a reflector (e.g.
at top reservoir) may be diagnostic of its fluid fill. changes in amplitude between
baseline and repeat survey may therefore be diagnostic of changes in fluid fill. As
we shall see, amplitude changes between the surveys may also be caused by several
factors related to data acquisition and processing, but it can still be possible to
extract useful time-lapse information.

(c) Seismic velocities. Subsurface velocities are routinely estimated as a step in stacking
and migrating seismic data, and in principle they will change with change in fluid fill.
However, the accuracy with which stacking velocities can be estimated is limited;
it will often be hard to get a higher accuracy than lvo.In a realistic case, the
effect of a change in fluid fill on stack or migration velocity to a base-reservoir
reflector will usually be less than this. The problem is that the velocity change
is confined to a fairly thin layer, but stacking velocities are an average velocity
from surface to the reflector concerned, and are dominated by the thick unchanged
overburden. Also, as we saw in chapter 3, stacking velocity may change with
acquisition azimuth owing to genuine anisotropy or to dip and curvature of the
reflector; it will also change with azimuth and maximum offset due to near-surface
effects' It is therefore sensitive to acquisition differences, particularly when very
high accuracy is wanted. All this makes velocities hard to use as a time_lapse
diagnostic.

If we are intending to make use of differences in TWT and amplitude between
surveys, there are two possible approaches. where fluid or pressure effects are large,
and fluid movement follows a simple pattern, it may be sufficient to make maps of rwr
and amplitude for a reservoir-related reflector on both surveys, and compare them. If,
for example, hydrocarbons cause obvious bright spots at top reservoir, then the extent
of the bright spots on amplitude maps of the two surveys can be compared visually.
This does not require that the acquisition or processing should be exactly the same
in the two surveys. It should certainly follow good practice for obtaining reasonably
accurate amplitudes, but what we are looking for is a lateral change in amplitude on
each map independentry (marking the fluid contact), followed by a comparison of the
positions of these amplitude changes on the maps of the two surveys. If, on the other
hand, we are looking for small effects, then we may have to subtract one trace volume
from the other in order to reveal subtle differences, such as small amplitude changes
within a reservoir interval caused by interfingering of oil and water in the producing
zone. This is much more difficult to do, because there are many possibre reasons for
differences between surveys that are related to acquisition and processing differences.
These differences will appear as unwanted noise in the difference volume, and their
elimination requires careful processing.
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8.3 Seismic repeatability

If we are thinking of comparing travel-times, amplitudes or seismic velocities between

a baseline and a repeat survey, there are several possible other causes of differences

between the surveys that will interfere with our comparison:
(a) Noise. Ambient noise can easily vary from one survey to another. For example, if

the repeat survey is being carried out over a producing field, there will probably be

many sources of industrial noise that were absent when the pre-production survey

was shot. This need not be a significant problem so long as the signal to noise ratio

at reservoir level remains high.
(b) Accessibility. A common problem is that some areas that were shot in the baseline

survey are not accessible to the repeat survey because ofproduction facilities. For

example, the presence of a production platform offshore will create a hole in the

survey acquisition because it will not be possible for a survey vessel to approach it

very closely for safety reasons. This means that over part of the area of interest, it

will not be possible to acquire a survey that closely replicates the original acquisition
pattem.

(c) Near-surface effects. There may be quite large changes in the near-surface over

time, for example as a result of changes in the depth to the water-table with the

season of the year. Although in principle it is possible to allow for these effects, they

introduce an additional uncertainty when comparing two surveys. The shifts may

be comparable to or greater than the expected time-lapse time shifts, but of course

the latter would be confined to the interval below the reservoir whereas near-surface

effects will cause a shift of the entire trace. In the marine case, similar effects can

be caused by a change in the sound velocity in the sea-water column, owing to

temperature changes caused by large-scale currents. Tidal effects also need to be

allowed for.
(d) Source signature. This may differmarkedly from one survey to another. Ideally, seis-

mic data should have been converted to zero-phase during processing (chapter 2).

If this has been successful, it will remove much of this problem.

(e) Acquisition parameters. There may be differences in the geometry of the source

and receiver pattem between the surveys. Jack (1997) quotes some examples of

effects that were simulated by taking a well-sampled survey and removing some

of the data, followed by processing of the decimated dataset. For example, when

an 80-fold marine dataset was decimated to 4O-fold, then the difference section

between the final 80- and 40-fold sections along a typical dip line had an rms

amplitude 4OVo of the original section. In such a test, because the decimated data

were produced by merely dropping traces from a 'baseline' survey. positioning

repeatability is not an issue. In rcaldata, two problems arise. One is that, even if

we knew the positions of sources and receivers precisely for the baseline survey,
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it might not be possible to replicate them. This is typically the case for a marine
survey, where streamer locations are affected by surface currents; recent technology
allows steering of the individual streamers, which will reduce, but not eliminate, the
problem. Secondly, there will always be inaccuracies in position-fixing of shots and
receivers. Considerable improvement in positional accuracy of marine surveys has
been achieved from about 1990 onwards, owing to satellite positioning, the tracking
of streamer tailbuoys, and the use of acoustic transponder networks. If the baseline
survey is old enough to have been shot before these improvements, then there may
be quite large uncertainties on the exact locations of sources and receivers. One
simulation showed that errors of 80 m in the location of the tail of a 4000 m marine
streamer could give rise to difference sections with an rms amplitude 20-30o/o of
the baseline data. Study of VSP data by Landro (1999) showed rhat shifring a shot
location by 10 m resulted in an rms change in the record (after static alignment) of
20Vo, and a20 m shift resulted in a 30Vo change. The records were dominated by the
downgoing signal, so these changes are caused by transmission response variations
between neighbouring ray-paths. One way of reducing acquisition differences is
to leave receivers permanently in place on the seabed, as has been tried in the
BP/Shell Foinaven Field. Even so, difference sections between surveys showed
rms amplitude differences up to 35Vo of the origin al data (Jack, 1997).

(f) Processing parameters. There are many steps in the processing sequence that can
introduce differences similar to the time-lapse signal we are looking for. These in-
clude statics correction, mute design, pre-stack deconvolution, stack and migration
velocity derivation, and amplitude balancing. It is often necessary to reprocess the
baseline survey together with the repeat survey, as discussed in the next section.

-

8.4 Seismic processing

Specialised processing can alleviate these problems of repeatability. Where the baseline
survey is a 'legacy' dataset, not originally acquired with time-lapse in mind, it will be
beneficial to reprocess it in parallel with the monitor survey. This ensures that the same
algorithms are used at each stage, with so far as possible the same choice of parameters.
At each step, the surveys can be compared and action taken to match them if necessary.
This might include time- and space-variant amplitude and spectral trace matching
between the two datasets. A detailed discussion is given by Ross et al. (1996). The idea
is to match the two surveys over the intervals outside the reservoir, where no time-lapse
changes are expected. The quality of the match can be seen from the difference volume
between the baseline and monitor surveys, which should ideally be zero except where
the production-related effects are present. The matching process can include several
elements. Time corrections are needed where there are systematic shifts, for example
as a result of salinity variations in the water column in the marine case, or changes
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Appendix 1

Workstation issues

This appendix covers briefly the main issues invorved in managing hardware, software and data to
create an environmelt for the interpretation of 3-D seismic data. No attempt will be made to discuss
specilic details of individual vendors, offerings, as they change very quickly; rather, the objective is to
give a general ovefliew ofthe requirements for the creation ofa successful intemretation environment.

-

A1.1 Hardware

The volume of seismic data in a 3-D survey is often large. As we saw in chapter 3, a modest survey
may conlain 500000 traces each ol 1000 samples. A large suwey might contain tens of millions of
traces. It is quite usual to have severar versions of the data vorume (e.g. near and rar trace stacks for
AVo analysis, perhaps several different inve$ion rcsults, and calcurated attibure volumes sucrr as
coherence). Storage requirements for the trace data may amount to several to a few tens of gigabyte
(lcbyte: 10'� byte). If a company has interests in a number of licences, each with its own 3_D
sufley, the total volume of seismic data may runount to a few terabyte ( I Tbyte : l0r2 byte). Storing
such a volume on disk is possible, but the cost will be less if some of the data are held offline on
magnetic tape, preferably in a high-density fomat (e.g. helical scan) that will allow large volumes
(e.9. 100 Gbyte) to be stored on a single rape. Rapidly changing conrmercial priorities will dictare
that the archive of data on tape is not static, but wilr need to be retrieved and reworked, maybe with
only a day or two's notice. Robust data administration procedures fie needed to make this possible.

A further complication arises in a large integrated project, where several use6 may need access to
the same seismic dataset. Instead of each interpreter having his or her own workstation which runs
intelpretation software on data held in local disk storage, issues of cost and version conto] may then
dictate that all data a.e held centrally and accessed by software that may also be run on the central
seryer or may be run on the interpreter's workstation. Computer power and dala access time on the
central server and bandwidth of the network between it and the interpreter's seat w r then dictate
system perfomance, and need careful consideration to get good pedormance in a large installation.

As with all computer systems, backup of work in progress is critical. The interpreter,s work
needs to be backed up onto tape, preferably at the end of every working day. Many installations
have found that proper backup is more certain to be canied out if it is managed cenhally rather
than by the individual interpreter This is another driver towards centrally held and managed data
stores. !\rherc there are many interpreters involved, the amount of data to be backed up each day
will become large enough to need detailed planning; high-density tape ddves are a suitable medium,
but an emcient system is needed to make sure that all the required backup is completed in the time
available.

193
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The interpreter spends a laige part of his or her working day looking closely at data on a screen
display. High-quality display screens are therelore important. As with any work involving sustaineduse
ofa screen, mouse and keyboard, the?hysical design and siting ofthe units needs careful consideration
to avoid possible damage to health. I

E /

A1.2 Software

Decisions on which software should be made available on the system depend on consideration of
functionality and cost, and need to be assessed in detail for each individual installation. The main
problem from the point ofview of the system administrator is usually the need to provide data transfer
between applications from different vendors. This can of course be reduced by restricting soliware
purchases to a single vendor, but even then there is likely to be a need to interface with proprietary

applications and databases. Where applications from several vendors are in use, system upgrades
(e.9. major updates to operating systems) can be very arduous, requiring updates to both softwarc and
databases. Pafticularly when there is doubt about the reliability of hardware or software in the new
environment, it may be necessary to run both old and new environments in parallel, with a phased
transfer from one to the other; this needs careful liaison with interpreters and other users of seismic
data to avoid seryice interruptions at moments that are critically important to the business.

E

41.3 Data management

Management of seismic trace data is for the most part not difficult, except for the huge volumes
involved. The data are organised in a very rcgular fashion, as values of amplitude (or other attdbute)
on a regular 3 D grid. When data are retrieved, it is almost always along a plane or line or sub-cube
of the 3 D grid (e.g. as sections or traces). There is no rcquitement to identify individual samples
that satisfy complex selection criteria. This means that the data do not have to be held in a complex
database structure. Once the data have been loaded, usually from SEGY tapes, the files require little
lurther maintenance. Dataloading is usually lairly easy for 3-D seismic traces. The main problem is the
specification of the spatial location ofthe traces, which is often done by manuaUy typing in real-world
co-ordinates ofpafticular points, e.g. of three conerpoints ofthe rectangular survey grid. This process
is potentially eror prone; small mistakes are difliculr to spot once the data have beenloaded but could
have disastrous consequences for accurate well positioning. Furthermore, there is scope for confusion
between different co-ordinate systems (projection, spheroid and datum). Sometimes position data are
supplied on one projection system and need to be tmnsformed to anothet to match against corporate
standards or to merge with another dataset. It is useful to have the services ofa topographic suNeyor
to ensure that the co-ordinate data as loaded are corect and in the desired projection system.

Loading seismic traces for a set of 2-D lines is much more difficult. The main problem is to work
out the relationship between trace numberon tape and position data on amap; this can be quite simple
where the traces and positions are numbered sequentially along a line, but where a line has been
shot in several parts with discontinuities in numbedng of traces and surface locations, it can be very
time consuming to work out the relationships unless there is excellent paper documen[ation.

Management ofseismic interpretation data (i.e. picked ho zons and faults) is less simple. Because it
is easy to create new horizons, am interpreter at the end of a mapping project may have definedhundreds
of them. Most of them will be trial efforts to investigate different features of the data, perhaps over
very limited areas; usually a few dozen horizons will contain all the significant information- Cleaning
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up rnterpretation prcjects to throw away all the useless horizons should be partofthe repofting process
at the end ofa proiect; ifthis is not done' it is very difficurt for another interpreter to come to gips wrtlrthe interpretation and to uqe it as a basis for further work. To make such re-use easier, there also needto be fairry rigid naming conventions for horizons, lioked to rhe stratrgraphic corumn. over a period
of time. a givenir5hmic/olume will be interpreted by a number of people, and different versions mayexist of the same stratigraphic horizon (depending, lor example, on the view taken about conelating
horizons into undrilled fault blocks). In addition, a given geographical area may be covered by several
diftbfent inferpretation pfojects' coresponding to different seismic surveys or difterent reprocessed
versions of a singre survey. The interpreter may need to review alr of them, and carry forward several
of them into rhe next stage of study (e.g. reservoir modelling), in order tully to reflect the degree ofuncertainty about the subsurface (Herron,2001). It may be hard to find out what interprctations areavailable,let alone deciding which is the best for any particularpurpose. ldeally, a database is required
showing available interpretation data by geographic area, stratigraphic tevel, etc_; it is nor difnculr rodevise a simple scheme, but mainraining such a aatalase wil hlve a srgniticant manpower cost.

Finally, the interprerer needs to be able to access we' data to tie the wells to the seismic survey.Sonic and density logs, at least, need to be available in digital form, so that well synthetics can bec'eated ro undemtand seismic response and its lateral variation, it is herpful to have other wireline rogsas well; for example, the caliper log, which measures borehole diametet is a useful indicator oflogreliability, because where the borehole diameteris locally much larger than expected the logging tools
may not be able to record correct formation parameters. The interpreter also needs stratigraphic andlithological information ln general, management of werl data is not easy. stratigraphic information
in particularcan be complicated, with repeated ormissing sequences in any particular well and lateral
cnanges 1n nomenclature. A system designed primarily for use by geologlsts may be over_complicated
fbr the needs of the seismic interprete(. For the creation ofwell slnthetics, it may be useful to set upa separate database (or partition of a larger database) containing sonic and density curves specially
edited for synthetic creation, togetheJ with checkshot information, major formarion tops and perhaps
the caliper log and the gzlmma-ray log for correlation with other displays and tbr identification ofsand/shale trends. The issue here is that, as we saw in chapter 3, the we'synthetic can be sensitive
to noise in the sonic and density logs. Where wircline logs are being used pnmarily for fomation
evaluation, defective readings in the shales will probabty not get paid irucn attention; therefore, thereis a need to edit logs specifically for synthetic g.n".ution, lnj on"" edited they might as well beretained in a simple database srrucrure.

r--
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Appendix 2

Glossary

Accommodation space
The space available for potential sediment accumulation, controlled by processes such as changes in

sealevel, tectonic movements, compaction ofpre-existing sediment and subsidence.

Acoustic imoedance
A property of a rock, defined as the product ofdensity and seismic velocity. The impedances on either
side ofan interface determine the reflection coemcient for seismic waves (section 3.1).

Aeolian
An aeolian depositional prccess is one where the dominant agent is wind. A typical modem example
is a hot arid desert such as the Sahara. There may be areas covered with sand dunes, and other areas
of bare exposed bedrock. Large arcas of sand dunes folm sand seas or ergs. Aeolian sandstones can
be important hydrocarbon reservoirs, as for example in the Permian of the North Sea.

AGC

Automatic Gain Contlol is the process of varying the gain of a seismic tlace display with TWT' so as

to maintain the average absolute level constant within a time window. If a short time window is used,
the process has th€ effect of destroying information about lateml and vertical changes in reflection
strength, which is highly undesirable if any attempt is being made to recognise effects due to fluid
content or lateral change in lithology. If a long window (e.g. I s) is used, however, the prccess makes
it easier to view seismic displays across the full TWT range, and can even be benefrcial to amplitude
studies by removing effects of variation in near-surface absorption, for example.

Aliasing
Seismic traces aire not continuous measurements in time; instead, the amplitude is recorded digitally
at a certain sample interyal in time (usually 2 or 4 ms). Nor do we record traces at every possible
(t, )) location; rather, we shall have traces on a regular grid, perhaps 25 m x 25 m. Al1 our data
processing and interpretation assumes that this is an adequate approach, in the sense that a smooth
curve through the sampled points is a ffue picture ofreality. This would obviously not be true if there
were stong high-frequency variations present in the data, so that in reality there were high-amplitude
oscillations happening between the sample points. It can be shown that signals can be recovered

from a regularly sampled representation provided that they do not contain ftequencies higher than
half of the sampling frequency. Frequencies higher than this cannot be recovered, and are said to be
aliassed; they will mimic the behaviour of a lower frequency signal. Care is therefore needed not
to alias signals when they are recordedj if there is a danger of this, the sampling frequency must be
incrcased or the bandwidth of the incoming signal decreased before it is sampled for tuming into digital
torm.

196
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Alluvialfan

On land, rivers are the main means of ransporting sediment. Alluvial fans arc localised areas
of high sediment accumulation, formed at a place where laterally confined llows are able fo ex-
pand, tbr example on leaving a gorge to flow into a broad valley floor. The expansion of the flow

Ieads to a velocity decrease and a reduction in ability to transport sedimenl, which is therefore
deposited.

Amplilude spectry'm
The methods ofFourier analysis allow us to envisage a seismic trace as the sum of a series of traces
that are pure sinNaves. lf we perform this analysis and then plot the amplitude of the sine waves
against frequency, &e have the amplitude spectrum of the original signal. Seismic processing often
aims to produce a rcasonably flat amplitude spectrum in the frequency range from, say,8 ro 50 Hz,
though what is possible depends on the seismic source, the propagation path length and the degree to
which the rocks absorb high liequencies

Angle stack

It is often possible to infer subsurface lithology or fluid fill from the way that reflection amplitude
varies with incidence angle on a reflector (AVO). One way to investigate this elTect is to make sub-
stacks ofthe data, including only data from a particular angle range. Thus, one might compare a stack
containing incidence angles 0 15" with a 20-35' stack. These datasets are produced by stacking the
appropriate range of offsets. which will vary with TWT: the required offset range for a particular set

of angles at a given TWT can be calculated if the seismic velocity is known as a function of depth,
either from well information or seismic velocity analyses.

Anisotropy
ln general, anisotropy means that aphysical property varies with the directjon in which it is measured.
In our case, the property of interest is usually seismic velocity. In most cases, this exhibits transverse
isotropy; there is a symmetry axis, and velocity is the same in all directions in the plane perpendicular

to this axis, though different from the value parallel to the axis. Fine layering (e.g. in a sand-shale

sequence) of mate als with different velocities will produce rocks with a vertical symmeffy axis. Ver-
tical cncks, all oriented in the same plane, would produce a horizontal symmetry axis, perpendicular
to the cracks.

Attdbutes
The lirst measurements made on seismic traces were offfavel-time to a reflector, with a view to making
a structural map of it. As data quality improved, it was realised that the amplitude of a reflection
could carry useful information; changes in amplitude along the reflector might relate to lithology or
reservoir quality, for example. There are many different ways in which we might measure amplitude.
The maximum excursion of a loop is the most obvious, and would, for example, be appropriate if
we were looking at an isolated reI'lector at the top of a massive sand ove ain by a massive shale. On
another occasion, we might be looking at an interbedded sand shale sequence, where there would be
a whole series of reflections, each one may be laterally discontinuous, between the top and the base
of the sequence. If we wanted to characterise the va ability of the sequence, it would be useful to
measure the average amplitude (without regard to sign, so average absolute value or lrns average)
over the inteNal between the top and base of the package. Or again, we might also get infomation
from the shape of a seismic loop. lbr example where we are trying to follow thin beds near the limit
of seismic resolution: the most obvious measure might be the width of the loop, i.e- its duration in
TWT between zero-crossings, but many other shape measures are possible. 'Attribute' is in use as
a loose generic term to cover all these types of measurement on a seismic trace. It usually refers to
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measruements taken on a limited time-window around a reflector ot interval of interest, and very oftel
to measuremerits made on single traces, though some attributes are measured over a small cluster of
traces (e.g. the local dip or curuature ofa rcflector).

Autotacker
Software to follow a reflector automatically through a seismic trace volume, starting from a limited
amount of manually picked data (seed pointsllines).

AVo
Amplitude Versus Offset: the variation of reflector amplitude with source-receiver separation (see
chapter 5). Sometimes denoted AVA (Amplitude Versus (Incidence) Angle).

Avulsion
Overbank sedimenlLtion ftom an active river channel causes the growth of a ridge above the sur-
rounding floodpl{rn, wifhin which the channel is contained. When a channel bank is breached in a
flood, the river ca\find a new path on a lower part of the floodplain, leading to the abandonment of
the old channel. ThiF process is called avulsion, and occurs in delta distdbutary channels as well as
meandering dvers.

Bin
The final processing output of a 3-D survey will be a set of traces on a rectangular grid. It is not
feasible to acquirc data on a perfectly regular grid. Therefore, a uniform grid of rectangular ,ir,r is
superposed on the acquisition map. Each acquisition trace is assigned to the bin located at the point
midway between its source and rcceiver positions. The traces falling within a bin will be stacke.d after
correction for flormal moveout, giving the unifom output grid of fiaces. Some refinements of this
basic idea are discussed in chapter 2.

Bright spot
The classic hydrocarbon indicator is the bdght spot, when pay (usually gas-bearing) sands are very
soft and brine sands are similar in impedance to the overburden. The top reservoir event will then
be a strong soft loop in the pay zone, and a weak event elsewhere. Such an amplitude anomaly will
conform to sffucturc, unless there is a strong lateral change in lithology across the area ofhydrocarbon
fill.

Bulk modulus
If a volume V of a medium is acted on by a prcssre P, the volume will be decreased by Ay. The
dilatation A is defined as A : AylV, and the bulk modulus I is defined as

where the minus sign is inserted to make I positive.

Checkshot survey
In order to tie well information to seismic data, it is important to know the relationship between depth
and TWT at the well. This can be esrablished by measuring the travel-time from a source on the
surface to a rcceiver at a known depth in the well. This information is usually collected at a number
of receiver depths. In the case of a deviated well, either the source can be located vertically above
the receiver (and thus at some distance from the wellhead), or cor.ections can be applied for the slant
favel path.

CDP galher
Synonym for CMP gath€r (see CMP gather).
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GMP gathel

The common Midpoint gather is a collection of traces having different source-recelver oilsets but the
same midpoint location between source and receiver. For hodzontal reflectors, the traces of the CMpgather have the same reflection point and can therefore be stacked together alter NMO correction. In
the presence of rcflector dip, DMO correction will be needed before stack.

Crevasse splay
W1lerc a fiver is confined between levees, from time to time during floods the water level will reach
the top ofthe levee and spill over At a place where this happens, a-shallow crevasse is formed on the
crest of the levee. From the crevasse, lobes of silty or sanay seaiment spread onto the floodplain ascrevasse splays. similar features are fomed in the distributary chan rels of de o".

Crossline
_ See Inline.

Dalum
on land, there may be apFeciable topogaphy across a survey u,ea. Furthemore, ifexplosive charges
are used as the source then they may be buried at varying depths across the survey. Also, there willusually be rateral changes in the thickness ofthe near-surface low-verocity rayer. To rcmove a'these
complications, a reference datum is selected and corrections -" ,nud" to travet times so that they
represent what wourd be recorded if shots and receivers were placed on the datum surlace, it being
assumed that there is no fi[ther low_velocity layer below this srrrface. For onshore surveys, the datum
surface may be flat or it may be a more or less smoothed version of the topography. Offshore, meansea-level provides a convenient datum.

Decimation

Reduction of the number of traces in a dataset by sysrematic removal of, for example, every other
trace lt is not restricted, as the name suggests it might be, to the removal of every renrn race.

Deconvolulion
The seismic trace can be thought of as the result of convolving the earth reflectivity with a wavelet.
Ideally, we would like to have a seismicarenectedsisnarwhich*".,i.pryu;.:x:;ilil::,1ffjffi:il.*;:tr,":.T:",_*Jiljlr"fi:f
offinite length. Funhemore, the source signal will bemodified as it passes through the earth, because
of absorption, scattering, and other causes. The result is that our recorded signal will be the sum ofthe reflections of a wavelet frcm the sedes of subsurface reflecton (fig. A2.l-). tuathematically, thisprocess rs represented by the convolution ofthe wavelet with the earth reflectivity. Deconvolution isa signal processing step that attempts to undo this convorution, ro leave us with the earth rcflectivity
senes, thus improving the resolution ofthe seismic data.

Delta
A depositional system formed where a river supplies sediment to a coast, foming a shoreline protu_
berance. The input of mud and sand from the river is reworked by marine processes lwave and tideaction). The components of a delta system (from onshore to offshorey are, 1tI the aetta plain, largely
sub-aerial and consisting of distributary channels separared by interdistributary areas of marsh andswamp; (2) the delta front, where fluvial and marine processes intemct and form features such as sand
ba$ at the distributary mouths; (3) the prodelta, a zone of quiet deposirion, typicatty ofmud and fine
silt, from suspension. As time goes by, if sedimenr conr;ues to'be suppli;;, ihe delta builds our_
ward from the coast. In vertical succession, the prodelta muds will then Le overlarn by progessively
shallower-water deposits, generally with higher silt and sand content.
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CMP galher
The Common Midpoint gather is a collection of traces having different source-receiver offsets but the
same midpoint location between source and receiver, For horizontal rcflectors. the traces of the CMp
gather have the same reflection point and can thetefore be stacked together after NMO correction. ln
the presence of reflector dip, DMO corection will be needed before stack.

Crevasse splay
Where a dver is confined between levees, from time to time during floods the water level will reach
the top ofthe levee and spill over. At a place where this happens, a shallow crevasse is fomed on the
crest of the levee. Frcm the crevasse, lobes of silb, or sandy sediment spread onto the floodplain as
crevasse splays. Similar feafures are formed in the distributary channels of deltas.

Crossline
See Inline.

Datum
On land, there may be appreciable topography across a survey area. Furthermore, if explosive chmges
are used as the source then they may be buried at varying depths across the survey. Also, there will
usually be lateral changes in the thickness ofthe near-surface low-velocity layer. To remove all these
complications, a reference datum is selected and corections are made to travel-times so that they
represent what would be rccorded if shots and rcceivers were placed on the datum surface, it being
assumed that there is no further low-velocity layer below this surface. For onshore surveys, the datum
surface may be flat or it may be a more or less smoothed version of the ropography. Offshore, mean
sealevel provides a convenient dafum.

Decimation

Reduction of the number of traces in a dataset by systematic removal of, for example, every other
trace. It is not restricted, as rhe name suggests it might be, to the removal of every tenth tmce.

Deconvolulion
The seismic trace can be thought of as the result of convolving the eaith reflectivity with a wavelet.
Ideally, we would like to have a seismic source which gave out a single sharp spike signal, and record
a reflected signal which was simply a series of spikes. Unfortunately, any real source will emit a signal
offinite length. Furthermore, the source signal willbe modilied as itpasses through the eafih, because
of absorption, scattering, and other causes. The rcsult is that our tecorded signal will be the sum of
the rcflections of a wavelet from the series of subsurface reflectols (fig. A2.1). Mathematically, this
process is represented by the corNolution of the wavelet with the eafih reflectivity. Deconvolution is
a signal processing step that attempts to undo this convolution, to leave us with the earth reflectivity
series, thus improving the resolution of the seismic data.

Delta

A depositional system formed where a river supplies sediment to a coast, forming a shorcline protu
berance. The input of mud and sand from the river is reworked by marine processes (wave and tide
action). The components of a delta system (from onshorc to offshore) are: (l) the delta plain, largely
sub-aerial and consisting of distributary channels separated by inter-distributary areas of marsh and
swamp; (2) the delta front, where fluvial and marine processes interact and form features such as sand
bars at the distributary mouths; (3) rhe prodelta, a zone of quiet deposition, typically ofmud and fine
silt, from suspension. As time goes by, if sediment continues to be supplied, the delta builds out-
ward from the coast. In vertical succession, the prodelta muds will then be overlain by progressively
shallower-water deposits, genenlly with higher silt and sand content.
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Fig. 42,1 Earth reflectivity, in red, shows that there are three reflecto$. The trace in purple shows
what would actually be recorded; each reflector sends back a signal representing the wavelet, scaled
in amplitude by the rcflection strength, and the final output is the sum of these three signal trains. It
is hard to visualise the earth reflectivity from the recorded trace when the reflectors are closely
spaced. Deconvolution tries to remove this confusion.

Depth migralion
An implementation of migration that allows for my-bending at interfaces where the seismic velocity
changes. The simplest type of migration (time migration) can cope with mild lateral changes in velocity
by changing the migration velocity (and therefore the cuNature of the hyperboloid along which data
are summed in the Kirchhoff method). Where there are rapid lateral changes, such as in the presence
of steeply dipping interfaces across which there are large velocity changes, then the sudace along
which data ought to be summed will no longer be a hyperboloid and has to b€ calculated in detail
by tracing the Fopagation of rays through a subsurface model. This is substantially more demanding
in computation time. It is also more difficult to build the conect subsurface velocity model, because
changes in velocity at any one level will affect rays traversing that level in ways that may be hard to
visualise without detailed computation.

DHI
A Dircct Hydmcafbon Indicator is any feature on seismic data that gives evidence for the presence of
hydrocarbons, and is particularly useful in reducing the dsk associated with dritling an explofation
well. 'Ilpical exarnples are an amplitude anomaly on the top-reservoir reflector that shows confor-
mance to stuctwe, or aflat spot, ahofizot\tal reflector due to a gas--oil or oil water contact that cuts
across bedding-plane refl ectors.

Dip moveout (DMo) correction
In the simplest apprcach to stacking, traces with the same souce-rcceiver midpoint are added together
after corection for NMO. The output stacked trace is then teated as being a lower-noise version ofthe
trace that would be recorded if the source and receiver were coincident at the midpoint location used to
select the input taces. For reflection from a dipping interface in the subsurface, the reflection point is
not vertically below the source-receiver midpoint. It is displaced updip, by an amount which increases
as the source-receiver distance increases. Stacking traces with the same midpoint therefore adds
together faces that have been rcflected from differcnt points in the subsurface, inevitably smearing
the image. DMO processing corrects.for this effect. It carries out a partial migration of the data, moving
energy for a reflecting point from the location seen on an actual finite-offset trace to the location that
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it would have for a zero-offset ftace. This involves shifting the eneryy both laterally and vertically.

After DMO has been applied, traces can be stacked together at each CMP surface location without

smearing the image, because all the traces contain reflected energy ftom the same subsuface point.

Dip section
Seismic section shot parallel to the predominant geological dip direction, and so in the direction of

maximum horizontal gradient of reflecting horizons and often perpendicular to the principal faults.

Fold

As can be seen in fig. 2.7, seismic acquisition is normally laid out so that traces recorded at different

sourcFreceiver offsets can be added together ('stacked') to enhance signal to noise ratio. (They will,

of course, require correction to be made for the morc oblique ray-paths at the longer offsets.) The

number of individual source-receiver pairs that contdbute to the stack is called th€ fold of the data.

Around the edge of a survey area, the fold decreases because there will be progressively fewer long

offsets available. The 'full fold' arca is therefore surounded by a zone where the fold progressively

tapers to l. Because of the increased noise level, the data in the zone of reduced fold aJe of limited

use and are often largely excluded from the migration process.

Fresnel zone
If we think in tems of rays, then a rcflection comes from a point on a reflecting surface. In terms of

wave theory, however, a reflection is made up of energy retuming fiom a finite area ol the reflector.

A Fresnel zone is the area ftom which reflected energy arriving at a receiver has a phase difference

of no more than half a cycle, and is therefore able to contribute consrucdvely to the reflection. For

the case where source alld receiver are coincident and a distance lr above the rcflector, then most

of the reflected energy comes from a circular zone of radius r given by 12 : Ir/2, where )' is the

wavelength of the seismic signal.

GPS positioning

The Global Positioning System depends on time-ranging to a set ofsatellites, which are distributed in

various orbits so that a user can receive signals from at least four of them at any point on the Earth's

surface at any time. Since the satellite positions in their orbits are known to high accuracy, four

range measurements are enough to calculate the user's latitude, longitude and height, plus the timing

offset between the user's clock and the satellite system clock. For the highest accuracy, differe[tial

GPS (DGPS) is used, where a lixed station monitors its apparent GPS position and the deviations

from its klown location are used to refine the apparent position of a user in the field. In this way it

is possible to correct for uncertainties in orbital parameters, atmospheric refraction, and deliberate

signal de$adation by the system's owners, giving a positional accuracy of, for example, 2 m within

2000 km of the reference station.

lnline

A 3-D seismic survey consists of traces on a rectangular grid. One of the axes of this gdd is called

the inline direction and the other is called the crosslile. Lines in these two directions are numbered,

and then co-ordinates of haces within the survey can be specified by means ofthe (inline, crossline)

co-ordinate pair. The choice of which direction is called inline and which crossline is sometimes

arbitrary. The inline direction may refer to the original shooting direction for the survey, but a bin

grid may be used for processing that is not simply aligned to the original acquisition layout.

lnvasion eftects
When a borehole is drilled, the drilling fluid will penetrate into the formation being ddlled. When

wireline logs are run to measure formatron density and seismic velocity, for example, then they may
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record not the true fomation values, but rather those in the zone arcund the borehole where the drilling
fluid has rzvaded the formation, replacing the original fluid. Particularly where oil and gas reservoirs
have been drilled with a water-based mud, these invasion effects may be signiflcant and will need to
be corrected before using the well data as a basis for seismic modelling_

Lacustaine
A lacustrine system is one where sediment deposition occurs in a lake. At the present day, only about
l7o of the Earth's land surface is covered by lakes, though inland seas such as the Black Sea have
been large lakes at times of lowered sealevel.

Levee

Levees are ddges built on either side of a river chanrlel- They are typically formed from coalesc,
ing crevasse splays, and consist of fine-grained sands and silts. Similar features are seen along the
distributary channels of a delta plain, and along deep,water channels of a submarine fan.

Loop

A seismic loop is a single wiggle of a seismic trace, from one zerc-crossing to the nex!.

Migralion

Suppose we make a set of seismic records across an area by keeping the source and receiver together
and moving the combined source receiver point around on a reguiar gdd. We could then plot the
recorded seismic traces vertically downwards at the proper position on a map of the grid, creating a
3-D volume ofseismic traces. This would not give us a conect pictwe ofsubsurface reflector geometry,
because the reflection points are not in reality vertically below the sourca-receiver point. If we traced
mys Aom a source position, propagating in all directions into the subsurface, we could find the one
that hits a given reflector at right angles. This ray will be reflected back, exactly retracing its path,
until it arrives at the receiver We could also determine the time that the ray would take along this path.
Now, what we would like to do is to rearrange the traces in our 3 D volume so that the reflected signal
at this travel-time, on the as-rccorded trace plotted below the receiver location, is moved laterally and
vertically to the real location in space ofthe reflection point. Migration is this process ofmoving the
as-recorded data to the corect location in space. In reality, ofcourse, seismic data are recorded with
a range of source receiver separations. Ideally, each one should be migrated separately, although it is
common to cut down on the computation effofiby stacking databefore migration, which transforms
them to the travel-time that they would have for zero sepamtion between source and rcceiver and
then sums them. There are fufiher complications in practice because there may be several rays from
one surface point that hit a given reflecting surface at dght angles, perhaps in widely separated
locations.

Migration aperture
In order to get a satisfactory subsurface image from the migration process, it is necessary to have avail
able a volume of traces sunounding the point at which we want the image. One way of implemenfing
migration is to use the Kirchhoff approach described in section 1.2; for every point in the output
image, we want to sum data along a hyperboloid sudace in the unmigrated data set. The aperture is
the lateral extent of the traces that we take into this summation. Clearly, a very small aperture (a few
traces) will do little to reposition data: on the other hand, a large aperture will include very distant
traces that will have little influence on the result because the signal at long favel-times will be small.
A rule of thumb is that the aperture needs to be twice the lateral distance over which reflections will
be moved; a larger aperture is therefore needed for steeper dips, particularly on deep reflecton. When
planning a 3-D survey, it is impofiant to acquire the data around the edge of the area of interest that
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Fig, M.2 Two examples of zero- and minimum-phase wavelets. In each pair, the zero- and
minimum phase wavelets have the same amplitude spectrum.

will be needed for thc migration aperture. This might typically add a 2 km fringe otl each edgc ofthe
area that is to be well imaged. This makes smali 3-D surveys rclatively expensive; to image an area
9 km r 9 km (81 kmr) would require acquisit ion over 13 km x 13 kn (169 kmr).

Migration velocity

A velocity field used to migrate the seismic data 10 obtain a well focussed and conectly located
image- This is usually closerto seisnic velocities in the real earth than stacking velocities, particularly
where the velocities have been determired in the course of pre-stack depth migration which allows
for the complexities ol ray-bending in the overburden. It may still be quite strongly affected by
anisotropy, however, and not be well suited to depth-converting picked hoaizons without further
adjustment lo tie the well data; lateral resolution ofthe velocity field mav also be al1 issue fordetai]ed
well  t ies-

Minimum nhase
There is an infinite number of seismic wavelets that share the same amplitude spectrum. One ofthese
is the minimum-phase wavelet, which is constructed so as to start at zero time and then have as much
energy as possible at the earliest times. In practice, the wavelet will have a maximum value in the firsf
or sccond loop (fi8. A2.2). This type of wavelet is close to what is often generated by real physical
sources. Sornetimes seismic data are processed to minimum-phase final output. In theory, seismic
reflections should then be picked at the zero crossing conesponding to the staft ofrhe reflected signal
from the particular interface. In practice, they are usually picked at a maximum excursion on either
the first or second loop down from this zero-crossing pick, depending on where the most consistent
loop is fbund. Potentially, this can cause confusion about the polarity of rhe data if the picking
philosophy is not caretully documented. A further disadvantage of interpreting minimum-phase data
is that interactions between rcflections fiom closely spaced interfaces are not as easy to visualise as
tbr the zero phase case.
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Moveout
Moveout can refer in several contexts to the way that the arrival time ofa signal (e.g. a reflection from a
particular horizon) changes systematically across a set of seismic traces. In the particular case where
the source receiver spacing expands symmetrically about a common midpoint (fig. 2.7), then the
increase in travel-time from the zero offset case is called the normal moveout (NMO). Correcting for
NMo is essential belore traces can be stacked together This NMo correction will shift the individual
samples of a finite-offset hace upwards by an amount that decreases with increasing travel-time. In
consequence, far-offset traces will be stretched (NMo srretch) and the.efbre shifted towards lower
frequencies. At shallow depth and long offset, the effect may distort traces so badly that they are
unusable and have to be rcmoved (mute(l out) before stack.

ms
Abbreviation for millisecond (l/1000 of a second).

Multiple (reflection)
A seismic signal that has undergone more than one reflection. For example, the signal from a marine
source might be reflected from the seabed, reflected again from the sea-surface, then travel down to
a deep interface where it would be reflected back to a surface receiver It will obviously arrive later
than a signal that has gone straight fiom source to deep inlerface to receiver (the primary refiection).
Similar multiples can be created by bouncing the signal between any two interfaces overlying the
deep interface, and there could be two or moae bounces between these shallower levels. not iust one.
Deep interfaces can therefore easily become obscured by multiples ofinterlaces lying above them, if
the primary from the deep interface arrives at the same time as the multiple ofthe shallower interface.
For this reason, elimination ofmultiples is often a key objective of seismic processrng.

Mute
Reflection ftaces recorded at long offset and shofi travel time will be strongly contaminated by
various types ofunwanted signal, such as refractions, and willbe distorted by the application ofNMO
corection which stretches the individual loops. They are usually removed before stack by setting to
zerc all trace values for oflsets beyond a specified offset-Twr curve (the mute). sometimes an inner
trace mute is employed also; this sets to zero all trace values fbr offsets less than a specified offset-
TWT curve, usually to remove traces heavily contaminatecl by mulriples, which are often poorly
handled at short offsets by demultiple procedures that rely on NMO differences between pdmaries
and multiples.

t'tM0
See Moveout.

0ffset

Source to receiver distance.

Pay (zone)

Hydrocarbon bearing reservoir; in geophysical discussion, usually irrespecrive of whether hydrccar_
bons are producible, economically or at all.

Phase sDeclrum

When a signal is described as the sum of a series of sine waves by the methods of Fourier analysis,
each component sine wave has an amplitude and phase. The amplitude spectrum defines the peak_
to-peak amplifude of each sine wave as a function of frequency. However, this is not enough to
deline the signal. We need also to know what the time alignment of the various sine waves should
be. This might for example be seen in the time of the first maximum after time zero. The phase
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spechum defines fhis alignrnenL A phase ofzero means that the component sine wave has a maximum
at zero time, a phase of 90' means a zero-crossing at zero time, and a phase of 180. means a
minimum at zero time. The phase spectrum is a plot ofthe phase of the component sine waves against
frequency.

Point bar
Where a river bends, the maximum flow velocity is close to the outer bank. At the inner bank, the
flow is less and sediment accumulates 10 form a point bar. that grows by lateral accretion. Typically
the deposits are sands, perhaps with some mud in the upper part.

Primary (retlection)
Signal that has travelled direct from source to reflecting interface to receiver, in contrast to multiples
(q.v.) with theirmore complex paths involving multiple bounoes. The primaries cany the information
we need to create an image of subsuface structure.

Receiver gather
A collection ofthe traces recorded at a given rcceiver from all the various shot points that have been
recorded at that receiver. This is sometimes called a common rcteiNer gdther_ Creation of such a
gather involves re ordering the traces recorded in the field, which will be organised as common-shot
gathers, i.e. the collection oftraces recorded at ali the different receivers from each shot.

Ref lection coeff icient

When a seismic wave ofamplitude A is incident on an inteface between two different media, it is in
general partly rellected and partly transmitted. If the amplitude of the reflected wave is R, then the
reflection coefficient is delined as the ratio R/4. A negative value indicates that the reflecterl wave is
Iu0 out of phaie wilh the Incidenr wa\e.

Refraction record
To correct Iand seismic traces fbr static shifts generated by latenl variations in the near surface struc-
ture beneath shots and receivers, we need to know the thicknesses and velocities of the near-surface
layers. Usually, there is a low velocity weathered layer near the surface, overlying a higher-velocity
layer. To investigate the thickness of the low-velocity layer, we can shoot refiaction profiles. These
consist of long lines of receivers with a source at each end. With this geometry, the first arrival
at each receiver will usually be the head wave. often called a refraction. This travels along the
top of the high velocity layer. Geometrically we can think of it as being predicted by Snell's Law,
which says that a ray travelling through the interface will be bent (refracted) away from the inter-
face normal. As the angle of incidence of the ray is increased, there wjll come a point, the critical
angle, at which the ray bending would make the ray in the second medium travel along the inter-
face. (The full theory that explains the amplitude of the head wave and its spatial variation is much
more complex.) By analysing the vaiation in head wave arrival times from one receiver to another,
it is possible to map the changes in thickness of the low-velocity layer above the high velocity
refractor.

Root-mean-square (rms) average
The root-mean-square (rms) average of a set of numbers js the square root of the arithmetic average
of their squares.

Seismic waves

The most important type ofseismic wave is the P wave, which is an ordinary sound wave. As it moves
through the rock, individual particles move backwards and forwards in a direction parallel to that of
wave propagation. The other type of wave that can exist in the body of the rock is the shear or S-wave,
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in which particle motion is perpendicular fo the propagation direction. Both types have velocities that
depend on the elastic moduli and d€nsitv ofthe rock:

v, : [ (k ]4plJ) /p lu2

V" - fut/ Plt/2

where f is the bulk modulus, p is the shear modulus, and p is the density. Other types of seismic
wave exist, confined to the vicinity of layer boundaries, but they are not important to the interpreter
of seismic data.

Shear modulus
Shear deformation of a material involves change in shape without change in volume. The shear
modulus ofa material is a measure ofits resistance to shear stress. For liquids, which will flow freely
to accommodate any change in shape of their containing vesssel that does not involve chanqe in
volume, the shear modulus is zero.

Stack
In geneml, the adding of a number of t.aces together to improve signal to noise mtio. Most often
used to refer to the adding of traces with different source receiver offsets but a common midpoint
(fig. 3.7). The traces are first coffected for the increased travel_time at the lonser offsets due to the
oblique havel path; this is the Normal Moveour iNMO) corecrion. They may also be corrected for
effects of subsurtbce dip and lateral velocity variation, by some form ofmigration process.

Stacking velocity
The velocity field that, when used to calculate NMO conection, gives the best alignment ofthe haces
across the CMP gather and therefore the highest amplitude in the stacked trace. It is only loosely
connected to the actual velocities of seismic waves in the earth, owing to effects ofdip and cu*ature
of the reflector and the impact of lateral variations in the overburden.

Statc cofieclion

A static conection is a time shift that is applied uniformly across a particular tmce. For example,
the effect might be to shift an entire trace downwards by g ms. A neighbouring trace might have a
different time shift applied. Such shifts are typically needed when processing land data! to remove
near-surtace time delays particular to each shot and receiver location, as a result ofchanses inelevation
and thickness changes in a near,surlace low-velocity layer

Stratigraphic trap
The simplest sort ofoil or gas trap is a domal anticline, or four-way dip closure. Variants on this may
require an element of sealing along a fault, but the possible existence ofsuch a Jlrrclr/41trap canbe
inferred from the top reseNoir map alone. Sometimes, however, a hap requires an element of lateral
Iithological change to work. This might, for example, be lateral transition from sand to shale within
the reservoir formatiorr. S'ch a. stratigraphic /r?p cannot be found from the structural map alone; the
lateral change in rock propefties needs to be present. It may be infe.red from geological argument
alone, but seismic evidence for the required transition will reduce the (normally high) risk associated
with such a prospect.

Slrike section
seismic section shot perpendicular to the dip direction of the main reflectors, often sub paralrel to the
main faults and therefore hard to interpret on 2-D seismic sections because sub-horizontal reflections
at nearly the same travel-time may relate to different fault blocks on either side of the line or directly
below it.
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Trace
Graph showing the amplitude of a seismic signal against time' conventionally plotted with time

increa.ing uerti.ally divn.r'ards. The signal can be of many different types' eg as-recorded'

stacked, or migrated. Originally the amplitude of a tmce would be shown by a conventional

*iggly tine, brit increasingly colour is used to convey amplitude information' as explained in

section 3.2.

Transgression
Landward migration ofthe shoreline' owing to relative rise in sealevel'

Turbidites
,L turtidity current is a suspension of sediment in a turbulent water flow; such currents are able to

move coarse-grained sediment tar out to sea and into deep water' Turbidites are the deposits ofthese

turbidity cunJnts. They are widespread deep waterdeposits' with individual beds up to several metres

in thickness, and ranging fiom coarse- to fine grained sediment'

The Two-Way Time to a seismic reflector is the time taken tbr a seismic signal to travel from the

surface to the reflector and back to the sudace again This is the usual vertical scale lbr seismic section

display.

Unconfolmity

An unconfomity is a surface across which there is a gap in sediment deposition: this may be a result

ofe'osionolofnondeposit ion.whefethetime-gapissubstantial ' thepropert iesofthesedimentsare

often quite different on either side of it, giving rise to a prominent seismic reflection Sometimes the

unconfor-ity surtac" cuts across bedding planes ofthe sediment below it; such angularunconformities

are ollen easily recognised on seismic displays'

Well synthetic

To make it easier to tie seismic to well data, it is useful to make a well synthetic From the wireline log

data in the well, acoustic impedance is calculated as a function of depth by multiplying together the

recorded velocity and density logs. From this a reflectivity log is calculated' and an expected seismic

response calculated by converting it into a function of TWT using checkshot information if available'

and then convolving it with a seismic wavelet See section 3 1 for details'

Zero-ollset
A zeo-offset trace is one recorded with source and receiver at the same location This implies a simple

seismic geometry in which an outgoing ray strikes a reflector at right angles and is reflected back

along exactly the same path as it has come

Zero-phase
There are an inlinite number of seismic wavelets that share the same amplitude spectrum One of

these is the zero phase wavelet' whlch is symmetrical about zero time ln practice' the wavelet will

have a strong centml loop and a number of smaller sidelobes (frE A22)' This is not a wavelet

that could be generated by any real source, because it would need to begin before the source was

triggered at tiine zero. However, the seismic traces generated by the real source wavelet can be

m;pulated by processing into the form they would have if the wavelet were zero-phase This is

usefulbecauseit ismucheasiertoundeNtandazero-phaseseismicsection.Evelyref lect ingintedace

produces a signal with its maxlmum value centred on the intelface This means that a picked horizon

r"pres.nting an interface follows a maximum loop excursion (positive or negative depending on

the impedance change), which makes autotracking simple Where reflections are closely spaced'
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it is much easier to visualise how they intcract to modify the seismic amplitudes when data are
zero-phase.

Zoepprit equations
These equations determine the amplitudes of the reflected and refracted p- and S-waves generated
when a plane P-wave is incident on a plane interface between two media of different density and
elastic moduli.
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depositional systems, chamelised, 107

depositional systems, delta, 107

depositional systems, fluvial, 107

depth conversion, 89

depth conversion strategy. 90

fluid-fill elTects, 135, 140 1

fbld,201

fbur-component acquisition. 27

Fresnel  zone,7,201

ful l  fo ld area.  18,201
depth conversion under fault planes,93 Fulmar sand, use ofinversion ro predict porosity,
depth conversion with lateral variation in overbuden, 1644

94

depth conversion with velocity gradient, 90

deprh migralion, 47, 100, 200

designature. 35, 38

detectabiliry of rhin beds, 105

DHI, 125, 200

dim spot, 127

dip moveout,49, 200

dip section, 201

dip/stnke shooting, 24

dip'azimuth maps, 84 5

Direct Hydrocarbon Indicator, 125, 200

dispersion ofseismic velocities,59, 139, 183

display, dynamic range, 75

display, variable intensity,72 74

display, wiggle trace. 72 75

display scales, 74

Dix formula, 97

DMO, 49, 200

downlap geometry interpretation, I 16

dry rock elastic moduli, l50 l

dry rock Poisson's ratio, 142, 150 2

eanh rellectivity spectrum, 159

economic value of 3-D seismic, 12

effective medium approximation, 65

elastic impedance, 170

elastic moduli, individual minerals, 144

tar trace stack, 133-4

fault cutout, 79

fault displacement mapping, 86

fault juxtaposition diagram, I l8

fault pattem, establishing. 78 80

fault polygons,79

fault seal by clay smeat I 18

faults, manual picking, 78

faults, normal and reverse, 7+80

faults, on dip and strike lines,78-9

feathering (marine cable), 25 5

flat spot, 126

flexibinning, 44

fluid factor stack, 137-8

fluid properties, 143 4

gas chimney, 129

Gassmann equation, 140. 183

Global Positioning Sysrem, 201

GPS,201

gradient (AVO). 130

crcenbery{astagna relation, I 48

gridding and contouring, 8l

horizon picking, automated, 81,4

horizon picking, benelif of workstation, 72

horizon picking, manual, 77

horizon picking, on paper prints.7l

hor izon s l ice,77.  110

illumination display oIhorizon, 86

image ray, 100

immersive visualisation. 177

impedance depth trends, 132

incidence angle, approximate formula for. 132

infill shooting,26

in l ine,20l

instantaneous phase, 109-l I

inslantaneous velocity, 90

intercepl (AVO), 130

intercept*gradient section. 138 9

interpolation of shot rccords,40-1

int€rval velocity, 97

inrr \ ion ef fecrs on uel l  log ' .  50.  65.  145.  r0

inversion, bandlimited, 158

inversion. full bandwidth, 163

inversion, slochastic, I6G8

inversion ofreflectivily to impedance. 155

inversion ofreflectivily to impedance, principles of,

155 6

Kirchhoff migration, 2-D and 3 D,4.7

knging, 168

lacustrine depositional system, 202

laIId acqDisition, 30

land acquisition. geometry, 3l

levee, 202
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loop, seismic, 202

Iow frequency model, use of for inversion, 156, 162

macrolayers, in inversion model, 160

Magnus sand, distribution from inveNion, 165 7
Inap-maLing. 57

manne acquisition geometry, 19 20

marine acquisition geometry, 4-component, 29
marine seismic acquisition, 18

marine seismic acquisition, mulri-source,

multi-streamer 19 21

marine seismic acquisition, non-standard geomerry, 2 I
marine seismic sources, 18

marine seismic vessels, 19

Maui Field timelapse example, 1 88-9

migration, 3, 202

migration, example, 52

migration, laleral shifts, 98

migration.pdnciples,46 7

migration, target and acquisition areas, I 8
migration aperture. 202

migration velociry, 203

mineral propefties, 145

minimum phase, 36-7, 60, 203

misfie after 2-D migration, 6

models for oil and brine sand response, 126
moveout, 204

ms. 3,204

multi tbld coverage, genemtion, 22

multiple cable/source acquisirion, 21

multiples, 39 42, 204

mutes,5l ,204

near trace stack, I 33 4

neural net trace classification, 112 14

neural nets, I 12

NMO, 2, 2M

NMO str€tch, 204

normal incidence reflectivity, 125

normal moveout, 2, 204, 206

ocean bottom receivers, 27

ofrset, 2M

P to S conversion, 28

paftvane, 23

partial offset stacks, 133
pay zone, 2M

peak (seismic loop), 14
phase specfum, 60-1, 204

point bar, 205

Poisson's ratio, 121

Poisson's ratio - acoustic impedance crossplot, 1 23,

1 3 1

Poisson's ratio, dry rock, 142,l5c�2

polarity change of reliector at fluid contact, I 26
polarity of display, 14,62

porosity, effect on impedance, for Chalk, 128-9
porosity, effect on seismic velocity, 146 7
position-fi xing inaccuracies, 187
positive AVO, 131

pressure change, eft-ect on seismic impedance, 183
pre stack depth migration, 49

primary rellections, 41-2, 205
processing sequence, typical, 36
prodelta, 199

P wave, 121,205

receiver gather, 205

rcfl ection coeflicient. 58, 205

rellections as chronostratigraphic surfaces, 105

refraction record. 205

relay ramp, 85

repeatability of time-lapse surveys, 186

residual moveout, elTect on AVO measurement, 132

resolution, horizontal, ofseismic data, 106
resolution, of screen display, 72

resolution, vertical, ofseismic data, 102

reverse fxults, multi-valu€d horizons at, 79 80

RMS average, 205

rms velocity, 96

root-mean square average, 205

SAIL (Seismic Approximate Impedance Log),

157 8

sandstone velocity porosity crossplot, 147

satellite imaging, display combined with subsurface

data, 173

scaling for AVO measurement, 132

Schiehallion Field time lapse example, 188

seed points, 83

SEG polarity convention, 14

seismic facies map. l14

seismic section, 3

seismic time datum. l5

seismic trace, 2

semi lransparent seismic cube, 175 7

sequence stratigraphy, 107

shale gouge ratio, ll8

shenr modulus, 140. 206

shear velocity, prediction from P velocity, 148 y

shear wave, 121, 205
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shear wave acquisition, 26 8

shot, 2

shol interpolation, 40

Snel l 's  Laq 121

sonic log, 58

sparse spike representation, 160

sphedcal divergence conection, 39

stack, 2, 46, 206

stacking conflict, 48

stacking velocity, 96, 206

static corrections, 33, 206

static delays, eftect on sracking velocity, 9?
stochastic inversion, 1 6G8

stratal slice, 110

stratal slice, offshore Louisidna example, 113 15
stratigraphic uap, 206

strike section. 206

strike shooting, preferred over salt dome, 25

structural trap, 206

structure-confbming amplitude, 126

struclure-oriented fi ltering, 84

S-wave, l2 l ,  205

synthetic seismogram, 58 56

time depth relation,60

time-lapse seismic 172, 180

time-lapse seismic, changes in reflector ampliiude,
1 8 2  5 ,  1 9 0  1

timelapse seismic, changes in reflector TWT, 184
timelapse seismic, matching surveys, 187

time lapse seismic, positioning repeatability effecrs,

1 8 6

timelapse seismic. when to shoot, 184
time migration, 47, 100

t ime s l ice,  76 7,  110

t^ce,201

transgression, 20?

transition zone survey, 34

trough (seismic loop), l4

tuning, amplitude and thickness response, 104 5,
129

tuning, and b€d thickness estimation, 104
tuning, example section, 106

turbidites, 207

two-pass migmtion, 48

two-way t ime,3,207

TWT, 3. 207

unconformity, 207

undershooting obstructions, 26 7

unit conversions, 15

units, systems of, 14

uphole times, 33

variogram, 166

velocity, labomtory measurement, 183

velocity, rms, 96

velocity, stacking, 96, 206

velocity iensity relations, 146-8

vertical exaggeration, 74

Vertical Seismic Profile, 66

vibrator (land seismic source), 30

visionarium, 178

visualisation, 172

Voigt Reuss Hill average elastic modulus. 1rl4
voxel, 174

voxel picking. 174

VSP,66

VSB example trace displays, 69-70

VSB upgoing and downgoing waves, 66

VSP, watk-above, 68

VSP geometry, 6G7

wavelet, zero and minimum phase,37,203

wavel€t extraction, 53-4, 62, 161

wavelet scaling in inve$ion, 162

weathe.ing layer, 34

wedge rnodel, 103-5

well depth datum, 15

well log editing, 64

wel l  synthet ic ,58,20?

wei l  t ies,57,  160

well to seismic match,53

well to seismic match, causes ofmismatch, 64

well trajectories, display with seismic volume, 173
Wyllie time-average equation. 146

zero oftiet,3,20?

zero-phase, 14, 3G7, 53. 60, 203, 2U

Zoeppritz equations, 121, 208
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